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Abstract 
This thesis explored social worker discourses to learn what they could reveal about professional 
workplace practices and experiences with race and racism. The study traced the subtle and 
elusive racism often found in everyday professional conversations that are not considered racist 
by dominant consensus. Using tools of thematic and critical discourse analysis (CDA), and van 
Dijk’s (1984, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011) general theory of racism and 
denial (1992, 2008), data from 14 semistructured interviews and one focus group with a racially 
diverse group of social workers was analyzed in two ways. First, thematic analysis offered a 
horizontal or “flat” exploration that illustrated various manifestations of racism, denial, and 
Whiteness. The second, vertical critical discourse analysis took a sociocognitive approach to 
examine underlying discourse structures that hold racism and Whiteness in place. Findings 
suggest the presence of subtle and nuanced racism and Whiteness in social worker discourses, 
and I discuss how these forces work in tandem to produce dynamics that preserve hegemonic 
structures and support dominant status. Countering, dialectical forces of resistance often 
overlooked in power analyses brought attention to forms of counter-power and opposition 
embedded in participant narratives. Inferences from focus group discourse illustrated four 
interpersonal capacities that supported constructive racial dialogue. Narratives also revealed 
vastly different racial experiences between Black, biracial, and White social workers in their 
professional settings. Implications for social work (and more broadly the helping professions) 
education, training, and leadership and change practices are provided. 
Keywords: Critical Discourse Analysis, Dominance, Everyday Antiracism, Everyday 
Resistance, Opposition, Power Abuse, Race, Racial Discourse, Racial Dominance, Racial 
Justice, Racism, Racism Denial, Silence, Social Work, Willful Blindness, Whiteness. 
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Chapter I: Introduction  
Grounded in ethics and a set of core values, social work imagines itself as a site of social 
justice that is committed to the wellbeing of the individual and society. A feature demarcating 
social work’s distinct mission and highlighting its unique practice is the expectation for social 
workers to merge mission, ethics, and values into practice, hence distinguishing social work from 
the practice of other professions. Members of the profession are called to lead efforts to 
implement strategies that change individual and agency practices around racial oppression and 
power abuse (Social Work Policy Institute, 2014). Generally, racism in social work has been 
observed through its disproportional impact on racialized, non-White clients, with less focus on 
the causes and operations of its continued presence. Early attention to the problem of racism 
within social work’s own ranks has been noted by numerous scholars and social work bodies 
(Council on Social Work Education, 1961, 1965; National Association of Social Workers 1967, 
1997, 2007; Social Work Policy Institute, 2014; Trolander, 1997; White, 1984). For example, in 
1961, the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) made explicit reference to banning racial 
segregation and discrimination within its own activities (Trolander, 1997).  
Referencing the work of the 1965 CSWE executive committee, Trolander (1997) made 
note of the continued focus on racial segregation that led the CSWE board to explicitly ban racial 
discrimination and segregation in staff assignment, employment, and promotion. This 
acknowledgment was in large part due to social work activists’ increasing involvement in social 
welfare reform and the war against poverty that had begun a year earlier. By the late 1960s, 
activists in social work had begun to argue that the professional nature of social work made it 
conservative and racist (Trolander, 1997). Increased attention to racism within the ranks of social 
work has gradually become more pronounced, as noted in the report of the National Association 
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of Social Workers (NASW, 2007), titled, "Institutional Racism and the Social Work Profession." 
Evidence of changes in individual and agency practices that address racial oppression and power 
abuse is limited. This limitation warrants investigation into forces that preserve the status quo 
and into the discursive power of language, and more specifically to look into the manner in 
which discourses express power and maintain dominance.  
While the mission of social work cannot be realized without language, analysis that 
examines discourse is underexplored in social work scholarship, and research that explores forms 
of racism denial in discourse are sparse. The primacy of communication in the practice of nearly 
every aspect of social work then becomes its most prominent and significant characteristic. 
Through a critical lens of two distinctly foundational elements of social work, a crucial juncture 
is created between race and discourse, leading to the questions: Do social workers talk among 
themselves about race? And, do either silences or talk reinforce racial injustices?  
From a critical point of view, this thesis is concerned with exploring racial discourse 
between social workers to highlight the ways in which social dominance is produced and 
maintained, while simultaneously avowing a commitment to racial justice.  
The prominence and frequent use of the terms discourse, race, and racism throughout 
this thesis warrants early definitions of each. Discourse, in the context of this study, is defined as 
a multifunctioning “form of social practice” expressed as language in speech and/or in writing 
(Fairclough, 1992, 1995; Fairclough & Wodak, 1997; van Dijk, 2011; Wetherell & Potter, 1993; 
Wodak, 1996) that forms a symbiotic, constitutive relationship between an event and the 
elements that frame it (Wodak, 2015). The words discourse, dialogue, communication and 
language are used interchangeably throughout the thesis. 
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Countless definitions of race situate the concept as socially constructed and as a recurring 
focal point of contentious debate and tension in nearly every aspect of social life. Historically, 
race as a concept emerged in dominant ideology to legitimate the oppression and exploitation of 
specific racial groups and deny them access to “material, cultural, and political resources” 
(Wodak & Reisigl, 2001, p. 373). This in turn validated the counterfeit doctrine of superiority, 
thus privileging Whites in every domain of social life. DiAngelo (2004) argued that race is a 
“constructed discourse rooted in relations of domination” (p. 164). Within the context of race, 
there are no racial spaces that are neutral. Van Dijk (2011) defined racism as a complex “social 
system of ethnic or ‘racial’ domination, where domination is a form of power abuse of one group 
over another” (p. 44) that results in inequality (van Dijk, 1992, 1997). Throughout society and 
within the social work profession, the terms discourse, race and racism are defined in multiple 
ways, for varying purposes, and likely contribute to general misunderstanding by social workers 
(Varghese, 2013).  
In what follows, the disjuncture between social work’s stated mission and actual racial 
practices serves as an entry point from which to frame the problem, purpose, and significance of 
the study. Social, cultural, and racial influences that impact all of society will also be placed in 
the context of normative practices and performative processes that undergird social work. 
Chapter I concludes with my research questions, limitations of the study, and a discussion of 
author positionality.  
Problem Statement 
The commission to stand for justice, dignity, and humanity by fighting against all forms 
of oppression is rooted in social work’s history. Embedded in the mission at its inception, social 
work’s ethical values and calls to action have always been radical—just not always inclusive. 
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These values are “substantially constant across different societies and throughout the history of 
social work” (Asquith, Clark, & Waterhouse, 2005, p. 2). Calls for social justice throughout the 
evolution of the social work profession have been paradoxically accompanied by silence about 
active participation in racially discriminatory practices and denial of citizenship rights (Aponte, 
1995; Dominelli, 1989: Potoky, 1997; Reisch, 2008; Schmitz, Stakeman, & Sisneros, 2001).  
Numerous social work scholars have deliberated on insufficiencies around issues of racial 
justice in the profession (Bowles & Hopps, 2014; Briggs, Holosko, Banks, Huggins-Hoyt, & 
Parker, 2018; Margolin, 1997; Schiele & Hopps, 2009; Varghese, 2013). Corley and Young 
(2018) contended that “despite social work’s historic and perceived social justice intentions, the 
profession’s lack of attention and inaction to issues of racial injustice call into question its true 
commitment to ‘ending oppression in all its forms’” (p. 317).    
Over the years, social work institutions have made consistent calls to address educational 
and practice gaps around race and the harmful practices of racism, but evidence of lasting change 
is sparse (CSWE, 1964; National Association of Deans and Directors Schools of Social Work, 
2014; NASW, 1963, 2007; Social Work Policy Institute, 2014). During and in the aftermath of 
the civil rights movement, racial injustices in the United States drew national attention and 
prompted racism’s (re)turn to the spotlight in social work. The impetus of more recent calls to 
action, nationally and in social work, were remnants of the 2012 murder of unarmed African 
American 17-year-old Trayvon Martin by a neighborhood watch member, followed by the 2014 
murders of unarmed African American men Eric Garner and Michael Brown by police. Amidst 
blatant and never-ending acts of “everyday racism” (Essed, 1991) in our current politics, the 
2015 mass shooting of nine African American congregants in a Charleston, South Carolina 
church by a young White supremacist contributed to increased conversations around race in the 
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U.S. and within the profession. One of the most recent—and maybe one of the most direct—calls 
was made by the Social Work Policy Institute (SWPI, 2014). The institute is a think tank that 
examines issues related to the work of social workers. 
The SWPI (2014) issued a report titled Achieving Racial Equity: Calling the Social Work 
Profession to Action. The report was an outcome of a 2013 symposium attended by “leading 
national race equity experts; key social work stakeholders from all facets of the social work 
profession . . . [as well as] funders, and community organizers who are committed to undoing 
racism and achieving racial equity” (p. 2). According to the report, the symposium brought 
renewed attention to the strategies outlined in NASW’s (2007) Institutional Racism & the Social 
Work Profession: A Call to Action, and built on NASW’s leadership in development of standards 
and indicators for achievement of cultural competence in social work practice (NASW, 2001, 
2006). 
The report overview starts with an indictment of the absence of mandated education and 
formal structures to address race and racism in any U.S. profession:   
As of 2013, there is not a single profession in the United States (U.S.) that requires its  
professionals to demonstrate an understanding of structural racism, nor has a single  
profession or association established an official base of competencies to address race and  
racism. (SWPI, 2014, p. 1) 
Language in the report specifically called the profession to action by stating that “social workers 
should be leading efforts to implement specific strategies to change their own practices and the 
institutions in which they work” (p. 1). Preceding the opening statement was a quote from the 
NASW (2007) that sought to frame the work at hand: “If our society can successfully tackle its 
treatment of people who are ‘different’ by virtue of the social category of race, it will have 
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changed the manner in which it views, understands, and responds to ‘differentness’ in other 
forms” (p. 11). At the core of this statement are issues of power abuse and oppression.  
Wodak and Meyer (2001) contend that “power is about relations of difference” and more 
specifically about “effects of differences in social structures” (p. 11). The position of the NASW 
(2007) on tackling difference “by virtue of the social category of race” (p. 11) is illustrative of 
the constitutive influence of language and subtleties of racism found in discourse. Park (2005) 
underscores the need to examine concealed exercises of power often discursively deployed to 
intervene with the “problematic differences of the raced” (p. 25), and supports the need for an 
exploration of racial discourse in social work practice.   
Social work has historically acknowledged the enduring and destructive presence of 
racism in the profession (CSWE, 1961, 1965; NASW, 1967, 1997, 2007; SWPI, 2014; 
Trolander, 1997; White, 1984), yet a grievous lack of research within its own ranks is unsettling. 
There is a need for multidimensional and multidisciplinary research approaches that seek to 
uncover the (re)production of racism as a form of social dominance in the profession and in the 
broader cultural, political, and societal functions it seeks to serve. Social dominance, in this 
sense, is the legally or morally illegitimate exercise of control over others that maintains a self-
serving interest and results in social inequality (van Dijk, 2008, 2011). 
Purpose and Significance of the Study  
Talk is the primary way that social work is performed. The ways we talk about what we 
talk about are significant to how race and racism are addressed. Talk is not only the main 
component of the social worker-client relationship and the principal means to convey essential 
information (Hall, Juhila, Matarese, & van Nijnatten, 2014), it is also the primary way social 
workers communicate about their work with one another. “Without talk, social work could not be 
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accomplished” (Hall et al., 2014, p. 9). Discourse’s primacy in social work practice positions it 
as a topic offering rich content with the potential to yield illuminating data.    
Hall et al. (2014) posited that “discourse analysis is interested in how talk is 
consequential for the management of a particular interaction” (p. 3). The practice setting—and 
those who work in it—are microcosms of the larger society and can offer an abundance of 
revealing intelligence for social work scholarship. Attention to the ways professional social 
workers talk about race and racism can inform how issues around this topic are integrated into 
social work practice, and can provide insight into the contextual dimensions and situational 
factors in which racialized discourses occur. Van Dijk (2011) insisted on identifying context as 
crucial to any analysis, noting that “text and talk do not come alone . . . [but rather] are socially 
situated” (p. 52). 
This thesis is concerned with racial discourse between social workers. My inquiry seeks 
to understand how social workers integrate issues of race and racism into “their own practices 
and the institutions in which they work” (SWPI, 2014, p. 1). This inquiry is significant because 
little is known about racial discourse between social workers, the contexts in which racial 
discourses occur, and the situational factors that accompany them. Examining the racial 
discourse between social workers draws attention to the complicated, evolutionary nature of race 
and racism, to how these operate at the level of professional practice (Gee, 1999), and can also 
inform education, training, and practice needs. Social work scholarship around race and racism is 
routinely education related, and often focuses on concepts of privilege, implicit bias, 
microaggressions, and the impact of racism on racialized communities. More complicated 
concepts such as McIntosh’s (1993) “conferred dominance” (p. 34)—a topic that contributes to 
the theorization of Whiteness—have not achieved the same kind of linguistic and scholarly 
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capital as her mainstream conceptualization of White privilege. The study of language as a 
vehicle in the reproduction of racial inequality in social work has received little attention, despite 
its preeminence (Clapton, 2018; Masocha 2017). The application of discourse analysis for the 
study of power abuse, that is, racism and sexism, has been supported by numerous scholars 
(Chambon, Irving & Epstein, 1999; Fairclough, 1995; van Dijk, 2008, 2009a, 2011; van Dijk & 
Wodak, 2000; Wodak & Meyer, 2008; Wodak & Reisigl, 2001). By examining racial discourse 
between social workers, I hope to bring attention to the relational nature of racism and the ways 
in which it is silenced and denied. While an analysis of the routinized practices and performative 
processes that influence social workers and their practices are beyond the scope of this thesis, I 
present a brief review of literature that takes us into the larger social context that surrounds and 
feeds systemic injustices (Essed, 2005).  
Contexts 
The role and work of social workers are affected by evolving 21st century conditions, 
where demographics, poverty and social exclusion, globalization of social problems, and 
communication technologies (Asquith et al., 2005) have dramatically shifted social contexts. 
Constantly changing policies, ideologies, and organizational structures continue to dominate 
service provision, resulting in accounts of “welfarism, professionalism, consumerism, 
managerialism, and participationism” (Asquith et al., 2005, p. 3). The dominance of these trends 
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to effectively critique racial discourse between social 
workers without considering these social forces. Drawing on Tilly (1998), Essed (2002) argued 
that it is essential to consider routine organizational practices and their predisposition to “follow 
the familiar categories and routes of power and inequality” that privilege higher social status (p. 
230).  
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Essed and Goldberg (2002) introduced the concepts of cultural cloning and cloning 
cultures as ways to examine how homogeneity often functions as a “process of control, of 
preservation, of (constructed) sameness in view of maintaining privilege and status differences” 
(Essed, 2005, p. 229). Cultural cloning operates in many organizations, many times, through “the 
privileging of masculine and White profiles;” the result is that organizational higher management 
and leadership levels remain culturally homogenous while claiming a “self-image of liberalism 
and tolerance” (Essed, 2002, p. 2). Cloning cultures are described as the “embedded norms and 
values,” structures, and social ordering that facilitate the “replication of sameness,” allowing for 
their “repetition, continuation, and extension” to take place (Essed, 2005, p. 234). Essed and 
Goldberg (2002) were concerned with the “saturation of the normative assumption of socio-
cultural sameness” that underpins much of the “mainstream thinking around politics, law, 
education, management, aesthetics, the military, and processes of production” (p. 1066). The 
social justice implications they introduce are relevant for a profession such as social work.  
Viewed through this lens, the implications of the profession’s racial and gender 
composition, educational and practice norms, performance criteria, and the impacts of these 
factors on social worker ability to carry out practices that promote social and racial justice, 
quickly become obvious. Essed (2005) asserted that outcomes of conditions of sameness 
uniformly organize human categories into “unequal functional pairs” (teachers-students, worker-
client) and “unequal biosocial pairs along lines of gender, race, ethnicity, age, abilities [Black-
White, man-woman, etc.]” (p. 234). Central to the process of the replication of sameness has 
been modern science’s reductionism and the “modernization of healing . . . [that includes] 
rejection and exploitations of Otherness” (Essed, 2005, p. 235). While the replication of 
sameness can potentially offer racial and gender diversity, the repetition of normative practices 
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may result in cultural homogeneity. The overwhelming presence of White women within the 
profession presents a different set of challenges.   
Racial and Cultural Influences 
Racial and gender demographics of professional social workers at the national level are 
notably imbalanced, as 67.1% of social workers are White and 86% are female (DataUSA, n.d.). 
Moreover, in a 2008 survey, the NASW Center for Workforce Studies reported an increasing 
demographic shift and noted a predominance of White female social workers serving client 
populations of color (Schilling, Morrish, & Liu, 2008). Of all social workers, 83% provide 
service to African Americans, 75% serve Latino clients, and 49% serve Asian or Pacific Islander 
clients (Schilling et al., 2008). 
While Essed’s (2005) discussion focused on gender and racialized norms in the medical 
profession, I apply her concept of “homogenizing” (Essed, 2005, p. 237) to social work, in which 
specific traits are also privileged. While these traits offer certain advantages, they are also 
accompanied by constraining social experiences that manufacture a particular social worker 
positionality and impede racial and cultural literacy. The mainstreaming effect of these processes 
creates efficiency in the production of social work services while commodifying social justice 
and reducing it to an exercise in exnomination—a term offered by Dyer (2008) to illustrate how 
Whiteness has been made invisible in Western culture, naturalizing it to become the norm while 
hiding its ideology and maintaining its hegemony.  
Homogeneity suggests that “a limited number of cultural and physical attributes are 
selected to serve as primary markers, defining who belongs and who does not” (Essed, 2005, p. 
237). The “normative image” (Essed, 2005, p. 237) of the White, female social worker implies a 
particular kind of social worker and suggests that a certain kind of social work will be carried 
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out. Homogenization then becomes very relevant, as “practices, rules, procedures, tasks, and 
profiles” (Essed, 2005, p. 232), now constituted as efficient, are driven by the market economy. 
Stimulated by the relentless forces of competition and efficiency, and accompanied by emotional 
and health tolls, these practices create fatigue and often result in hostility toward change among 
the dominant group, who are resistant to acting outside of their comfort zones. Thus, they 
quickly become the (unintended) enemy of racial and social justice because of implied changes 
added to the work they might assume. The influence of cloning cultures also appears in social 
work education, and the force of these cultures impacts the ways in which social work is 
conducted. Dominelli (2010) noted the subordinate status that social justice goals take to tangible 
deliverables and evidence-based outcomes, which are driven by normativity and competition. 
These social forces have a direct impact on how social work is taught and practiced. 
Normative Practices and Performative Processes 
Bhuyan, Bejan, and Jeyapal (2017) examined the extent to which social justice concepts 
and skills were reflected in Master of Social Work graduates’ practices and field education. 
Supported by other scholars (Ahmed, 2012; Deepak, Rountree, & Scott, 2015), they argued that 
“representations of social justice may operate as an institutional value while institutional 
practices simultaneously reproduce racial and other societal hierarchies” (Bhuyan et al., 2017,    
p. 375). They noted the “marginalization of anti-oppressive practice in the everyday operations 
of field education” (p. 386) and concerns with the investment in professional status over 
progressive politics, often seen in social work education (Jennissen & Lundy, 2011). Bhuyan et 
al. (2017) provided evidence of the value-practice contradiction, the influence of the market 
economy, and the impact of these on social work education and practice:  
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Universities are increasingly influenced by the market values of consumerism, 
professionalism, and managerialism, students are positioned as tuition-paying subjects; 
their education must cater to the “needs” of the market in order for these subjects to 
secure employment after graduation and successfully integrate within the market system. 
(p. 374) 
 
Noting the often under-recognized market economy and normative forces, Bhuyan et al. 
(2017) argued that “structural pressures that limit advocacy in professional practice” (p. 388) 
have direct implications for social work field education. Hidden deep within normative forces are 
issues of racial dominance that proliferate through discourse. Van Dijk (2011) emphasized that 
intentional or blatant engagement of racist discourse is not required for its reproduction. The 
normal functioning of institutional routines and arrangements in “complex systems of power 
networks” (p. 47) developed in the interest of the dominant group act to “marginalize or exclude 
minorities” (p. 47). “Routine racism” (p. 47), then, is not simply caused by racist attitudes: it is 
also conditioned by structures of routines found in organizations.  
Finally, in a study on how student teachers (do not) talk about race, Young (2016) 
stressed the performative power of words. Borrowing from Austin (1962), Young argued that 
“teacher talk acts as an institutional performance” (p. 68); I suggest the same is true for social 
workers in both the macro context and in the carrying out of microlevel social work duties. 
Common social work practices, such as identifying a client as “resistant” or assigning a clinical 
diagnosis, function as performative declarations that symbolically and politically constitute 
individuals to fit into predetermined labels (Young, 2016). Edleman (1974) emphasized the 
power of language to reduce humans to particular categories that contribute to normative, 
routinized practices that maintain the functioning of performativity:    
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The categorizations of the helping professions are pristine examples of the functions, and 
many of these categories carry over into the wider society. Once established, a 
categorization defines what is relevant about the people who are labeled. It encourages 
others to seek out data and interpret developments so as to confirm the label and to 
ignore, discount, or reinterpret counterevidence. (p. 300) 
Social influences and changing contexts that surround the education and practice of social work 
shift the vantage point from a narrow examination of race and racism to a wider perspective that 
accounts for processes and practices that operate within a racialized infrastructure. From this 
location, a more comprehensive inquiry begins.  
Research Questions 
Given the profession’s stated commitment to racial justice, my primary research question 
was: what are the ways in which social worker discourses (re)produce and maintain racism and 
secure Whiteness in professional practice? Framing this inquiry to examine “how people talk 
about what” (Hall et al., 2014, p. 13), focusing particularly on work-related discourse between 
social workers, I hoped to gain insight into what these discourses could reveal about social 
worker experiences with race, and their ambivalences and paradoxes. I paid particular attention 
to the ways that racialized discourses were silenced through various forms of denial, how those 
experiences impacted efforts to talk about race, and how they informed professional practices.  
My research used narrative interviews and a focus group to seek social worker stories. 
Essed (1991) asserted that “accounts of racism are more than just personal stories” (p. 54). 
Borrowing from Jaspars and Fraser (1984), she suggested that accounts are more than just 
“descriptions, opinions, images or attitudes about race relations . . . [they are also] systems of 
knowledge . . . [and] systems of values” (Essed, 1991, p. 102). Wells (2011) noted that 
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professions are sites of narratives, as individuals often operate within shared professional 
frameworks, and share the same type of training, values, skills, and perspectives. “In addition to 
the collection of data pertaining to narratives and the interactional context in which they are 
constructed and performed, narratives may also be affected by the broader environment in which 
they are told” (Wells, 2011, p. 34). While the profession shares the same asserted values, they 
are interpreted and applied in a variety of ways. Social worker interviews in this study therefore 
represented a variety of individual value and knowledge systems. 
Through social worker narratives and observation of interactions, I developed a 
qualitative understanding of these experiences. I collected data through 14 individual, 
semistructured interviews of professionally licensed social workers from a variety of practice 
settings. Engaged as a researcher-participant, I conducted one focus group with the same 
interview participants to gather additional data about how social workers talk to each other about 
race, while observing interactions that emerge during a group conversation. My research 
included multiple social work voices; foregoing the common belief that race applies only to non-
White people, I brought Whiteness to the fore to draw attention to the ways that racism impacts 
all people in different ways. I examined the resulting data through thematic analysis (Braun & 
Clarke, 2006) and using the discourse analytical tools offered by van Dijk (1992, 1993, 2008, 
2009, 2011).   
Positionality 
Research is a shared space created by the researcher and participants. Our individual 
identities impact the research process in ways known and unknown. Our social identities are 
active in our values, beliefs, perceptions, and biases, and shape the research process. If attuned, 
bias may create checkpoints along the process. My practice of reflexivity as a researcher not only 
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involves conscious awareness and self-scrutiny, but also is a response to what I find in my self-
surveillance. Bourke (2014) challenged researchers to extend themselves beyond their writing 
and into reflection on three questions:  
1. What role does my positionality as an African American social worker, with my own 
unique experiences of race, racism and Whiteness, play?  
2. How do I use my positionality in different spaces? And, 
3. Did my positionality influence the interactions that I had with participants?  
I view positionality as it relates to the social and political context of my identity and how my 
identity influences and perhaps biases my understanding and outlook of the world. For me, there 
was no escaping whether or not my positionality influenced my interactions with participants; 
rather, my presupposing questions became, in what ways did my positionality influence 
interactions and to what level am I aware of these influences? 
Throughout the process of analysis, I was constantly challenged by the hazards of this 
project. How does one ethically and humanely write about something as violent as the practice 
and impact of racism with people ethically mandated to challenge it? How do I hold myself 
accountable to what I am presenting? I carry the reality that I am forced to be both a victim and 
perpetrator, as our social systems are designed to maintain dominance. Seeking explanations for 
these questions, the answers began to make their way to me. Through the final year of my 
doctoral journey, I was reminded of the potency and resilience of African Americans that runs 
through my own veins by James Baldwin’s (1993) The Fire Next Time. I was, and continue to be, 
fortified and encouraged by his powerfully searing words, which called me to a continual 
examination of myself. Speaking of the brutal past of African Americans, Baldwin writes of our 
“endless struggle to achieve and reveal and confirm a human identity, human authority, [which] 
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yet contains, in all its horror, something very beautiful” (p. 98). Without romanticizing the 
horrors, he constantly reminded me that “people who cannot suffer can never grow up, can never 
discover who they are” (p. 98). The suffering he spoke of creates the ability to achieve one’s own 
authority that is unshakeable, because in order to save one’s life, one is “forced to look beneath 
appearances, to take nothing for granted, to hear the meaning behind the words. If one is 
continually surviving the worst that life can bring, one ceases to be controlled by a fear of what 
life can bring” (p. 99). Holding myself accountable to both my roles as victim and oppressor 
gave me the authority needed to do this work.  
I have partially answered my initial query here with a commitment to identify not only 
how dominance is (re)produced and maintained, but to also name the places where resistance and 
counterpower were already being enacted, while including references to potential future 
windows of opportunity. Critical research around power abuse and oppression argues that while 
it may not be the primary focus, identifying resistance is key to an effective analysis (DiAngelo, 
2004, van Dijk, 2008). 
As I analyzed the data, I noticed how I have fallen prey to—among other things— the 
ways in which race is portrayed as only belonging to people who are not White. In my own 
socialization and sometimes in my inner dialogue, race could appear irrelevant if an agency and 
its client base are all Black, or at least what could be called racially homogenous. I draw 
attention to this contradiction as a part of reflexive practice and to restate that no one escapes the 
deeply entrenched maze of racism. Rather than attempting to provide an answer for this 
dilemma, I allowed it to engender more questions that should be reflected upon.  
This research process was indeed motivated by my own biography as an African 
American woman with my own lifetime of experiences surrounding race. My clinical, coaching, 
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consulting, and teaching work around race and racism undoubtedly has an impact on how I 
interact with race. 
My interest in this general topic began to expand as I noticed several themes in my 
research that focused on working with refugees. One of the themes was related to experiences 
that I had had, both personally and professionally, with White people: a subtle yet consistent 
avoidance of discussing the issue of race. This was repulsive to me, as my values as a social 
worker for oppressed populations—not to mention our code of ethics—mandates a focus on 
social justice and cultural competency.  
The constants in my tenure as a clinical social worker have been my work with children, 
families, and trauma, domestic violence, childhood physical and sexual trauma, and generational 
and refugee trauma. Simultaneous with these were the always-evolving structure of White 
supremacy and racism that is itself an unashamed violent terrorism at the hands of White people 
toward people who are not White. Conversations with colleagues and others about racism 
frequently ended up with me wondering about the countereffect of inhumanity while in the act of 
harming others. As already stated, social work research necessarily focuses on the impact of 
various forms of oppression while turning away from the conditions and sources of harm. This 
focus away from the conditions and sources of dominance has been a primary driver in my 
interest in exploring racism and Whiteness, both of which continue to have direct impact on me 
both personally and professionally. Closing out this chapter is a brief statement on how the 
remainder of the thesis is arranged.  
Organization of the Thesis 
Earlier in this chapter, I explained that a critical analysis can reveal the coercive energetic 
forces that maintain racial dominance and render social work complicit in the perpetuation and 
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reproduction of racism. It is my hope that this thesis will provide new insights and present 
relevant questions and data that lead to more effective social work practice. Toward that end, 
Chapter II commences with a discussion on the nature of social work that explores its mission, 
values, relation to social justice, common practices, and primary skills. The review of literature 
will continue with a discussion and theorization of race, racism, and the relationality of racism. I 
survey literature on critical discourse analysis (CDA) and the denial of racism, and conclude the 
literature review with an examination of social worker racial discourses. Chapter III presents my 
methodology for data collection and analysis. Chapter IV offers a thematic analysis of the 
research findings, Chapter V explores findings through the application of CDA, and Chapter VI 
concludes with a discussion of findings, implications drawn from the data, and suggestions for 
future research.  
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
My thesis explores work-related racial discourse between social workers to begin to 
understand how they talk with each other about race. To ground my study, I have focused on 
four bodies of knowledge. Essential to the review of this literature is an exploration of the nature 
of social work as a dynamic, complex, and multifaceted profession entangled in a historical web 
of exnomination. In the first section, I use themes identified in Bartlett’s (1958) seminal Working 
Definition of Practice as a framework to investigate and synthesize the nature of social work 
practice, locating its mission, ethics, values, and purpose within a sociopolitical context. I 
attempt to describe social work and offer a delineation of its description, mission, values, 
purpose, knowledge, and primary skills, and draw attention to unsuccessful efforts to develop 
unified definitions, which have resulted in a lack of clarity as one of social work’s distinguishing 
features (Albers, 2001; Holosko, 2003). A distinction in the essential craft of social work 
communication is presented, and the section concludes with a summary of the often-overlooked 
performative power that lies within social work practice.  
The second section puts forth brief summaries of varying perspectives and proposed 
definitions of race and racism, and offers a conceptualization of the relationality of racism. CDA 
and various forms of racism denial are explored in the third section. Finally, the fourth section 
presents scholarship on social worker racial discourse. Fusing these philosophies offers an 
uncommon vantage point in social work scholarship, illuminating forms of racism denial in 
discourse as sites for the production, (re)production, and maintenance of racial dominance and 
the abuse of power. These areas are rich with data to inform social work education and practice.   
The Nature of Social Work  
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Commentary on the nature of social work must take into account the ontology of the 
profession as rooted in racial discrimination and domination (Aponte, 1995; Badwall, 2013; 
Dominelli, 1989: Potoky, 1997; Reisch, 2008; Schmitz et al., 2001). Viewing discourse as 
facilitating social work practices draws attention to the social identities of and relationships 
between people and groups of people. The power of discourse in social work must not be 
understated, as it acts as both a discourse and a practice. 
The early history of social work exposes the reality that techniques, concepts, and 
psychological theories were used to “collude with, aid, or support the efforts of the White elite to 
pathologize and consequentially marginalize, the experiences of communities of color” 
(Varghese, 2013, p. 4). Through the use of Binet testing scales, psychologist Louis M. Terman 
(1916) supported the notion of the inferiority of Mexican Americans, Spanish Indians, and 
Blacks, portraying them as “uneducable” (as cited in Sue & Sue, 2013, p. 72). Voices of racially 
marginalized social workers went generally unheard until the 1960s (CSWE, 1965; NASW, 
1967; Trolander, 1997). Andrews (1994) drew attention to the absence of African American 
social workers in Detroit when Terman was writing in 1916. An exclusionary system that 
blocked them from professional roles was eventually usurped by the heightened need for relief 
services caused by the influx of Black migrants from the South between 1915 and 1917. 
Discriminatory practices gave way to acceptance of Blacks as professional social workers, 
carving out a limited space for African Americans to become experts in their own communities 
(Badwall, 2013) while at the same time concealing the dominance of Whiteness. The symbiotic, 
constitutive power inherent in discourse about race authorized and maintained long-standing 
ideologies of Blacks as “non-moral” or “unimprovable” human beings while preserving the 
ability to claim “to be free of racial prejudice” (Andrews, 1994, p. 30). The socially sanctioned 
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power to deny the humanity of a group and permanently subordinate them as racially inferior 
speaks to the power located within Whiteness and the relationality of racism (Levine-Rasky, 
2016), and is completely antithetical to the formal ideology of social work. Through a lens of 
power abuse, discrimination, and social dominance, this glimpse into the historical roots and 
sociopolitical foundation of social work provides a backdrop to begin an exploration of the 
nature of social work.  
What Is Social Work?  
Developing a formal articulation of the nature of social work practice has been one the 
most challenging endeavors in producing this thesis. As a seasoned clinical social worker and 
social work educator, I find this both embarrassing and revelatory. The initial and reflective query 
for this section has been, how can I present a compelling discussion on the nature of social work 
when scholars in the field openly acknowledge the lack of consensus of a definition of social 
work and its practice? (Bartlett, 1958, 1970, 2003; Boehm, 1958; Hare, 2004; Holosko, 2003).  
This lack of clarity has been seen as distracting from the actual practice of social work 
(Bitensky, 1978; Boehm, 1958) and as interfering with social work’s ability to move forward 
with a clear purpose (Cheyney, 1923; Gordon, 1962). The complexity of defining social work is 
compounded by its bifurcated attention to people facing problems in living who are located 
across multiple intersections of race, class, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, ability, 
religion, and culture. Many of the challenges people on the margins face are the result of 
society’s failures (Asquith et al., 2005; Margolin, 1997). Most tangibly, social work can be 
understood “as a collection of competing and contradictory discourses that come together at a 
particular moment in time to frame the task of social work” (Cree, 2003, p. 3).  
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The NASW (2017) Code of Ethics evidences this contention in the only direct reference 
to a definition found within its pages, which offers persistent attention to both individual well-
being and the well-being of society as significant and “defining feature[s]” of the profession (p. 
1). How social work and its practice are ill-defined foretells of its enduring complexities, and its 
mission presents a unique entry point for exploring the nature of social work.  
The social work mission shares several broad features across international borders. These 
features include the enhancement of human well-being, addressing social change, and the 
empowerment of marginalized people, and are accompanied by common grounding principles of 
social justice and respect for diversity (International Federation of Social Workers, n.d.; NASW, 
2017). Universal acceptance also exists around general concepts of values, knowledge, skills, 
and practice that capture the essence of social work.  
The NASW’ (2017) mission is housed within its Code of Ethics and retains its 1979 
ethical responsibilities as grounded in a core set of values that shape the foundation of the 
profession and serve the profession’s unique purpose: “service, social justice, dignity and worth 
of the person, importance of human relationships, integrity, and competence” (p. 1). The NASW’ 
(2017) quest presents an ideological charge in the Code of Ethics, stating:  
[The] primary mission of the social work profession is to enhance human well-being and 
help meet the basic human needs of all people, with particular attention to the needs and 
empowerment of people who are vulnerable, oppressed, and living in poverty. A historic 
and defining feature of social work is the profession’s dual focus on individual well-
being in a social context and the well-being of society. Fundamental to social work is 
attention to the environmental forces that create, contribute to, and address problems in 
living. (p. 1)  
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While the mission may appear conceptually clear, continued ambiguity on how it is interpreted 
and actually carried out remains a challenge.  
Defining Social Work Practice  
In this section, I lean heavily on the work of Harriett Bartlett (1897–1987), former 
president of the American Association of Medical Social Workers (1942–1944) and one of the 
foremost thinkers in social work practice. She authored multiple articles that focused on defining 
and improving the profession by analyzing social work education and practice. Bartlett’s 
influence continues to be felt in the profession, specifically her efforts toward developing a 
working definition of social work practice and her conceptualization of the themes that define 
social work: “constellation of value, purpose, sanction, knowledge, and method” (Bartlett, 1958, 
pp. 6–7). Bartlett’s (1958) paradigm provides a structure within which interpretations of social 
work practice are rooted, although the dynamic nature of the profession renders an agreed-upon 
and unifying definition elusive.  
In revisiting Bartlett’s (1958) seminal Working Definition of Practice, Holosko (2003) 
presented the history of an ever-evolving delineation of social work that began well ahead of the 
1955 formation of the NASW. The forces driving Bartlett’s social work practice “constellation of 
value, purpose, sanction, knowledge, and method” were trends and issues identified by practice-
focused professionals who came together in 1958 to create a single professional organization 
(Bartlett, 1958, p. 3). Focusing on common trends and issues encountered in social work practice, 
the group identified four areas of challenge. One of the four challenges was the inability of the 
group to develop what particular knowledge, skills, and values were needed by every social 
worker to be considered basically competent (Bartlett, 1958). 
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Competencies of the profession have expanded numerically and evolved over time, and 
the ways in which they are applied and evaluated differ because of the many social work 
specializations (e.g., case work, group work, clinical), areas of practice (e.g., school social work, 
medical, child welfare), practice settings (e.g., private, community mental health, prisons), and 
populations (e.g., adults, elderly adults, children, substance users, children in foster care, 
immigrants and refugees). The ongoing debate created by the development of these core 
components and changing dynamics became a turning point from which social work continues to 
evolve. Activities of individuals, groups, and community workers were delineated and ultimately 
became categorized as five specializations: “case work, group work, community organization, 
administration, and research methods” (Holosko, 2003, p. 277). These specializations remain 
popular in social work vernacular, education, and practice. Boehm’s (1958) research also 
contributed to defining social work practice with what he identified as the “functions of social 
work” (p. 18), which refer to the enhancement of social functioning, “including restoration of 
impaired capacity, provision of resources, and preventing social dysfunction” (Holosko, 2003, p. 
277). In addition to creating language to identify specialized practice, Boehm’s work is relevant 
here because it advanced the notion of interconnectedness between individuals and the 
environment and created a shift toward an application of social functioning. His work also paved 
the way for Bartlett’s (1961) analysis of field practice in social work.  
Moving toward a comprehensive model for social work practice, Bartlett (1970) offered a 
framework with three primary components: social functioning as a primary focus, direct or 
indirect client service, and the development of a repertoire of professional interventions 
(Holosko, 2003). This substantiated the interrelatedness between person and environment, giving 
birth to the foundational person-in-environment model associated with social functioning 
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(Holosko, 2003). In seeking a common base for social work practice, Bartlett (1970) presented 
the following underpinning argument for the nature of social work:  
It should be clear that in this approach the practice itself is not described as “generic.” 
The common base of social work practice consists of concepts, generalization, and 
principles relating to knowledge, value and intervention, i.e., abstract ideas. Practitioners 
learn these ‘common elements in school and apply them in professional practice. The 
base is not the doing but what underlies the doing. (p. 129) 
  
Discussions around Bartlett’s (1970) common base advanced the profession’s thinking on 
“fields of practice, methods of practice, the role of theory, integrative thinking, intervention 
actions or elements, the assessment process, social functioning, the client-worker relationship, 
communication, professionalism, scientific methods, and the function of social work” (Holosko, 
2003, pp. 279–280). These conceptualizations are “intellectually threaded” into the person-in-
environment model and common base of social work practice (Holosko, 2003, p. 280), all of 
which contribute to understanding the nature of social work. Holosko (2003) concluded that the 
shifting definition of social work practice is a part of the “profession’s growth and development” 
and that social work’s rich practice history contains the core definition of social work practice (p. 
282).  
The impact of Bartlett’s (1958) Working Definition of Social Work Practice and the 
commentary that ensued have left an indelible mark. The constellation of value, purpose, 
sanction, knowledge, and method outlined in her original work and later elaborated upon by 
multiple scholars laid the foundation for a framework for analyzing social work practice. The 
protracted changes and growth in social work education and practice have since resulted in a 
dissemination of multiple theories, numerous practice models, and a sundry of perspectives all 
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for use with diverse demographics. I use Bartlett’s (1958) concept of this constellation, which 
continues to inform current social work practice, to investigate social work values.  
Social Work Values, Purpose, Knowledge, and Methods  
Social work is a profession immersed in a noble ideological foundation and grounded in 
ethics and values. Mirroring Bartlett’s (1958) conceptualization of value, the NASW Code of 
Ethics’ triangulation of individual and societal well-being, and the environmental forces that 
“create, contribute to, and address problems in living” (NASW, 2017, p. 1), breathe life into its 
mission. From this perspective, social work seeks to understand obstacles that stand in the way of 
full functioning and hamper the realization of human potential, resulting in “disequilibrium 
between the individual and his environment” (Bartlett, 2003, p. 267). In response to the shifting 
needs of society, the profession is affected by dynamic changes in social, political, and economic 
contexts. Mutable demographics, rapidly changing technologies, a widening wealth gap, a 
divisive and polarizing political climate, shifting social policies, and devolving standards of 
humanity and erosion of civility are creating new dynamics for practice.  
Social justice is paramount to the mission of social work. This cannot be disputed, as its 
ideological presence is cited throughout social work literature and within organizations that 
support social work education and practice (Badwall, 2013; Bonnycastle, 2011; CSWE, 2015; 
Jones, Ferguson, Lavalette & Penketh, 2004; Morgaine, 2014; NASW, 2017; O’Brien, 2009; 
Varghese, 2013). But inconsistency around how social justice is defined and operationalized 
within the profession becomes evident with multiple definitions of the term and accompanying 
ambiguity on conceptualizing and incorporating social justice into practice. According to the 
NASW Code of Ethics, six core values form the unique purpose of social work and its 
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perspective: service, social justice, dignity and the worth of the person, importance of human 
relationships, integrity, and competence. 
These six core values are tethered to ethical principles that set forth ideals “to which all 
social workers should aspire” (NASW, 2017, p. 5). Each of these core values and ethical 
standards contributes to the essence of social work. The core value of social justice and its ethical 
standard suggests that social workers will challenge injustice, with a primary focus on “issues of 
poverty, unemployment, discrimination, and other forms of social injustice” (NASW, 2017, p. 1). 
That social justice is not defined in the Code of Ethics, yet responsibilities of social workers 
around social justice are delineated throughout the 36-page document, suggests yet another 
avenue through which both its definition and implementation are left open to interpretation. In 
addition to its history, grounded in power abuse and dominance, the racial demographics of social 
work call into question how cultural cloning and cloning cultures (Essed & Goldberg, 2002) 
might impact the ways social justice is interpreted and operationalized.     
Hong and Hodge (2009) emphasized the multiple references to social justice in the 
CSWE’s (the accrediting body for social work education) Educational Policy and Accreditation 
Standards (EPAS; 2001, 2008, 2015). Akin to professional ethical standards, the CSWE (2001, 
2008, 2015) standards require educational programs to integrate social and economic justice into 
academic curricula. The CSWE (2001) EPAS standards specifically called on academic 
programs to prepare students to “provide content related to implementing strategies to combat 
discrimination, oppression, and economic deprivation and to promote social and economic 
justice” (p. 9). The CSWE’s (2001) Standards provide little guidance on how social justice is to 
be defined and incorporated into social work education, offering considerable latitude for 
varying conceptualizations and operationalizing practices (Hong & Hodge, 2009). Morgaine 
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(2014) challenged the profession to critically reflect on the use of the term social justice “before 
it loses the potential to be emancipatory” (p. 16). Discontinuity and lack of clarity around the 
concept of social justice then calls into question the ability of the NASW to uphold the ethical 
mandates with which it holds social workers accountable (Reisch, 2002), creating an enigma for 
the profession. In addition to the ambiguity around the definition of social work and the ways in 
which it is performed, scholars question the ways in which the profession carries out its social 
justice mission (Bowles & Hopps, 2014; Briggs et al., 2018; Corley & Young, 2018; Margolin, 
1997; Morgaine, 2014; Schiele & Hopps, 2009; Varghese, 2013).  
Borrowing from Martin (2003), O’Brien (2005) posited that social justice is the common 
element in social work, both nationally and abroad. He highlighted the significance of social 
justice, noting its historical and foundational roots: “Without social justice there can be no social 
work” (para. 1). O’Brien went on to draw attention to what he considered the loose deployment 
of the term and drew in common themes that predominate scholarship. These themes, which 
O’Brien identified in varying definitions of social justice, include structural disadvantage, 
inequality (in both personal and structural senses), commitment to those most negatively 
impacted by structural inequality, and equal treatment for all. While O’Brien’s assertion of the 
primacy of social justice as a core value is directionally sound, the inconsistency with which 
social work bodies delineate and perceive its meaning and implementation is aligned with social 
work’s definitional uncertainty. The thread of obscurity—evident in how social work is defined, 
how its mission is carried out, how its values are expressed, and how all of these are 
conceptualized into practice—brings the dilution of social and racial justice to the fore.  
An ontological perspective on O’Brien’s (2005) dictum related to the value of social 
justice might read: Without an aim and commitment to “social justice there can be no social 
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work” (para. 1). This reframing centers social justice where it does not currently exist, while 
maintaining its ideological ascendance. Centering social justice where it does not exist is critical 
to the overall aim of my thesis, in which I intend to illuminate the ways that social dominance is 
produced and maintained while at the same time declaring a commitment to racial justice.  
One of the primary aims of social work is to identify and enhance the potential of 
individuals, groups, and communities, and to support them in solving their own problems that 
arise out of social incongruence. Viewed bilaterally, the exercise of social work is concerned 
with and directed toward those who are marginalized, experience discrimination, and are living 
in poverty, while maintaining a tacit focus on the “well-being of society” (NASW, 2017, p. 1). 
This implicit attention to collective welfare reflects the social responsibility inherent in social 
work.  
Examined through a critical lens, social work performs as an agent of social control, 
particularly when juxtaposed against 21st century social influences that continue to dramatically 
shift the social context, and often lead to the perpetuation of the same economic and social 
systems that social workers are charged to oppose (Asquith et al., 2005). Underneath the 
umbrella of social responsibility implicit in social work practice is the presence of a sanctioning 
power or an authoritative component. 
The 2017 Code of Ethics spells out ethical responsibilities and standards relevant to the 
“professional activities of all social workers” (NASW, 2017, p. 7). The code puts forth that, in 
their professional capacities, all social workers have ethical responsibilities to clients, colleagues, 
in practice settings, as professionals, to the profession, and to broader society. Thus, in essence, 
in addition to the attention given to the well-being of society, the profession is called on to hold 
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itself accountable to the commitment to our own social responsibility, which includes knowledge 
of the ways in which oppression operates. 
The practice of social work is said to be guided by a particular knowledge that considers 
various contextual dynamics. Social work knowledge broadly covers human development and 
behavior, psychology, communication, the group process, interactional processes of 
relationships, the impact of culture, internal processes of communities and social services, and 
knowledge of oneself (Bartlett, 2003). One of the many ways that knowledge is passed on is 
through formal education, which includes social work’s methods that fall under the umbrella of 
knowledge (Bartlett, 2003).  
A primary method of social work is the systematic observation and assessment of 
individuals, groups, and/or communities, followed by the development of a plan of action 
(Bartlett, 2003). The plan of action is a formally documented, coauthored, multiphased strategy 
between a practitioner and the identified client that is evaluated throughout the period of service.  
Just as the field itself continues to morph, shifting 21st century political, social, and cultural 
contexts are changing client service needs and social work’s reaction to them.  
The impact of various stages of privatization—“marketization, managerialism, and 
financialization” (Gonzales & Gelman, 2015, p. 260)—has profoundly transformed the ways that 
agencies serve and practitioners practice. Results of managed care are manufactured services that 
fit within a system of prepackaged needs, which must be “approved” prior to delivery. 
Performance and accountability have replaced mission and rendered “social services as 
commodities” (Gonzales & Gelman, 2015, p. 260), placing the future of social service 
organizations and the profession in jeopardy. Adding to the impact of managerialism, Rogowski 
(2011) argued that the success of practitioners is measured by “whether managers’ targets have 
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been met” (p. 157). The ripple effects of privatization and the new determinants of success, now 
measured in the monetization of goal achievement, are felt by clients, organizations, society, and 
the profession. The practice of social work requires particular tools or instruments that must 
adapt to privatization and other social forces. The foremost component of social work is 
communication, which has intersections with all of social work.  
Communication in Social Work 
Implicit in the application of methods, skills, and social work practice is the essentiality 
of language and communication (Coulshed & Orme, 2012; Hall et al., 2014; Masocha, 2017). 
The most significant and impactful social work tool then, is discourse—various forms of text, 
talk, and interactions—that construct the interpersonal relationships that flow from it. The 
conveyance of information in social work education, training, and practice is performed 
primarily through discourse: speech and writing. Talk is the main component of the social 
worker-client relationship and is the primary way in which social work is performed. “Without 
talk, social work could not be accomplished” (Hall et al., 2014, p. 9). Distinct from ordinary 
conversations, social work practice can be viewed as a series of connecting conversations 
intended to complete tasks, develop and fulfill goals, and meet particular statutory and policy 
requirements. In the professional social work context, then, talk becomes institutional talk: “talk 
with a mission” (Hall et al., 2014, p. 9). In addition to talk, multiple forms of documentation—
progress notes, emails, assessments, diagnosis, treatment and other planning reports, and 
discharge records—require sound communication skills that involve “purposeful talking and 
listening [and writing]” (Hall et al., 2014, p. 9). 
Many of the challenges that bring clients into service have intersections with race, 
making racial dialogue an essential component of quality client care. Talking with clients and 
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colleagues, attending meetings, completing assessments, treatment planning, and tracking client 
progress are language- and text-based services that require documentation, supervision, 
consultation and ongoing evaluations to formulate client needs and communicate treatment 
progress. Deliberation about cases with coworkers and/or supervisors requires adroitness with 
communication in multiple areas of social work practice methods and skills. In this sense, 
communication is a hallmark and fundamental skill required by practitioners, “without which it 
is difficult to perform many other social work tasks” (Trevithick et al., 2004, p. 1). Language is 
an essential skill and societal oppression a primary theme in social work. More than a theme, 
oppression itself, through the use or silence of language, is a frequently unacknowledged 
dimension of social work.  
 Marcoccio (1995) pointed out the connection between language and oppression, 
identifying it as structural rather than isolated or incidental. Drawing from Armstrong (1990), 
Marcoccio argued that language is a performative “phenomenon . . . [that is] embedded in the 
network of social relations characteristic of that society” (p. 148).  
Social Work Practice as Performative 
Using Foucauldian discourse analysis to explore the nature of social work, Epstein (1999) 
suggested that the practice of social work is a performance of power. Dominance, Epstein noted, 
is expressed through influencing and motivating others to “adopt the normative views inherent in 
the intentions of social work practice” (p. 8), and must be done indirectly, without force or 
command, enabling clients to be transformed through the voluntary adoption of these normative 
views. Epstein argued that the meaning of normalization is “to make to conform or reduce to a 
norm or standard, to make normal, by transforming elements in a person or situation” (p. 9). 
When the concept of social functioning (Boehm, 1958; Bartlett, 1970) is examined through this 
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lens, a need for restoration or increase in the capacity of functioning must be set against a 
standard or normal level of functioning, thus suggesting a normal or common context within 
which all functioning occurs.  
Hall, Slembrouck, and Sarangi (2006) pose a formidable challenge to the profession in 
their view that professional processes are constructed in the day-to-day activity of practice and 
depend on communication processes. They call into question the claims to truth offered by social 
workers in their interactions with clients, colleagues, or other professionals, and argue they “have 
to be acted out in professional settings for them to matter” (Hall et al., 2006, p. 15). Much of the 
business of social work depends on one’s ability to gather information, support their version of 
events, and persuade others of its import, an act of performance. Performance in interviews, 
meetings, case conferences, or in writing requires a range of persuasive, interactional, and 
communicative knowledge, techniques, and skills. Much like the essentiality of context in 
discourse analysis, knowing who is making a claim, where the claim is made, what are 
consequences of the claim, and who is listening will have enormous impact (Hall et al., 2006).  
Edelman (1974) argued that language is inherent to social situations, and that the ways in 
which people can be classified with words “depends upon the assumptions of the observer,” 
thereby excluding the behavior being judged (p. 295). While often ambiguous and always 
imbued with meaning, the language and, no less importantly, the silence of social workers holds 
profound performative power: when one makes a statement about a thing, it is not being said 
about another (Cree, 2003). Social work communication that ignores or silences race, then, is 
highly performative. The gaps left when race is not addressed are often actively replaced with 
covertly racial and constitutive language that serves to maintain power abuse and social 
dominance. These practices are commonly implemented with illusions of fairness and social 
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justice. Deficits in understanding race and racism often propel this absence of race-related 
communication in social work, which is accompanied by delimiting boundaries and social 
prohibitions that determine how, when, and by whom race can (or cannot) be discussed.   
The study of race is accompanied by ongoing tension, debate, and controversy, resulting 
in numerous conceptualizations with evolving and indissoluble meanings over a protracted 
history. Next, I offer definitions of race, racism, and Whiteness to set the stage for examining 
their everyday presence in social work discourse and practice.  
Race, Racism, and Whiteness 
In much of the Western world, overt acts of racism are perceived as extremism 
(Goldberg, 2009; Hesse, 2004; van Dijk, 2008) and are often accompanied by discourses that 
endeavor to view such acts as a problem of the past. In spite of racism’s obvious presence in 
American structures, ideology, and discourse, this view is also maintained by numerous social 
workers. DiAngelo (2004) took a position that viewed race is a “constructed discourse rooted in 
relations of domination” where there can be “no neutral racial space” (p. 164). This position 
sheds light on the fear and anguish that accompany racial discourse. Racial dynamics have had a 
long-term, effectual influence on social work and often contribute to the silence about racism 
within the profession. Race and racism are highly contested topics in nearly every academic 
discipline and are accompanied by a variety of definitions that serve multiple purposes. The 
ways race has been defined and utilized, and its evolution, ontologies, epistemologies, and 
axiological and multiple applications in academic disciplines are beyond the scope of this 
review. In line with my research focus on race and racialized discourse in social work, I present 
summaries of a few perspectives, some of which have found a presence in social work, followed 
by the definitions that I use throughout this study.  
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Defining Race  
In the Oxford Bibliographies on Race and Racism in Social Work, Soydan (2011) 
suggested that the social work profession has typically focused on exploring the needs of racial 
groups and how those specific needs can be met by care agencies. Soydan went on to explain that 
in the colloquial language and literature, the term race is closely linked to ethnicity, and, in turn, 
ethnicity is positioned near the concept of culture. He further noted that the literature on race and 
social work—related to concepts and definitions—reveal discontinuity. Tracing this seemingly 
benign use of language, and the inconsistency in how it is deployed in social work discourse, 
points to the multiple ways in which discussions of race can be silenced, and illuminates the 
benefits of applying discourse analysis to explore various presentations of power abuse. 
Drawing on several other scholars (Goldberg, 1993; Hesse, 2004; Stoler, 1995), Badwall 
(2013) argued that “race can be understood ideologically, as a social construction, or as 
individual and structural practices of discrimination” (p. 8). Borrowing from Arendt (1951), 
Hesse (2004) presented the concept of race as ideological and one that has developed “into a 
convenient political weapon” (p. 9). Omi and Winant (1994) posited that race is “indeed a pre-
eminently socio-historical concept” (p. 11). In a later edition of their book, Omi and Winant 
(2014) reconsidered race as “intersectional, ubiquitous, and unstable,” constantly functioning at 
the “crossroads of social structure and identity,” and “continually being made and remade in 
everyday life” (p. i). Social work scholars Miller and Donner (2000) suggested that, while race is 
a social construction, racism is a social reality. Referencing the anthropological work of Smedley 
and Smedley (2005), the SWPI (2014) posited that “race as a biological fact has been invalidated 
by biologists and geneticists, but race as a social construct is very real;” they added that 
“physical traits still maintain meaning as markers of social race identity”  (p. 2).  Finally, as 
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already stated, I use the combined articulations of race offered by Wodak and Reisigl (2001) and 
DiAngelo (2004). Just as there are multiple definitions of race, each accompanied by their own 
agenda, the same is true for the varied, mutable definitions of racism.  
Defining and Theorizing Racism  
Variability of definitions, theories, and analysis within academic disciplines suggests a 
diversity of purposes and applications. Making note of a common component absent in many 
definitions, van Dijk (1992) contended that “discourse lies at the heart of racism” (p. 102). Like 
Essed (1991), he further warned that racist discourse is often located in the “normal” institutional 
structures and routines of complex systems and networks developed in the interest of the 
dominant group, which serve to marginalize or exclude those that are racialized as non-White 
(van Dijk, 2011, p. 47). The NASW Delegate Assembly—social work’s key policymaking 
body—sets national parameters for the profession. The NASW’ (2006) policy statement on 
racism defined it as the “belief or practice through demonstrated power of perceived superiority of 
one group over others by reason of race, color, ethnicity, or cultural heritage” and identified this 
perception of “power” or “right” as part of the “cultural inheritance of the United States” (p. 280). 
In contrast and in an effort to combat racism through racial dialogue, social work scholars Miller 
and Donner (2000) used the following definition of racism: 
The systematic subordination of members of targeted racial groups who have less 
political, social, and economic power in the United States (African Americans, Latinos/as, 
Native Americans, and Asian Americans–collectively referred to as People of Color) by 
members of a privileged racial group (Whites/Caucasians/European descendants) who 
have relatively more social power. This subordination is supported by actions of 
individuals, cultural norms and values, and institutional structures and practices of society 
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(Wijeyesinghe, Griffin, & Love, 1997) and is based on assumptions of natural, invariant, 
biologically or culturally determined racial categories (Winant, 1998). (Miller & Donner, 
2000, p. 33) 
For the purposes of this thesis, I use van Dijk’s (2011) definition of racism as “a social 
system of ethnic or ‘racial’ domination, where domination is a form of power abuse of one group 
over another” (p. 44) that results in inequality. This definition offers a basis to focus on the 
intermediary role of racist discourse” (p. 44). Van Dijk (2011) suggested that racist discourse 
“may be both a discriminatory practice” and, at the same time, “the primary source and medium 
for the acquisition of racist prejudices and ideologies” (p. 44). Van Dijk’s (2011) work also 
suggested a relational nature of racism that is germane to its diverse manifestations in such 
phenomena as “ideologies, attitudes, text, talk, communication, interaction, institutions, group 
relations, official policies, international relations, and ethnic diversity in multicultural societies” 
(p. 43). Other scholars also recognized the influence of discourse. Wodak (2015) emphasized the 
power of discourse, arguing that its dual nature is socially constitutive and socially conditioned. 
Discourse, then, is “socially consequential . . . [it] gives rise to important issues of power” (p. 
303). That discourse is not explicitly named in many definitions as a major contributor to the 
creation, maintenance, and reproduction of racism is noteworthy.  
There are numerous scholarly accounts for how racism is produced, legitimated, 
reproduced, substantiated, and maintained at micro, mezzo, and macro levels in historical, 
political, social, and cultural realms of society, and each comes with its own agenda, serving a 
particular purpose. The essentiality of and dependence on the racialized Other for its survival 
contributes to the complexity and complicatedness of racism and its relational nature (Badwall, 
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2013; DiAngelo, 2004; Frankenburg, 1993; Levine-Rasky, 2016; Morrison, 1992; Omi 
&Winant, 2014; Steyn, 2015; van Dijk, 2011).  
Whiteness, Power, and Relationality 
In light of the history of social work and the preponderance of White practitioners and 
theorists, an understanding of Whiteness and its power, manifestations, and coconstructed 
relationship to race becomes increasingly relevant to studying how the profession’s social justice 
mission is carried out. Varying conceptualizations of Whiteness have resulted in disparate 
meanings that can refer to individual or group racial and ethnic identity, or dominant cultural 
practices often intersecting with nationality, gender, or religion, or histories of colonialism or 
globalization (Levine-Rasky, 2016).  
Engaging the work of Judith Butler, Warren (2003) articulated that race is performative, 
and operates through recurrent verbal and nonverbal actions that express racial inclusion or 
exclusion; such acts “create an illusion of substance that appears bodily” (p. 29). In a 
voluminous, comprehensive study, Levine-Rasky (2016) approached Whiteness as a practice of 
power that is manifested “structurally, culturally, and experientially” (p. 17). Through a series of 
questions on Whiteness, her work examines how it works, what it does, what maintains it, how it 
is sustained in spite of its contradictions, and what its effects are and for whom.  
Levine-Rasky’s (2016) interpretation suggested that Whiteness is accompanied by four 
correlates grounded in the meaning of White identity: power, race, racialization, and racism. 
Generally, identity is viewed as a “dynamic and emergent force” that alters over time and with 
varying conditions that generate the significance of “sameness and difference;” as such, identity 
is made vulnerable and open to being “destabilized by identities that are being denied” (p. 18). 
From this frame, race is interpreted as an arbitrary social construction lacking factual meaning 
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that categorizes people on the basis of physical characteristics, whether real or imagined. 
Racialization, then, is the process through which race is ascribed to a group of people by a 
dominant group that facilitates the practice of racism (Levine-Rasky, 2016). Quietly occurring 
during the ascription of race to the racially marginalized, the dominant group is simultaneously 
racialized as White. Finally, and reminiscent of the perspective of van Dijk (1992, 2011), the 
relationality of racism comes to the fore as an interdependence with, and reliance upon, the Other 
for the maintenance and (re)production of power abuse and social dominance. The real or 
imagined differences of non-White racialized group members are critical to forming the basis on 
which to evaluate the racialized group relative to the dominant group (hooks, 1992; Levine-
Rasky, 2016). 
 Levine-Rasky (2016) positioned Whiteness as more than a state of being read from  
one’s skin color; rather, she locates it as a relational practice of social dominance that is 
integrally related to and dependent upon the racialized Other, a way of “doing identity” (p. 18). 
Simply stated, “there is no Whiteness without the racialized Other within whom Whiteness is 
integrally related” (p. 18). In terms of social work, this would suggest that practitioners codefine 
or reconfirm their racial (and class or gender) identity in relation to the Other.  
Levine-Rasky (2016) argued further that unjust social relations are “not aberrations of the 
normal [rather they are] definitive of the normal” (p. 14). Elucidating racism’s relationality, she 
noted its effects as “both disadvantage/exclusion of groups racialized as non-White [and the] 
advantage/inclusion of groups racialized as White” (p. 14). Distinguishing only loss and injury to 
racialized groups, and only gains and benefits to groups racialized as White, obscures the 
pernicious, universal consequences from which no one escapes. When damage is concealed, 
particularly for White groups, it offers yet another opportunity for distorted interpretations of 
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profit/loss that can maintain discourses of denial and goodness allowing those discourses to 
remain unchallenged and unchanged.  
 Toni Morrison (1992), one of the early scholars to write about Whiteness (Essed & 
Goldberg, 2002), criticized the failure of 20th century American literature to include the 
experiences of African Americans and unveiled this exclusion through a lens of relationality. 
Morrison exposed the ways in which strategic use of Black characters are used to “define the 
goals and enhance the qualities of White characters” (pp. 52–53) through the literary 
imagination. Morrison presented the complicity of American literature that Levine-Rasky (2016) 
described as a “dual process of marginalization and dependency on African American peoples” 
p. 15). Glorified American (White) individualism emerges from (Black) obscurity, presenting 
(White) “autonomy and self-determination” as heroic and virile while “concealing their intimate 
connection to Black servility” (Levine-Rasky, 2016, p. 15). Morrison betrayed the silent, 
intimate, and codependent affinity of the celebrated (White) American on the (Black) dominated 
yet invisible body that results in a “dominion over Blackness” and “enables Whiteness to know 
itself as dominant” (Levine-Rasky, 2016, p. 15). Morrison’s (1992) critique relates to American 
literature, but is extraordinarily pertinent here as it ties directly to the foundation of social work. 
Hoagland (2007) posited that “when relations between racialized and White groups are 
acknowledged or fostered, it can function like an act of ‘benevolent charity’ presented as 
responsiveness to need” (p. 103) and can be instructive for social work.  
Social work discourses can mask racism’s presence and obscure the relationality between 
the helper and helped. Levine-Rasky (2016) unveiled that “helping the Other requires a 
determination of the Other’s need . . . [and] recognition of a vulnerable recipient of help” (p. 15). 
In what Hoagland (2007) called acts of “benevolent charity” (p. 103), Whites (and, I posit here, 
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social workers) are “positioned to act for the Other, to represent the Other, but never to recognize 
ourselves as dependent” (p. 103). The chronic and obscured dependency of the oppressor on the 
Other furnishes Whiteness with virtue and innocence (Dyer, 1997; B. Heron, 2007; Levine-
Rasky, 2016). This unilateral interpretation obstructs the absolute dependence on the Other and 
disavowal of one’s identity and true self that accompanies denial of humanity in another. Harvey 
(2012), offering a theological perspective on the “nefarious” process of racialization that 
“unjustly privileges” Whites, to the detriment of People of Color, argued that to “be White is to 
exist in nothing less than a state of acute moral crisis” (p. 85).  
While often drawing attention to the harm caused by Whiteness, the multiple forms of 
injury to Whites remain underexamined. Citing Dyer (1997) and Fellows and Razack (1998) and 
drawing attention to its relational aspect, Badwall (2013) argued that “the most critical 
dimension of Whiteness is that the White subject cannot know her own goodness, virtue or moral 
superiority outside of constructions of ‘deviance,’ ‘difference,’ and Otherness” (p. 17). From this 
position, power is used to not only constitute the Other, but to establish and maintain the rules of 
racial dominance and abuse. Whiteness is granted the “power to define Others, to set the 
parameters of inclusion . . . [and] establishes the terms of fundamental difference” (Levine-
Rasky, 2016, p. 16), while simultaneously allowing White people to live in a state of conscious 
avoidance. The often-invisible presence and unnamed normality of Whiteness and its relational 
interdependence on non-Whites (Dyer 1997; Badwall 2013; Levine-Rasky, 2016; Morrison, 
1992) is relevant to a study of racism and its denial.  
Critical Discourse Analysis—Racism and Racism Denial 
Discourse—collections of talk or text (van Dijk, 1999) and a form of social interaction 
(Fairclough, 1992, 1995; Fairclough and Wodak, 1997; van Dijk, 2011; Wodak, 1996; Wetherell 
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& Potter, 1993)—plays an essential role in the reproduction of various forms of domination 
within “intergroup relations, society, politics and culture” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 43). Discourse 
serves a variety of functions that shape and express underlying prejudices and racist ideologies 
(van Dijk, 2011) while offering opportunities for counterstories and counteractions for            
non-White Americans. Counterstories and actions support those existing under hegemonic 
regimes as they navigate the routine, everyday practices of racism and tolerate its noxious 
effects, and highlight the intense relationality of racism. CDA offers a unique perspective from 
which to evaluate the nuanced manifestation of everyday racism imbued within “ideologies, 
attitudes, text, talk, communication, interaction, institutions, group relations, official policies, 
international relations, and ethnic diversity in multicultural societies” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 43).  
One of the most widely published voices in the area of racism and discourse, and also one 
of the founding fathers of CDA, is Dutch scholar Teun van Dijk. His work on ethnic prejudice, 
cognition, and the discursive reproduction of racism, dates back to the late 1970s and early 
1980s. In his more recent work, van Dijk’s (2011) interest is in the “mainstream racism” (p. 48), 
now called “new racism” (p. 48), of powerful elites and institutions that sustain maximum 
hegemonic influence over our daily lives. Carrying multiple identities, “aversive or symbolic 
racism” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 48) is manifest in subtle forms of text, talk, and other practices of 
inferiorization and exclusion (Barker, 1981; Dovodio & Gaetrtner, 1986) that are not seen as 
racist by dominant consensus. It is this type of racism that my research project will explore.  
The frame supporting van Dijk’s (1984, 1987a, 1987b, 1992) research is that ethnic and 
racial prejudices are prominently acquired and shared within the White dominant group through 
everyday conversation and institutional text and talk. Van Dijk (1992) also suggested that these 
everyday conversations have broader political, societal, and cultural functions, by which “such 
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discourse signals group membership, White in-group allegiances, and more broadly, the 
numerous conditions for the reproduction of the White group and their dominance in virtually all 
social, political and cultural domains” (p. 88). Contrasted against a predominantly White, female, 
middle class professional work force that provides services to a sizeable racially marginalized 
population, social worker discourse is particularly relevant given the profession’s call to 
challenge social and racial injustice. Although racism within the profession has been 
acknowledged by social work bodies (CSWE, 1961, 1965; NASW, 1967, 1997, 2007; SWPI, 
2014; Trolander, 1997; White, 1984), insisting on a thorough examination and deeper 
understanding would not only trigger moral challenges but would contest the very roots of our 
professionalism.  
Van Dijk (1999, 2008) sees racism as a social system that supports a dual-functioning, 
interdependent subsystem. The first part of the major subsystem enables discriminatory practices 
“in all domains of social life” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 44). The second is a socially shared cognitive 
subsystem rooted in racist ideologies and prejudices (van Dijk, 1984a, 1987a, 1998). Racist 
discourse plays an essential intermediary role between the two subsystems (van Dijk, 2011). On 
the one hand, racist discourse functions as a “discriminatory practice,” and on the other is the 
major “source and medium” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 44) for the procurement of racist ideologies and 
prejudices. In essence, while racist discourse is practiced at the individual level, it is taught and 
learned through “everyday situated interactions, discourse and social cognitions” (van Dijk, 
1992, p. 88), serving to implement and support structures and processes of racism at the macro 
level. It is through this venomous cycle that racism is created, maintained, and reproduced in all 
realms of social life.  
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Using a theoretical and analytic framework of CDA, I rely on both van Dijk’s (1984, 
1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 2008a, 2009; Wodak & van Dijk, 2000) general theory of racism 
and his work on the denial of racism (1992). The CDA frame will support my examination of 
discursive strategies and cognitive and social functions that may be deployed in everyday social 
worker discourses, bringing attention to the (re)production and denial of racism and maintenance 
of racial dominance. In addition to the symbiotic nature of racism, racism denial plays a 
prominent role in its (re)production.  
The Denial of Racism  
Van Dijk (1992) identified denial as a fundamental property of contemporary racism, and 
argued that it fills the gap left by social norms and laws that prohibit explicit discrimination and 
derogation of racialized persons. Generally, White people are averse to being seen as racist (van 
Dijk, 1992) and professional standards within social work forbid outright forms of racial prejudice 
and discrimination. Engaging in racist discourse, then, is not always blatant or intentional, and is 
often a consequence of what are deemed normal institutional routines rooted in complex systems 
and maintained in the interest of the dominant group (van Dijk, 1992). While there are many 
forms and functions, denials are generally a double strategy of defense that, in one regard, serve 
as positive self- or in-group-presentations or face-keeping, while also expressing subtle, implicit, 
negative other-presentations (van Dijk, 1992).  
According to van Dijk (1992), “the strongest form of denial is reversal: ‘We are not guilty 
of negative action, they are’ and ‘We are not the racist, they are the real racists’” (p. 94). Van Dijk 
(2008) called this the “stock-in-trade of the radical Right” (p. 128). He added that, in this sense, 
reversals no longer serve as forms of social defense, but become a part of a “strategy of counter-
attack” (p. 128). Denials serve specific functions and carry their own agendas; van Dijk (2008) 
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offered four categories of situational and general denials: act, control, intention and goal denials. 
These categories of denials create the internal formation through which their functions, agendas, 
and routines are deconstructed. I add another form of denial for consideration that I argue sits 
outside of the four categories presented by van Dijk (1992): willful blindness. The concept of 
willful blindness (Heffernan, 2011) is a form of denial that contends that one could and should 
have knowledge, but that one manages to not have this knowledge—a deliberate turning away 
from. As already seen, denial of racism functions to maintain in-group membership and 
allegiance, and as a turning away from that which one has a duty to know.  
Although infrequently acknowledged, denial is prevalent in social worker discourse. 
Whether in education, field work, or social work practice, subtle forms of denial are embedded 
and unleashed in the day-to-day routines and occur irrespective of intentionality. Social work 
scholarship on race-related dialogue documents institutional practices of racism that appear in 
multiple contexts and present in a variety of ways (Andrews, 1994; Badwall, 2013; Bhuyan  et al., 
2017; Gosine & Pon, 2011; Jeffery, 2002, 2005; Jeffery & Nelson, 2011; Pradia, 2013; Rossiter, 
2005; Sullivan, 2006; Varghese, 2013). The deployment of ignoring, avoiding, silencing, and 
expressions of discomfort and pain are subtle denial strategies that result in the reinforcement of 
racial and social inequalities and discriminatory practices in academic materials, classrooms, field 
practicums, and workplace environments. Social work scholarship has given little attention to 
examining denial strategies that occur in discourse, and denial from a framework of willful 
blindness is scant if existent at all. In Willful Blindness: Why We Ignore the Obvious at Our Peril, 
Heffernan (2011) offered a brief history and definition that I will utilize.  
Variations on “Willful Blindness”  
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Heffernan (2011) journeyed briefly into the 19th century beginnings of willful blindness. 
Primarily a legal construct, an early conceptualization suggests that the concept is a state of mind 
that leads one to “willfully shut his eyes as ‘connivance’ [or] ‘constructive knowledge’” (p. 2). 
Her analysis of willful blindness put forth multiple expressions that have developed over time and 
are often used in legal contexts. Much like race, blindness is a constructed and performative 
discourse often used to separate and categorize. After careful deliberation I have chosen to use 
Heffernan’s definition of the term willful blindness. For the remainder of this thesis, however, I 
have eliminated the use of the word “blindness” (except when explicitly used in citing research) 
and instead have deployed interchangeable variations such as “deliberate or willful ignorance,” 
“conscious avoidance,” or “deliberate indifference” to describe the phenomenon (Heffernan, 
2011, p. 3).  
One common theme that emerged from Heffernan’s (2011) examination of these phrases 
is the idea that, in practices of willful avoidance, there is an opportunity for knowledge and a 
responsibility to be informed, and that responsibility is shirked, avoided, or neglected. Conscious 
avoidance is pervasive, and intimates an intentional or deliberate closing of one’s eyes to what 
would otherwise be obvious or the deliberate turning away and neglect of the existence of a fact. 
In her conceptualization, Heffernan argued that the reality of this particular type of indifference is 
that people simply choose “not to look and not to question” uncomfortable truths “that cry out for 
acknowledgement” (p. 1). 
Of considerable contention in the concept of deliberate ignorance is that it “carries no 
implication that the avoidance of the truth is conscious” (Heffernan, 2011, p. 3). In other words, 
from a legal standpoint, “the law does not care why one remains ignorant, only that you do” 
(Heffernan, 2011, p. 3). Despite being useful and arguably efficient, the idea of willful avoidance 
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(and its correlates ignorance and indifference) present unforeseen and dangerous risks, often 
causing peril while seeming innocuous. Deploying the concept of deliberate indifference can be 
an effective tool for exploring racial discourse in social work practice, as the definition offered by 
Heffernan (2011) carries an ethical dimension that combines the opportunity and responsibility 
for knowledge and makes no absolute claims about why one refuses to look. Zerubavel’s (2006) 
work around rules of denial brings attention to how willful avoidance may be preceded by a social 
process of learning to ignore.  
In The Elephant in the Room: Silence and Denial in Everyday Life, Zerubavel (2006), 
explored the rules of denial and the epistemological roots of “learning to ignore” (p. 20). 
Zerubavel suggested that the act of focusing attention is grounded in “highly impersonal social 
traditions” (p. 20). He posited that acts of ignoring and noticing are encompassed by certain 
social conventions and communications that are performed by members of particular social 
communities. These conventions inform members of social groups who and what to pay attention 
to, and who and what to ignore. Plowing deeper into the roots of ignorance, failing to notice is 
more than simply ignoring; rather, the act of ignoring is commonly tied to social pressures to 
actively overlook something or someone. According to Zerubavel, learning to ignore is tied to 
what he identified as the “rules of irrelevance” (p. 23), which divide what is relevant from that 
which is irrelevant in social circumstances. This collective practice of dividing the relevant and 
irrelevant socializes members of social groups to focus on certain aspects of situations while 
ignoring others. Ontologically, examining these social practices allows a wider perspective from 
which to view their foundations. Examining these through the lens of indifference, we begin to 
see the value in understanding the role of these developmental processes and how they inform 
the ways in which we are socialized to ignore. These developmental processes become relevant 
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in the context of social work education and practice as they offer an entry point for instruction 
and training. Heffernan (2011) offered several conceptualizations of willful ignorance that have 
evolved over time. Here, I present willful ignorance and its legal frame.  
Roiphe (2011) took a legal perspective to argue that, as a general rule, courts and 
regulators do not permit lawyers or individuals to turn a blind eye to or ignore relevant facts in 
their responsibilities and legal obligations. Roiphe succinctly stated that “criminal law doctrine 
dictates that someone who deliberately ignores obvious facts is as culpable as a person who 
knows those facts but continues despite them” (p. 181) and that tolerating the effects of willful 
ignorance undermines the rules that protect the public. That willful avoidance has evolved from a 
legal conceptualization suggests that it is accompanied by an ethical and moral quality that 
bolsters its significance, particularly in social work. Empirical evidence of practices of willful 
neglect are proffered from the context of an urban school district setting.  
While numerous educational leaders are explicit in their disapproval of racism in U.S. 
schools, many express a reticence toward discussions of race and racism (Larson, 1997; 
McMahon, 2007). Khalifa and Briscoe (2015) examined how district-level administrators in a 
large urban school district in Texas responded to investigations and indications of racism in their 
schools. Khalifa and Briscoe’s research unmasked varied forms of denial that included willful 
blindness, deliberate ignorance and indifference, and purposeful ambiguity, all of which served 
to protect the interests of administrators and to maintain hegemonic structures and practices. 
With the exception of mandated practices, Khalifa and Briscoe noted that administrators became 
“willfully blind to any indicators of racism,” failing to interrogate data that showed evidence of 
its presence” (p. 17). Findings from their analysis can be instructive for the profession, as they 
highlight that even with disavowal, administrators actively engage in the reproduction and 
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maintenance of racially oppressive practices. Although limited, I present scholarship that 
explores variations of deliberate neglect in the context of race and racism.  
Citing Pratt (1984) and Rich (1986), Sholock (2012) discussed a “systematic nature of 
ignorance” (p. 703) evident in White Western feminists’ inability to execute and sustain 
antiracist praxis. Arguing that this caused emotionally and politically harmful impacts, she spoke 
to the influence of “systematic ignorance” and “epistemic uncertainty” (p. 701) on White 
Western women. Sholock posited that Whites are simultaneously conditioned to possess both a 
complete conviction of themselves as intellectuals imbued with cognitive authority while 
systematically remaining ignorant of racial realities. Systematic ignorance is used to describe 
ignorance as more than simply a lack of knowledge; rather, it implies that ignorance by the 
racially privileged produces and supports a system of White supremacy (Sholock, 2012), often 
through the deployment of face-keeping and self-presentation strategies of denial (van Dijk, 
1992). Systematic ignorance then, keeps antiracist praxis at bay and maintains the racial status 
quo. The large representation of White women in the profession, coupled with their propensity to 
see themselves as nonracist and claims to treat all clients equally regardless of color, make 
systematic ignorance an important consideration.  
Levine-Rasky (2016) peeled back the incompatibility and circularity between empathy 
and Whiteness in her deliberation on the epistemology of ignorance. She demonstrated how 
White solipsism—the exclusive reverence for a perspective molded by White normalization— 
creates psychic and cognitive barriers that impede the capacity of many White people to harbor 
empathic ability. Empathy is a core practice in social work (Shebib, 2003) and normative 
practices concealed in services are structured to address the impact of racism. The impact of 
racism is often shared through stories of victimization of racialized Others told to sympathetic 
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professionals. Notions of comparability between “Whiteness and a knowledge of racism” 
(Levine-Rasky, 2016, p. 152) that offer any basis for empathy with racialized Others are 
idealistic, because the empathic person must first believe that the racial situation of the Other is 
structurally similar and even possible for her. Levine-Rasky argued that an epistemology of 
ignorance protects many Whites from awareness of their participation in racism, and, when 
challenged, the will to ignore erects a prodigious impediment to developing empathy and evades 
recognition of the humanity of Others.   
Sullivan (2006) offered the term “White privileged ignorance” (p. 18) as an unintentional 
and accidental ignorance, which actively supports White domination and White racial privilege. 
This naïve perspective suggests a gap in knowledge that can easily be filled, and the gap is 
unrelated to anything one might have done. Rather, it masks the absence of attempts to actively 
search for information about racialized others and how they came to be. Sullivan argued that 
habits of ignoring race serve as gestures of generosity that prowl behind self-serving desires and 
operate as sanctuary from realizations of complicity in racial oppression. Gestures and 
acknowledgments by White people to admit to unintended racial violations are frequently met 
with disingenuity, innocence, and a “transgressive refusal to know” (Williams, 1997, p. 9). An 
investment in not knowing about Whiteness, then, has a payoff as any revelation of knowledge 
runs the risk of exposing the treatment of non-White people as objects, disrupting an image of 
moral goodness. The indissoluble and evolutionary presence of racism in social work calls for 
attention to language (Masocha, 2017) and multidisciplinary critical discourse approaches (van 
Dijk, 1992) to strengthen the profession’s understanding of the complex, complicated, and often 
covert operations of racism and the many manifestations of denial. 
Racial Discourse and Social Workers 
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Field instruction has been identified as the signature pedagogy for social work, and is 
arguably the most significant component of the social work curriculum in preparing competent, 
effective, and ethical professional social workers. As such, experiences in the field practicum 
have a crucial impact on the quality of social work services delivered to the public (Ashley,          
Santacruz-Cervantes, & Castro, 2016; Bogo, 2015; CSWE, 2008a; Holden, Barker, Rosenberg, 
Kuppens & Ferrell, 2011; Homonoff, 2008; Robbins, Robbins, Jacob, & Alpert, 2009). Among 
other things, interpersonal interactions in the field practicum are reflective of the larger social 
context, and challenges around race and racism that arise are often silenced, ignored, and 
minimized.  
 Ashley et al. (2016) explored the narratives of two African American women on a 
transdisciplinary team in the arena of field work from perspectives of a field instructor/supervisor 
and field practicum student. The article summarized the frequent “oppressive conflict” (p. 15) 
experienced in their work in a transdisciplinary setting, and highlighted racial trespass that often 
occurred at the hands of colleagues and administrators. The juxtaposition of their professional 
roles as “advocates for vulnerable, voiceless clients” (p. 15) while experiencing similar 
marginalization from colleagues left them feeling disregarded and misunderstood. The 
relationality of racism (Levine-Rasky, 2016) is exposed in these stories, with threads of 
encroachment reaching beyond microrecipient(s) and into macro areas of society. Individually 
and collectively, no one escapes the injury caused by unacknowledged racism that severely 
impacts the quality of services intended for the client. Discrimination and silencing are not only 
ambiguous, their impact is also broad, injurious, and enduring. My work focuses on the voices of 
social workers and racial discourse with their colleagues and the relationality of racism.  
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Badwall (2013) examined how racialized social workers navigate the “values and 
practices [of a profession] that is constituted through scripts of Whiteness” (p. 1). Using 
Foucauldian discourse analysis, she focused on the “colonial and imperial foundations of the 
social work profession” (p. 33) and explored how these constructions of helping not only shape 
hegemonic notions about the practices and role of social work, but also reinscribe White 
dominance in the production of knowledge in social work. Badwall tracked the practices of 
racism within the client-worker relationship and institutional responses that maintain the 
functioning of racism. Badwall’s presentation of narratives of racialized Canadian social workers 
reveals frequent occurrences of everyday racism from both clients and colleagues. These 
complicated stories expose the fear and resistance that is evoked when practices of Whiteness are 
called into question, and rupture ideologized images of “goodness” (p. 10). My research differs 
in that I utilized a general theory of racism to examine racial discourse between social workers. 
Taking this route allowed me to illustrate the ways in which racism was silenced through various 
forms of avoidance and denial, allowing racial power abuse to be (re)produced and social 
dominance to be maintained in social work practice.   
Gosine and Pon (2011) examined the operation of race in the child welfare system in the 
Greater Toronto Area, Ontario, through the experiences and perceptions of racialized child 
protection workers in their workplace environments. Antioppressive and antiracism frameworks 
informed the exploratory, qualitative grounded-theory design using focus groups. The authors 
were particularly interested in perceptions and experiences related to the client, coworker and 
supervisor relationships, institutional culture and policies that inform worker practices, and child 
welfare employment opportunities available to racialized child protection workers. In this study, 
Gosine and Pon also explored workers’ perceptions of the delivery of child welfare services to 
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racialized clients. Participants characterized their agencies as “White-normed environments in 
which White privilege and resultant racial biases and obstacles are entrenched” (p. 142). Most 
participants reported daily encounters of microaggressions from White colleagues that included 
inappropriate comments, racial profiling by White service users, and increased levels of scrutiny 
of their work. Gosine and Pon make an essential contribution to social work scholarship by 
confirming the presence of various forms of denial, and White-normed workplace policies and 
practices that (re)produce and maintain racial dominance within the profession.  
Lavoie (2014), in a case study focused on the “mechanisms of institutional racism” (p. 
32), followed the efforts of a single social worker to explore the interaction between individuals 
and organizations. She deployed a Foucauldian conceptualization of disciplinary power to frame 
her study to gain an understanding of challenges to organizational change. Disciplinary power 
seeks to harness and control individuals in the interest of maintaining an existing system. The 
Chinese Canadian social worker at the center of the study made notable efforts to remain 
reflexive, and acknowledged her complicity with the influence of power while maintaining a 
willingness to explore issues of power tied to her own race. The double bind of Whiteness 
(Ellsworth, 1997) is a common theme found in narratives of racialized persons but is generally 
absent from empirical evidence of the racial experiences of Whites. As part of her methodology, 
Lavoie noted that she consulted with graduate students, community organizers, and critical race 
scholars on her Foucauldian-framed study. Foucauldian notions of observation and normalizing 
judgment became apparent when challenges to racism were made. Concerns of addressing 
racism were viewed as “divisive [and] provocative” (p. 35), and efforts to preserve the 
organization’s public image presented barriers to change and resulted in increased scrutiny of the 
social worker’s job performance. In addition to confirming racism’s resilience and multiple sites, 
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this study supports Bonilla-Silva’s (2014) notion that a racial bigot is not required to make 
structural racism possible; rather, all that is needed are “people willing to enforce disciplinary 
powers” (Lavoie, 2014, p. 38). Lavoie’s study presented two relevant points. First, the interplay 
between the system and the individual exposes the varied discriminatory practices at both micro 
and macro levels. Second, the organization being studied is a microcosm of the larger social 
context. Her findings underscore the often silent, yet similar, challenges that social workers may 
face when addressing racism in their work.  
Masocha (2015) examined the often-overlooked area of language, where subtle forms of 
racism hide in day-to-day discourses between clients and social workers. Masocha deployed 
discursive psychology to reveal the linguistic resources that Potter and Wetherell (1987) identified 
as “interpretative repertoires” (p. 128), which social workers deploy to constitute asylum seekers 
as the Other. Masocha argued that the coded nature and shifting parameters of racist language, 
along with social work’s continued reliance on outdated analytic frameworks, risks professional 
silence in contexts where racist discourses are deployed absent references of overt, binary terms. 
Masocha brought attention to the dominant narrative of social work and justice that aligns the 
profession with marginalized and vulnerable groups. “Negative formulations [of clients] are 
presented as reasonable and justified” (p. 572) while simultaneously offering protection from 
“potential accusations of being prejudiced” (p. 572). Hall et al. (2006) suggest that mundane day-
to-day communicative practices are not insignificant processes that “operationalise, facilitate or 
frustrate evidence-based practice or critical reflection” (p. 10). Rather, social work objectives are 
actually realized through these mundane processes. These processes “do not just have an influence 
on social work, they constitute it, they bring it into existence” (Hall et al. 2006, p. 10). 
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Masocha’s (2015) scholarship is relevant to social work as it begins to fill an important 
gap, and addresses what van Dijk (1992) calls “a systematic and subtle discourse analytical 
approach” (p. 88) that captures the nuances of shifting parameters and coded racialized 
discourses. While Masocha’s work yields instructive insights on how social workers constitute 
clients, my work focuses on work-related racial discourse between social workers, and its 
contexts, performativity, impacts, and potential to inform and transform social work education 
and practice.  
Davis and Gentlewarrier (2015) examined the presence and effects of White privilege on 
clinical practice from the perspectives of “seasoned” (p. 192) White social workers. The self-
identified White authors are supported by studies (e.g., Pease, 2006) arguing that when White 
people have the ability to critically appraise their own position and are aware of their own 
privilege, they can contribute by using their privilege to “help end the oppressive status quo [and 
can propel others to] “organize as a political force for racial justice” (Davis & Gentlewarrier, 
2015, p. 192). White researchers analyzing data about White social workers, where White 
privilege and racism are not presented as limitations, exemplifies the solipsism bestowed to 
Whiteness, thereby diluting its ubiquitous presence and leaving it unexamined. In their 
conclusion, Davis and Gentlewarrier cite Vodde (2000) to acknowledge the everydayness of 
White privilege, locating it in the “daily activities and automatic strategies that maintain our 
positions of authority” (p. 154). While this conclusion is directionally appropriate, it implies that 
awareness of the multiple effects of White privilege automatically leads to understanding of 
racism and to the desire to use privileged power to dismantle discriminatory systems and 
relinquish power. Heron (1999) noted the appeal to the dominant group of focusing on privilege 
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rather than more complicated conceptualizations around race and cautioned that admitting one’s 
privilege falls short of unsettling its operations.  
Issues around race and racism with clients and colleagues present a formidable challenge 
for all social workers and raises the question as to who benefits from marginalizing critical 
analyses in antiracism (G. Heron, 2004). Racialized social workers are neither prepared for nor 
exempt from the barrage of racial assaults often flowing seamlessly from the external world into 
the work setting. Complicating matters is the “conflict tinged with social injustice among 
professional colleagues” (Ashley et al., 2016, p. 15), in which most social workers are caught off 
guard and are unprepared to address. The call for social workers to focus on barriers that stand in 
the way of full functioning, and which result in instability between the “individual and his 
environment” (Bartlett, 2003, p. 267), takes on a much deeper meaning when disequilibrium in 
the environment is located deep within the social work setting, for which social workers and the 
entire profession holds accountability. Confronting discrimination and disparity within a 
profession constructed as a site of social justice is complicated, and laden with conflict and 
incongruity.   
Racial discourse is an area rich with potential to reveal abundant, transformative data to 
social work scholarship, education, and practice, yet literature that explores its enduring, 
ubiquitous, and often silent presence is limited. The continued silence around race in social work 
practice, despite its social justice intentions, presents multiple opportunities to enhance the 
knowledge base. This study was structured to navigate the silences that often present themselves 
through multiple forms of denial.  
This literature review has explored the ways in which racial discourse has been studied in 
social work. The following chapter will outline the rationale for using narrative inquiry, thematic 
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and critical discourse analyses, and will provide detail on the sample population and study 
design. 
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Chapter III: Methodology & Methods 
This qualitative, exploratory research project explored how social workers talk to each 
other about race and racism as they carry out their professional roles. Particular attention was 
given to the ways in which racism is (re)produced through social worker discourse while 
simultaneously avowing claims of social and racial justice. The primary research question 
guiding this study was: what are the ways in which social worker discourse maintains and 
(re)produces racism and secures Whiteness? Two subquestions provided texture to the research 
project:  
1. Do social workers talk among themselves about race and racism?  
2. How do racism and Whiteness operate at the level of professional practice?  
This research project is largely framed in Van Dijk’s general theory of racism (1984, 
1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011) and racism denial (1992, 2008). It was 
designed to draw attention to the ways in which social worker discourses subtly act to preserve 
systems of dominance that maintain self-serving interests of the powerful and result in social 
inequality (van Dijk, 2013). CDA and the work of Van Dijk (1992, 2011) offered an invitation to 
examine the (re)production of racism and its relevance to the profession.  
This chapter will be inaugurated by a discussion on narrative inquiry and discourse 
analysis of racism and its denial as primary methodologies, followed by a description of the 
study’s research methods. Topics of trustworthiness and ethical considerations will close out the 
chapter. 
Methodology  
Social work relies primarily on relationships and language-based strategies to promote 
functioning and perform job-related duties (Wells, 2011). Whether produced in conversations 
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between social workers, discussion among treatment or management team members, stories told 
by individuals in therapy, interchanges between interviewees and researchers, or from “social 
discourses upon which social workers and clients draw” (Wells, 2011, p. 4), language frames 
how individuals structure both problems and their solutions.  
The centrality of communication to the profession was a major factor in selecting the 
methodological framework for this study, and reflected my desire to explore how discourse 
operates at the level of practice. Research in social work that looks at language for its structure, 
how it is performed and received, and how the content of stories unfold is limited (Wells, 2011). 
Indifference to language impedes the ability for social workers to enhance or restore individual 
capacities of psychosocial functioning in society (Wells, 2011). Freeman (2007) argued that 
while narratives unfold from the self, the energy that advances them forward is from others. In 
other words, “it is relationships that move the self to speak and narrative is its native language” 
(p. 18). The chosen methodology also enabled me to study how and whether the way social 
workers talk (or not) about issues of race and racism influences their mutual relations and how 
they experience their work environment. 
Positionality  
This research process was motivated by my own biography as an African American 
woman with my own lifetime experiences around race. Discourse analysis offers one of the most 
sophisticated forms of qualitative data analysis to examine the reproduction of racism and takes a 
strong, biased position of solidarity with the oppressed (van Dijk, 1992). One of the strengths of 
CDA is its focus on hegemonic forces and on the consequences of text and talk that result in 
imbalanced social conditions. Experiences with racism avoidance and denial in various social 
work practice settings eventually led me to quench my thirst for a deeper understanding of this 
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phenomenon. This frustrating curiosity led me to consider critical discourse analysis and the 
theory of the denial of racism as ways to make sense of what I have experienced throughout my 
social work career, and of what I was seeing in the research and in practice. In agreement with 
van Dijk (2008), I support the belief that critical discourse analysts must have an “explicit 
awareness of their role in society” (p. 85). As such, it was important for me to be reflexive, to 
account for how I was implicated in the research (Green & Sonn, 2006), and to remain conscious 
of my position in relation to both the participants and the sociopolitical context of the research 
(de la Rey, 1997).  
Narratives  
My narrative inquiry was guided primarily by the work of social work researcher 
Kathleen Wells (2011), who underscored the profession’s narrative nature and its relevance. One 
of the primary benefits of narratives in social work identified by Wells (2011) is the “context-
dependent knowledge” (p. 11) they offer. Through illustration, narratives help us make sense of a 
variety of experiences, including professional-client encounters, implied dimensions of practice 
(Wells, 2011), and the ways in which individuals navigate social exclusion (Rustin & 
Chamberlayne, 2002). Narratives are a way in which people make sense of themselves and the 
world (Squire, 2008), and narrative inquiry provides the knowledge required to fulfill the 
mission of social work (Wells, 2011). Viewing stories as “social experiences” (Essed, 1991, p. 
54), participant narratives furnished rich content to enable a deeper understanding of how social 
workers negotiate the topic of race in their professional roles.  
Wells (2011) noted that professions are sites of narratives, as individuals often operate 
within common professional frameworks, values, skills, and vocabulary. While social work 
shares professed values, these are interpreted and applied in a variety of ways. Interpretation was 
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central to this study on three levels: First, I explore how colleagues interpreted their work and 
relations with each other in direct interactions (describing narratives about practice); this is the 
focus of Chapter IV, in which I present a thematic analysis. Second, in Chapter V, I interpret the 
way social workers talk about and reflect upon their experiences in interviews with me (critically 
analyzing interviews as discourse). Third, I discuss what I heard from them in an interpretive 
analysis of narrated experiences. Narratives happen in context. “In addition to the collection of 
data pertaining to narratives and the interactional context in which they are constructed and 
performed, narratives may also be affected by the broader environment in which they are told” 
(Wells, 2011, p. 34). 
Drawing on perspectives of the relationality of racism discussed in Chapter II, my 
research included diverse participants, offering multiple racial voices. Learning from a variety of 
perspectives allowed abandonment of the common assumption that issues of race exclude White 
people and directed attention to the universally dangerous yet divergent impacts of racism. 
Through the application of CDA, textual data from interview narratives of participants 
representing various racial identities enabled surveillance of the ways in which power abuse is 
met with resistance, and offered insight into the sociocognitive aspect of Van Dijk’s (2008) 
general theory of racism.   
Discourse Analysis of Racism  
The purpose of this critical, exploratory research project was to investigate the discursive 
(re)production of power and dominance that maintains silence around racism within social work 
practice. In his definition of racism, van Dijk (2011) argues that it is a “social system of ethnic or 
‘racial’ domination, where dominance is a form of power abuse of one group over another” (p. 
44). Applying that definition for this analysis, I explored how racist discourse performs as an 
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essential intermediary in this social system. I also intended to reveal racism’s cunning relational 
nature, which often conceals the dominant presence of Whiteness and the ways in which power 
and power abuse are jointly produced (van Dijk, 1993).  
CDA is inherently about discourse in context. The discursive analytical tools and models 
are intertwined and defined through the context about which the research is critical, in this case 
racism. Both dimensions—analysis and racial context—then become part of the discussion that 
follows. Various forms of racial inequality can be examined through discourse analysis, which 
offers one of the most sophisticated forms of qualitative analysis to explore racial dominance. 
For example, personal stories of experiences of racism, interviews, textbooks and classroom 
interaction, mass media, legal discourse, and government policies are all implicated in the 
reproduction of racism and can be sites for analysis (van Dijk, 2011). The term discourse 
analysis has been applied in a variety of ways to mean a variety of things and, as such, there is no 
one true way to deploy discourse analysis methodology (Jeffery, 2002; Masocha, 2013; van Dijk, 
1993, 2001; Wetherell & Potter, 1993). In fact, van Dijk (2001) argued against having a “ready-
made” method of doing CDA, and supported the notion that it can be carried out and combined 
with any approach and subdiscipline in the humanities and social sciences, offering a number of 
methods and strategies to evaluate, collect, and examine data, develop theories, or test 
hypotheses (van Dijk, 2001). While preferences and tendencies exist within the methodological 
pluralism of CDA, its focus generally remains on aspects of  “power abuse and social conditions 
and consequences of text and talk,” and more specifically on “complex relations between social 
structure and discourse structure, and how discourse structures may vary or be influenced by 
social structure” (van Dijk, 2008, p. 4). 
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Much of the work by van Dijk (1984, 1987a, 1987c, 1991,1993) focused on the 
investigation of textbooks, political speeches, academic and corporate discourse, news reports, 
and interviews, with a basic assumption that the “symbolic elite” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 46)—those 
who control public discourse—have a primary role in the production and reproduction of racism, 
which is then reenacted in other social domains. Van Dijk (2011) suggested that public 
discourse—delivered in the form of bureaucracy, science, education, media, and politics—is a 
primary channel in the reproduction of racism. The primary sources of my analysis of racism 
came from works authored by van Dijk, particularly Discourse and Power (2008), “Discourse 
Analysis of Racism” (2011), and “Discourse and the Denial of Racism” (1992). His most recent 
studies build upon his earlier work; later writings offered some specifics on the analytical 
process. In Chapter II, I located the profession of social work in the realm of public discourse, as 
its societal role overlaps with bureaucracy, education, and politics.   
The Discourse-Cognition-Society Triangle 
In analyzing the reproduction of power, van Dijk (2008) argued for exploring the intricate 
triadic relationship of “discourse, cognition and society” (p. ix), turning analysis away from 
focusing on a direct link between society and discourse. People use language as individuals and 
as members of society. The essential nature of discourse structures and social structures are quite 
different. They are mediated through the mental representations of language users in their dual 
function as distinct individuals and as societal members. Social structures are “observed, 
experienced, interpreted and represented” (p. 16) by members of society through their everyday 
interactions and communications. What this means is that personal and social cognition are the 
mediators “between society or social situations and discourse.” History and culture—both critical 
components of discourse—are located within the social dimension of the triangle. Van Dijk’s 
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(2008) discourse-cognition-society triangle is primarily illustrative, yet it is important to note the 
embodied symbolic message that exemplifies the global relationship between the three.  
In his comprehensive work on racism, Van Dijk (1993) offered a three-point line of 
reasoning or logic that provides background on the “discursive enactment and reproduction of 
racism” (p. 97), and illuminates how power and the abuse of power may be implemented by 
discourse. These are critical considerations for understanding the role of text and talk in the 
social, political, and cultural structures and processes that define the system of racism: 
1. The abuse of power by the dominant group is able to be reproduced only through an 
integrated system of discriminatory practices, longstanding doctrines, and various 
social cognitions.  
2. A portion of the discriminatory practices are carried out directly through text and talk 
against minority groups in a variety of ways, for example, through exclusion in 
everyday conversations, organizational dialogues, derogation, inferiorization, 
evaluative reports, and other forms of institutional text and talk. Van Dijk (2008) 
argued that accounts of everyday discriminatory practices are accessed from the 
experiences of nondominant group members (Essed, 1991). 
3. The social cognitions of dominant group members about nondominant group 
members are “developed, changed or confirmed” to maintain the overall social 
cognitive framework “that supports discriminatory actions in the first place.” Verbal 
or nonverbal discriminatory acts discursively influence the social minds of dominant 
group members. Dominant group members often “formulate and communicate 
personal and socially shared opinions, attitudes, and ideologies” through speaking and 
writing.   
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That discourse simultaneously functions as text and a form of social interaction, while also 
playing a fundamental role in the (re)production of domination, cannot be overstated. It is also 
worth reiterating the deleterious consequences of discursive racist practices “on the minds and 
moods of both the dominant and dominated groups” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 4). 
Cognition, Critical Discourse Analysis, and Interpretation 
CDA is useful in accounting for various forms of social cognition that are shared through 
knowledge, attitudes, ideologies, norms, and values. Shared cognitively based ideological 
representations are maintained in mental images. Van Dijk’s (2011) general theory of racism 
asserts that racism is a “social system of ethnic or ‘racial’ domination” (p. 44). Van Dijk pointed 
to the micro and macro level relational influence of racism as a social practice through “discourse, 
interaction and communication,” where racist ideologies can be developed, shared, and acquired 
(van Dijk, 2011, p. 46). Within the larger system are two major subsystems. The micro subsystem 
is where a variety of discriminatory practices (illegitimate forms of power abuse), wielded by 
dominant group members, occur. The other is a cognitive social system that produces and 
maintains underlying ideologically based ethnic prejudices that are socially distributed or shared. 
Within these systems, practices of power abuse are “cognitively based on [and made permissible 
by] shared social attitudes, ideologies, norms and values” that represent the interests of the 
dominant group (p. 44). Shared ideological representations often emphasize dominant group 
priority and superiority. Ideological images simultaneously accentuate the attributed inferiority of 
racial-group Others in a variety of evaluative social measures such as work ethic, intelligence, 
attractiveness, dynamism, and the like (Van Dijk, 2011). Shared racist ideologies, then, control 
particular prejudices (negative attitudes) about Others in varied social domains such as marriage, 
immigration, neighborhood integration, security, labor markets, and so on (van Dijk, 2011). 
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Ideologically based racist attitudes (and hence attitudes of superiority) shape the valuative core 
that structures specific individual mental models at the micro level.  
Mental models are complex central decision-making information centers that collect data 
from our “subjective, unique, and individual” (van Dijk, 2009, p. 66) personal experiences. 
Personal mental models “control all action, interaction and discourse [of individual group 
members] and in turn, shape social practices that] constitute the discriminatory manifestation of 
racism” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 44). In other words, mental models support the creation of the 
evaluative basis of and serve as a process of justification for how decisions are made. 
Alternatively, racist discourse may generate biased mental models that can be “socially shared, 
generalized, and abstracted” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 44) as racist ideologies and attitudes at the macro 
level. Where mental models are unique and individually based data storage systems, data is also 
collected and distributed socially in the form of social cognition (van Dijk, 2009). We share our 
common and abstract knowledge of the world with other members of society. Members of unique 
social groups may share attitudes (e.g., about immigration or the prison industrial complex) or 
more fundamental ideologies (e.g., racism or sexism, or opposing ideologies such as antiracism or 
feminism). Observing racial dominance as a violent cycle that perpetuates the reproduction of 
racism furnishes an alternative view that allows for gradual change brought about by influential 
antiracist discourses and various forms of resistance in the public sphere:  
It is through mental models that social representations are expressed in text and talk . . . 
Conversely, it is through mental models of everyday discourse such as conversations, 
news reports and textbooks that we acquire our knowledge of the world, our socially-
shared attitudes, and finally our ideologies and fundamental norms and values (van Dijk, 
2001, p. 114).  
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The critical analysis supported by this methodological section offers a “vertical” or deeper 
perspective from which to examine social worker racial discourses and what they have to tell us.  
Knowledge, Opinions, Attitudes, and Ideologies  
It is necessary to distinguish between different types of knowledge for this analysis. As 
members of society, people accumulate various types of data in a system of knowledge and share 
that data with other members of society. “Sociocultural common ground” (van Dijk, 2011, p. 45) 
knowledge is the basis of all communication and interaction by competent members of society, 
and is presupposed in discourse (van Dijk, 2008). “Knowledge or attitude items may be 
expressed directly, in their general, abstract form, for instance in the generic sentences typical of 
teaching and propaganda” (van Dijk, 2001, p. 113). This type of knowledge is generally taken for 
granted, undisputed, and often uncontroversial. It is also part of socialization into society.  
Beliefs shared by all or most communities or cultures are considered social knowledge, 
and are broadly accepted as knowledge and identified as such. Attitudes and ideologies are forms 
of social beliefs specific to certain groups. Attitudes are typically organized by or based on more 
“fundamental ideologies” (van Dijk, 2009, p. 69) that control the procurement or modification of 
more specific ideologies. Ideologies then, are differentiated by their general and abstract nature, 
as they must apply to numerous attitudes in various domains. Social representations—knowledge 
and attitudes—shared by a group are generally organized by underlying ideologies. For example, 
a racist ideology may control attitudes regarding racial minorities, and also housing, work, and 
education. It is important to differentiate between various forms of beliefs. Certain sets of beliefs 
based on evaluative criteria (right vs. wrong, good vs. bad) relative to social memory are 
considered opinions. Much like knowledge, opinions are developed through social processes. 
Individuals have opinions and share (in) attitudes as members of social groups. The evaluative 
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nature of opinions and attitudes make them less likely to be uncontroversial, taken for granted, or 
undisputed, and as such are rarely part of the sociocultural common ground.  
In summary, it is necessary to consider that in social work, by and large, social workers 
all know what race is, although there is variability in how it is understood, defined, and how it 
functions. In other words, in order for social workers to have agreed to participate in this study, 
each had to have a basic, although not necessarily shared, understanding of the concepts of race 
and racism. Various types of knowledge contributed to the choice of respondents to participate in 
this study.  
Structures and strategies of discourse are particularly relevant to the acquisition and 
reproduction of racism and offer an idea of how discourse and its various frames connect to some 
aspects of racism (van Dijk, 2008). I have adapted van Dijk’s (2011) method of discursive 
analysis of racism to structure this portion of the study. What follows are details specific to 
analysis and interpretation. The primary lens of this analysis was van Dijk’s (2011) ideological 
square; the first step is to understand the essential role of context. 
The Essential Role of Context 
Understanding context is critical to an analysis of racism, because text and talk are 
socially situated. One of the first steps in CDA is to analyze context. An analysis should take into 
consideration the involved participants; their roles (social, communicative, and social group 
memberships); the overall actions being accomplished (legislation, education, etc.); the local 
actions they establish; the time, place, and circumstances; and the beliefs and goals of 
participants. The vast array of racist discourses reflects “variable underlying social 
representations” adapted to different production contexts, and “who says what, where, when and 
with what goals” (van Dijk, 2008, p. 108). Contextually variable properties of discourse 
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production and comprehension are controlled by context and the vast amount of information 
available from a particular context will inform the remainder of the analysis. This is because a 
racist comment made in one context may not be considered racist in another. The work of Picca 
and Feagin (2007) supported this logic in their notion of “two-faced racism,” which describes the 
performative practices of Whites in “the front stage and backstage” (p. 1). They argue that, 
depending on the context of public or private talk, the language of White speakers will vary and 
is likely to be less restrained in private, racially homogeneous settings. This may also generally 
be true of many non-White speakers; the primary differences between the two are various 
resources and access to power available to the former but restricted or denied to the latter. 
Context properties are also relevant to the examination of underlying ideologies. The next step is 
to explore underlying ideologies of speakers or writers. 
Ideological Square: “Us Good” Versus “Them Bad” 
Ideological superiority creates a mentally represented value polarization between positive 
characteristics ascribed to the in-group and negative characteristics assigned to the out-group 
(van Dijk, 2011). At the core of racist ideologies is the construed relationship of us versus them, 
where “we” are superior to “Others.” The underlying structures of polarized racist 
representations systematically affect the structures of discourse. The “ideological square” is a 
“systematic discovery procedure” introduced by van Dijk (2011, p. 54). This metastrategy, 
depicted in Table 3.1, represents discourse structures and explains how text and talk create and 
reinforce the superiority of “Us” compared to “Them.” 
Table 3.1.  
 
Ideological Square: Us Versus Them  
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Emphasize 
Deemphasize 
US THEM 
Our (dominant) good 
things 
Their bad things 
Our (dominant) bad 
things 
Their good things 
 
In discussing ideological structures, van Dijk (2011) made particular note of the 
“symbolic power resource of skin color” (p. 54) that lies at the core of racist ideologies. CDA 
makes the assumption that at least one of the polarized representations found in ideological 
group discourse is likely to be present in the “self-schema” (p. 54) of individuals. Persuaded by 
in-group-out-group polarity and found in underlying ideologies, individuals frequently 
emphasize their positive self-descriptions, often with corresponding negative other-descriptions. 
In addition to an emphasis on positive self-schema, ideological group presentations also appear 
in discourse structures related to “identity, activities, goals, norms and values, group relations, 
and resources,” and will also be explored at this level (p. 54).  
Understanding this dynamic is essential to a helping profession such as social work, 
where the majority of social workers are White and the work is primarily focused on the needs of 
those who are marginalized, discriminated against, and often relegated to the periphery as Other 
in professional discourse. The polarized mental representation between positive and negative 
characteristics presents barriers to achieving social work’s claims of social justice. A value 
polarization perspective allows us to see structures of more specific unfavorable attitudes 
(prejudices) and cognitive models about the Other in general, and in particular to recognize racial 
events in domains such as work, housing, status, civil rights, and income (van Dijk, 2011). The 
analysis will remain at the local level to explore dimensions of semantic structures of sentences 
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that describe experiences about participants and their identities, roles, and relationships; the 
actions and/or events; and goals of the experiences (van Dijk, 2009).  
Interpretation of local meanings will contribute to the details of analysis, and will offer a 
specific description of actors, their properties, their actions, and how they have explained their 
actions (van Dijk, 2011). With racist discourse, however, meanings are infrequently explicit, 
requiring one to infer from what is said or written. Information is considered implicit when it can 
be inferred from the meaning of a text absent explicit expression. This suggests implicit meanings 
are related to underlying beliefs, but are “not openly, directly, completely, or precisely asserted” 
for a variety of contextual reasons. CDA enables the study of various indirect or implicit 
meanings that appear as “presuppositions, implications, allusions and vagueness” (van Dijk, 2001, 
p. 104). 
Analyzing Patterns of Access 
The notion of access is rooted in control. From this perspective, access to discourse sets 
and manages the parameters around social worker racial discourse. More specifically, access to 
discourse is related to control of communication that dictates “who may speak to whom, about 
what, when, and in what context” (van Dijk, 2008, p. 67). The nature of this study did not lend 
itself to a close examination of access, but rather called for a cursory exploration of access to 
discourse. This should not diminish the critical importance of a detailed analysis of access. 
Elements of an analysis should include who holds the power to control modes of communication 
(spoken and written), the language permitted, types of speech acts, who may begin or interrupt 
talk, and so on. Access to discourse in the sense of social work communication is a valued 
resource that is unequally available and unequally distributed, and serves as a form of 
domination. 
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Discourse Analysis of Racism Denial 
Since racism is defined as a system of racial or ethnic dominance, it follows that the denial 
of racism likely maintains a prominent role in the reproduction of racism (van Dijk, 2008). The 
denial of racism is one of the moves in a strategy of defense of positive in-group presentation, or 
face-keeping (van Dijk, 2008). Much as with racism, denial at the micro level of social 
organization serves a variety of individual functions, two of which are to maintain in-group 
membership and allegiance. While denial emphasizes compliance with laws and norms, it also 
serves to accentuate people’s roles as competent, decent citizens (van Dijk, 1992). Borrowing 
from other scholars (Pettigrew, 1973; Pfeffer, 1981), van Dijk (2008) stated: “Dialogues with 
and within institutions and organizations are forms of institutional interaction [and as such] 
enact, display, signal, or legitimate a multitude of power relations” (p. 47).  
Denial of racism also occurs at the meso and macro levels of social organizations, and 
serves sociocultural and political functions (van Dijk, 2008). Organizations, like individuals, are 
concerned with public image and would not like being perceived as racist. Racial and ethnic 
tolerance, then, become symbols of social progress to be claimed by employees, services, or as 
products of organizations (van Dijk, 2008). Within groups, institutions, and organizations, denial 
of racism may take the form of consensus, shared opinions, or shared beliefs, and, as such, face-
keeping and self-presentation strongly characterize the discourse of organizations and institutions 
(van Dijk, 1992). Intention allows people accused of racist communication to claim that they did 
not have racist intent. Because White people accused of racist discourse often defend themselves 
through the denial of intent, van Dijk (2011) makes clear that “racism is not an actor category but 
an observer (analyst or recipient) category” (p. 53). In other words, a methodologically sound 
study of racism is not limited to how speakers define the situation; rather, it includes the 
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perspective of the recipients or observers. The diversity of voices in my study offered various 
perspectives of racist experiences.  
A variety of subtle denials of racism have been examined, including silence, disclaimers, 
euphemisms, blaming the victim, and other moves of defense (van Dijk, 1992, 2008). External to 
van Dijk’s concept of denials is the idea of willful avoidance presented in Chapter II. Deliberate 
ignorance and willful avoidance are forms of denial, which assert that one could have knowledge 
and should have knowledge, but manages to not have that knowledge (a deliberate turning away 
from something, in this case, issues of racism). Van Dijk (2008) makes visible that the denial of 
racism serves not only as a strategy of individual, organizational, or self-defense and social 
impression management, but also as a tool of sociopolitical management. Sociopolitical 
management, then, serves to control resistance while simultaneously making political problems 
in racially and ethnically diverse societies more manageable.  
In essence, the denial of racism is effectively a primary management strategy. The 
agenda of the social function aspect of collective denial serves to support official ideologies of 
freedom and justice for all. Social work distinguishes itself from other professions with its unique 
ethical mission. The maintenance of an ideology of freedom and justice is a necessary agenda 
item to minimizing racism and is an important consideration for social work. The discursive 
detail of how denial takes place is an important part of this, which CDA aims to reveal.  
Coding Questions 
Adapted from van Dijk’s (2011) analysis and general theory of racism (1984, 1987, 1991, 
1993, 1998, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011) and racism denial (1992, 2008), the following broad 
queries served as directional guidance for my exploration and analysis:  
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1. What do structures and strategies of discourse tell us about underlying ethnic or racial 
prejudices, ideologies, or other social cognitions? 
2. In particular, what role does this discourse play in the development, reinforcement, 
legitimation, and hence reproduction of White group dominance? 
3. What socially shared ideological, interest-related cognitive presuppositions must be in 
place for this (these) statement(s) to be made? 
4. What are the socially shared ideologies of racial groups? 
5. Do discourses of group membership support or contest institutional structures or 
racialized social arrangements? 
6. What discourses control valuable socially relevant resources (access)? Who may 
speak to whom, about what, and in what context? 
7. How is resistance and counterpower exercised? 
Methods 
I now shift attention to the methods used to carry out this project. The discussion begins 
with my sampling process, followed by the criteria and strategies employed to obtain 
participants. The focus then turns to data collection; matters of trustworthiness conclude the 
chapter.  
Sampling Criteria and Strategies 
The professional site is an important environment from which narratives are produced 
(Wells, 2011). Within many professions, numerous individuals share similar kinds of “training 
skills, values and perspectives” (Wells, 2011, p. 34). As such, practitioners frequently use 
vocabulary to relay precise, job-specific actions that are relevant to the “collective work of the 
group concerned” (Gubrium & Holstein, 2009, p. 163); this is true of social work. The profession 
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offers multiple ways for social work practices to be carried out in a variety of settings. Because 
of this diversity, I attempted to capture a myriad of social work experiences in my research. In 
describing discourse analysis, van Dijk (1993) argued that dominance is not merely imposed on 
others, rather, “power and even power abuse may seem ‘jointly produced’” (p. 300). Exploring 
the nature and extent of power through strategies that resist and challenge power abuse are 
“crucial for our understanding of actual power and dominant relations in society” (p. 300). To 
that end, multiple racial voices were included in the study. Learning from a variety of 
perspectives allowed me to abandon the common assumption that the impacts of race exclude 
White people, and to direct attention to the universally dangerous yet divergent impacts of 
racism. The entire process was voluntary, meaning that all participants could decline or withdraw 
from the project at any time. No remuneration was offered to anyone for their participation. 
Inclusion Criteria  
 Because of the taboo nature of, and reluctance to face, racism in the profession, it was 
important to work with participants who I hoped would at least be willing to engage with the 
topic. I was interested in hearing the experiences of social work practitioners who had a general 
understanding of the complexity and complicatedness of racism. I sought Bachelor’s level (or 
higher) licensed (as mandated by respective state licensure requirements) social workers who 
were currently practicing or who had practice experience in one or more areas, including 
community mental health, child or adult welfare, human services, substance abuse, clinical, 
hospital, foster care, school social work, domestic violence, justice and corrections, and 
advocacy and community organizing. To ensure the likelihood that participants had a general 
understanding of racism, specific requirements were that social workers have:  
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Completed at least one college level course or at least one six-hour/CEU workshop, or 
were actively receiving or offering supervision that employed: antioppressive, antiracist, 
antidiscriminatory, critical race, critical feminist, social justice, and other model/theories/ 
frameworks that examine power and oppression, or apply an intersectional lens.  
Practitioners who did not meet all of the above criteria were excluded from the study.  
Recruitment 
Recruitment began after my research protocol was approved by the Antioch University 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) on June 4, 2019. In the IRB process, I clearly delineated how I 
would address risks, confidentiality, and preexisting relationships. The recruiting process began 
with the deployment of both purposeful and snowball sampling methods. The former aimed at 
volunteers whom I believed would not only have a willingness to help answer the research 
questions, but who also could have insights and experiences with the issues around my research 
interests (Higginbottom, 1998; Mays & Pope, 1995). This line of thinking was utilized for both 
of the sample selection processes. 
Purposeful sampling. Creswell & Poth (2008) suggested that a purposeful sample 
intentionally focuses on a group of people that bring specific knowledge and experience about the 
research phenomena under investigation. The U.S. racial climate, education systems, and the 
historical and current structure of the profession complicated the process, and I proceeded with a 
heightened sensitivity to the fear and anxiety that frequently accompany the topic of race. I 
therefore sought individuals who had participated in specific academic or training experiences 
around racism. 
Snowball sampling. While a purposeful sample method was used to initiate the formal 
recruitment process in light of the dynamics created by a hostile racial climate, a snowball sample 
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also made sense. In this method, social workers who had already participated in the interview 
became practical candidates for identifying additional potential research participants from their 
social networks, who I then pursued for possible participation. 
Recruitment process. For the first step of the recruitment process, I sought the 
assistance of a statewide professional social work agency of which I am a member. This 
statewide organization is part of a national body of social work practitioners. Membership in the 
organization then, assumed that constituents shared both professional social work and 
organizational membership identities. Participation in activities frequently offered by the       
statewide agency created the possibility of preexisting relationships between potential study 
participants. Preexisting relationships, formed through previous formal or informal interactions, 
produced a unique dilemma for the data collection process, particularly the focus group. Scholars 
agree that sharing opinions and experiences in a group dynamic can create vulnerabilities for 
participants with preexisting knowledge of one another (Barbour, 2005; Kitzinger & Barbour, 
1999). Spatial familiarity, that is, prior knowledge of others, originates from the knowledge we 
have about people and the knowledge that they have about us (Gale, Golledge, Halperin, & 
Couclelis, 1990). This challenge was addressed in the IRB application and mitigated in the 
informed consent processes, as described in the “Ethical Considerations” section later in this 
chapter.  
I sent an email describing my request to a staff member of this professional organization. 
The email detailed the purpose of the study, the sampling criteria, my contact information, and 
an invitation to participate. I requested that this invitation be forwarded to the 200-member 
network, directing interested parties to make contact with me. The request to forward my 
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invitation was granted and participants began to contact me via email. No confidential 
information was exchanged in any of the sampling processes. 
The second purposeful sample method was directed to my own preexisting network of 
social work colleagues at various universities and workplaces. With the same decision-making 
mentality, a third sample was directed to a private social media page designated for social 
workers, of which I am a member. This one-line invitation was posted: “I am conducting a PhD 
research project on racism in social work please respond if interested.” Persons who were 
interested were provided my email address.  
I also utilized a snowball method to draw additional participants, as described above. The 
snowball sampling method was deployed to extend my reach in drawing research prospects. At 
the conclusion of individual interviews, participants were asked if they would be willing to invite 
social workers from their networks to participate in the study.   
Over a period of three weeks, participants voluntarily reached out to me via email and I 
responded with a formal invitation to participate in the study (Appendix A). The invitation 
described the research project, and included the time commitment and criteria to participate. 
People who responded with interest to the formal initial invitation were then sent an informed 
consent form (Appendix B) by email. A detailed schedule that offered multiple dates for 
interviews was also attached to that email. Participants were asked to select their top three days 
and times of availability and return the completed form to the researcher. Once the signed 
informed consent and completed interview schedules were received, an email confirmation that 
included the time and date of the interview, as well as a link to the Zoom site used for interviews, 
was sent. Including the 14 social workers that were interviewed, approximately 30 responded to 
the invitations. Several interested parties were not licensed, lived outside of the U.S., or were 
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constrained by other responsibilities. The majority of others voluntarily dropped out of the 
recruitment process without offering explanation.   
Data Collection 
This project aimed to conduct 14 60- to 80-minute individual semistructured interviews 
with 12 to 16 social workers, and one 120- to 180-minute focus group. A total of 17 social 
workers confirmed participation, and their interviews were scheduled and confirmed. Email 
reminders were sent to scheduled interviewees approximately 12 to 36 hours prior to the 
scheduled interview time. Two of the prospective participants did not link to the interview, nor 
did they call, email, or text to cancel their interview. One person who was initially scheduled was 
then excluded, as they did not meet the criteria for the study. All interview participants were 
invited to participate in the focus group at the end of their individual interviews. Twelve of the 
14 stated their interest in the focus group and five participated. All interviews were internet 
based using Zoom, which captures audio and video. Transcription was completed using Otter, a 
conversation-recording and transcription application. Across the 14 social workers interviewed, 
the average time of each interview was approximately 95 minutes, and all interviews were 
guided by a qualitative semistructured interview instrument (Appendix C). The materials 
gathered through interviews and focus groups were then used for the thematic analysis process. 
Semistructured Interviews 
It is worth noting that the nature of the topic required a slightly unorthodox approach and, 
following the method of Wetherell & Potter (1993), I chose a discourse analytic approach. This 
type of interview was more characteristic of informal talk and in a sense can be considered a 
social interaction, creating a dynamic that could emulate everyday conversation (Wetherell & 
Potter, 1993). This meant being straightforward in questioning assumptions and offering    
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counterexamples (Wetherell & Potter, 1993). The interviews were much more active as a result 
and were conducted in an interventionist manner; my engagement was animated and friendly.  
The primary sources of data came from one-on-one interviews and one focus group 
utilizing semistructured interview guides (Appendices C & D). A semistructured interview 
format was appropriate for my narrowly focused topic (Ruben & Ruben, 2012) and the            
open-ended structure of the questions invited interviewees to open up and talk. The flexibility in 
utilizing prepared questions and follow-up probing queries to dig deeper made this structure a 
logical choice (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). All personal information in the study was deidentified and 
not connected back to participants, and real names were replaced with pseudonyms in the 
published write-up of this thesis. 
Video-based interview and focus group data collection methods come with benefits and 
pitfalls. One of the primary benefits was the ability to record both audio and visual aspects. I 
used Zoom, a web-based video conferencing tool, to video and audio record each of the 
interviews and the focus group. Returning frequently to the recordings increased my familiarity 
with the data and participants. It also allowed me to revisit the discussions for transcript 
verification and added multiple observations for my own understanding and interpretation. 
Although Creswell and Poth (2018) noted the challenge of obtaining complete consent and 
recruiting participants, these did not present obstacles in my research. Most participants showed 
interest in participating, although scheduling became an issue and resulted in only five 
interviewees taking part in the focus group. Another challenge presented by video-based 
interviewing was the lag that occurs when talking remotely. 
Race is a topic that engenders fear and angst in many people, and relational interviews 
were facilitated to set a welcoming tone and space. Kvale (2007) offered the concept of active 
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listening or posing follow up questions to interviews “in a way that invites the interviewee to 
deepen and to expand the story being told” (Wells, 2011, p. 26). The intent was to have the 
interviews and focus group operate more like conversations with a natural flow of speech, thus 
easing the ability to challenge or counter each other (Aronson, 1995). The minor delay presented 
in our remote interviews inhibited the organic cadence of in-person conversation.  
The individual semistructured interviews explored social worker demographics and 
gathered topical information related to their roles, the stories behind why participants became 
social workers, and their individual understandings and experiences of race, racism, Whiteness, 
and social justice.  
The focus group, also guided by a semistructured interview instrument, lasted 132 
minutes (two and a half hours). Each interviewed participant was invited to join the focus group, 
but only five out of the 14 accepted. Ideally, I had hoped to have two focus groups to capture all 
participant voices, but decided that if seven or fewer interviewees agreed to participate, only one 
focus group would be held.  
The process of focus group engagement entailed asking questions that explored the 
values of the social work profession, social work knowledge about practice, what gets in the way 
of good practice, and the workers’ institutional settings and encounters with racism. The goal 
was to get some insight into whether the nature and work environment of social work make it 
difficult to address issues of racism. In addition to the participants talking with each other, focus 
group questions were structured to elicit social work stories about encounters with racism (both 
within practice and from colleagues from external institutions). The use of a focus group as a 
form of data gathering offered the opportunity to observe and record social work discourse in 
action. From this perspective, interactions within the focus group could at best enhance the flow 
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of data generated during the discussion, and at worst represent work-related racial discourses of 
social workers reflected in Chapter II.  
While focus groups are known to be costly in terms of resources, cause logistical 
problems, and take significant time and effort, it is a common belief that they generate more 
ideas (e.g., Coenen, Stamm, Stucki, & Cieza, 2012) among participants than individual 
interviews. Focus groups also present limitations as some participants may hesitate to be as 
candid as they would be in one-on-one interviews; this proved to be true. Due to the presence of 
multiple people in the focus group, combined with the possibility of overlapping professional 
lives, confidentiality became a more difficult challenge to manage in the focus group. The 
impossibility of assuring confidentiality, privacy, and anonymity was addressed in the IRB, 
informed consent form, and at the beginning of each interview and the focus group. All 
participants were asked to agree to keep the information shared in the focus group confidential. 
While I trusted they would, this could not be ensured in the same way as with the individual 
interviews.  
Analytic Memo Writing 
Memo writing was also used to document essential aspects of data collection. Saldana 
(2013) noted that the primary purposes of analytic memo writing are to document and reflect on 
“coding processes and code choices; how the process of inquiry is taking shape; and the 
emergent patterns, categories and subcategories, themes, and concepts in your data—all possibly 
leading toward theory” (Saldana, 2013, p. 40). My analytic memo writing began after 
transcription and at the second reading of the data and continued throughout the process (Braun 
& Clark, 2006). An analytic memo journal captured each step of the thematic coding and 
analyzing process, including nuances, challenges, reflections, and insights.  
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With Stake’s (1995) notion of good research, I sought balance between methods and 
reason, although many times reason became an elusive desire. I found solace in the notion that 
“good research is not about good methods as much as it is about good thinking” (Stake, 1995, p. 
19). In addition to using analytic memos for practices of reflexivity and documenting process, 
writing was a way for me to record thoughts, hunches, insights, and clues around supportive 
theory. It was through the practice of memoing that I experienced what Janesick (2011) 
described about systematic analysis. The “serendipitous occurrences” (p. 148) that she 
highlighted invited robust and powerful data to reveal itself.  
Interview Questions 
The primary mode of social work practice is discourse—talk or text in action. The 
research question guiding this thesis was: What are the ways in which social worker discourses 
(re)produce and maintain racism and secure Whiteness in professional practice? Semistructured 
interviews were developed to present probing questions intended to stimulate reflection on 
experiences for both individual and focus group interviews (Appendices C and D). The 
transcription process began within 48 hours of completing interviews. Audio and video recordings 
captured the data, one of which was used to transcribe the data. I reviewed each of the audio-taped 
interviews in their entirety and made corrections to create verbatim records. Videos of the 
interviews were revisited throughout the process of analysis. 
Participants 
Fourteen one-on-one interviews were conducted and guided by a semistructured 
questionnaire. There were 12 women, six of whom identified as White, four as Black or African 
American, and two as biracial, and two White men. 
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As interview details were transcribed, each participant was assigned a pseudonym and an 
identification number. Although my recruitment had targeted practitioners at the BSW level and 
higher, all of the participants had MSW degrees, one had a PhD, and another had a DSW 
(Doctorate of Social Work). Participants were all licensed at the time of the interviews and were 
practicing social work in a professional capacity.  
A subsequent focus group comprised five of the 14 interview participants, along with 
myself, as I facilitated while also serving as a focus group observer-participant. A nonrelated 
social work colleague joined as an observer. Her role was to document observable dynamics 
during the focus group. Some potential dynamics she was to look for were: when were 
interruptions made and by whom? Who was silent and on what topic? What topics generated the 
most conversation and observable expressions? Her valuable insights were very useful to 
providing context around the focus group. 
Data Analysis 
Narrative inquiry was the primary mode by which data was collected for this study. I 
relied heavily on the work of narrative social work scholar Katherine Wells (2011) to inform the 
inquiry. Within social work practices, narratives can be found within day-to-day activities such 
as assessments, progress notes, and various forms of electronic communication (Riessman, 
2008). My research was driven by a curiosity about how social workers talked with one another 
about race and racism, particularly in light of our ethical mission as social workers. To develop a 
jointly constructed narrative, I relied on the individual stories of social workers. While their 
unique narrated experiences were segregated by race, ethnicity, and culture, their lives were 
drawn together to generate a collective story. There is broad agreement among narrative scholars 
that narratives emphasize lived experiences (Jones, Torres & Arminio, 2014; Wells, 2011). 
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Narratives offered the opportunity to identify major categories and themes, get feedback in 
participant’s own words, and gather information about experiences, beliefs, and perceived norms 
as they related to the study. Narrative and thematic inquiry offered the foundation for the larger 
story to be told. Thematic analysis offered a way to dig into the complicatedness of racial 
dialogue between social workers.  
Thematic Analysis  
My thematic analysis was structured to provide a detailed and nuanced account of racial 
discourse. Thematic analysis is a widely used, versatile method for “identifying, analysing, and 
reporting patterns (themes) with data” (Braun & Clark, 2006, p. 79). A number of perspectives 
exist on the use of analytical techniques within narrative inquiry (Braun & Clark, 2006; Murray, 
2003; Riessman, 1993). Although there are multiple perspectives on its use, there is little 
uniformity on one analytic technique (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Riessman, 2008). One of the 
primary benefits of thematic analysis is its flexibility in investigations across a range of 
theoretical and epistemological approaches (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Because of its broad utility, 
thematic analysis is a widely utilized qualitative analytic method that has been used across a 
variety of fields (Boyatzis, 1998; Roulston, 2001). The liberties offered by thematic analysis 
became a valuable and useful research tool that provided a robust and detailed, yet complex, 
account of the data (Braun & Clark, 2006). Participant experiences and their interpretations of 
phenomena are at the heart of this analysis. More generally, thematic analysis honors the words 
of participants (Riessman, 2008), and the descriptive codes presented in the data rely heavily on 
the language used by participants. Thematic analysis and coding requires an intense attention to 
detail, memoing, reflection, and reflexivity. This portion of the research process was accentuated 
by starts and stops, repeating and retracing.   
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To find repeated patterns of meaning, thematic analysis entails studying across a data set 
(Braun & Clark, 2006). Entering this phase of the project required me to make multiple 
decisions. There was a vast amount of rich data to choose from and, given my interest in 
examining how power is exercised through discourse, I focused on text reflecting dominance. 
My critical approach lent itself to examining “sociocultural contexts and structural conditions” 
(Braun & Clark, 2006, p. 85) and permitted a focus on latent themes. The latent level in my 
thematic analysis extended beyond semantic content, moved below the surface, and required 
more interpretive work to reach the core focus of my inquiry: the (re)production of power in 
social worker discourse. Although the presentation of the process here appears linear, I learned 
quickly that the analysis required an iterative ongoing exercise, as I was constantly comparing 
and contrasting, questioning, and reflecting on the themes, and mentally discussing content.  
Scholars posit that thematic analysis has been a broadly used analytic method yet is often 
unrecognized and unacknowledged within research (Boyatzis, 1998; Roulston, 2001). Thorne 
(2000) underscored this view by distinguishing data analysis, in particular interpretive analysis, 
as that which goes beyond the descriptive level as the most complicated phase of qualitative 
research yet receives the least thoughtful attention in literature. Evaluating the trustworthiness of 
research becomes difficult when discussions of how data has been analyzed or what assumptions 
informed the analysis are omitted. Qualitative researchers have argued that investigators must 
clearly delineate descriptions of analytic methods, what they are doing, and why they are doing it 
(Braun & Clark, 2006; Malterud, 2001; Thorne, 2000). In an attempt to follow that guidance, 
details of my analytic process are presented here. I leaned heavily on the work of Braun and 
Clark (2006) and Nowell, Norris, White, and Moules (2017) to inform this process.  
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My analysis began with a familiarization of the data, which included editing transcripts. I 
first listened to interviews in their entirety and edited them, which meant polishing the 
unnecessary messiness of speech language that would distract from the content without changing 
its meaning. This was an effective way to engage with participant stories (Riessman, 1993), but it 
also reflected that I had opted not to focus in any systematic way on the nature and qualities of 
language in itself as data, as some approaches of discourse analysis would advocate (Halliday, 
1970). This phase of the process not only allowed for proper grammatical editing, it also created 
triangulation where textual data of interviews were compared to both audio and visual 
representations of the interviews. The coding process required a great deal of time and 
engagement with the data. These actions are recommended by Nowell et al. (2017) as ways to 
establish credibility. A second pass of the interviews allowed me to focus on content, and during 
this process I maintained an analytic memoing journal that captured each step of the process, 
reflections, and insights. The analytic journal was maintained throughout the entire process. 
Upon completing the second review of interviews, I prepared to generate initial codes (Braun & 
Clark, 2006). I used a manual coding process for the analysis. 
The first coding documents were two-column tables created using Microsoft Word. I 
returned to the data sets to begin to capture data for coding. I was interested in creating data-
driven themes, so larger verbatim narrative data extracts were copied from the original interview 
and placed in the first column. My findings are presented thematically in Chapter IV and, in 
Chapter V, are discussed through the lens of CDA. The data selection phase for coding was 
generally guided by my research questions and by van Dijk’s (2001) analysis of power. Van Dijk 
(2001) emphasized that if the focus of research is on the ways in which “some speakers or 
writers exercise power in or by their discourse,” specific attention should be given to those 
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“properties that can vary as a function of social power” (p. 99). With this in mind, a primary 
question that I asked of each piece of data during selection was: what presuppositions about 
power must be in place for this statement to be made?  
Guided by these queries, I continued to read through the data, highlighting and extracting 
salient data and placing those segments into my coding document. The research process required 
that data be organized by race, pseudonym, assigned number, and interview dates. I continued 
this process through the entire data set, maintaining those identifiers. Using the coding 
documents, data extracts were then transferred onto different sized, color-coded Post-It notes and 
then onto larger, presentation-style Post-It notes. This allowed me to see all of the data extracts 
together. These became an irreplaceable tool and I returned to these visuals throughout my data 
analysis. They became a simple way to jog my memory, compare participant comments, and 
identify which data item I needed to return to for additional context and/or clarity. This also 
increased my familiarity and engagement with the data. Patterns of individual experiences were 
visited and revisited, and then I began to develop initial codes. After the entire data set was 
reviewed and placed in a large visual setting, I returned to the original coding document and 
began reviewing for codes. Codes were developed and placed in the second column. This process 
continued until the entire data set had been reviewed for initial codes. While keeping the initial 
codes and data extracts together, I created a second coding document, now with the collection of 
coded extracts. This process netted a lengthy variety of codes.  
At this point in the analysis, I returned my attention to the broader level of themes and 
away from codes (Braun & Clark, 2006). This return was to begin to consider how the codes 
would combine to form an overarching theme. Armed with codes in the collective coding 
document, I needed to make sense of the mass of data and sought a visual way to do this. 
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Attride-Stirling (2001) offered a visual tool identified as a thematic network. A thematic network 
is a hierarchical visual representation that connects three levels of themes and shows their 
interrelatedness.  
Using the language of thematic networking, the resulting themes are presented in three 
levels in Chapter IV and a similar visual representation follows in Chapter V, although analysis 
of data was performed differently in the latter. Basic themes are at the lower end of the hierarchy 
and have something in common with each other. In the middle of the ranking order, organizing 
themes connect these basic themes together. Global themes are at the higher end of the structure 
and connect to organizing themes. Developing a thematic network to organize codes and themes 
was a useful exercise, and helped me make sense of the data and establish relationships between 
basic and organizing themes (Attride-Stirling, 2001). I determined that I would identify themes 
with this hierarchical language, as it helped me organize my thinking and enabled me to clearly 
articulate the story that was unfolding.  
Grounded in the data, I began to organize the set of codes into this thematic network. 
This was a subjective process, particularly because of the way a theme is defined. DeSantis and 
Ugarriza (2000) maintained that a “theme is an abstract entity that brings meaning and identity to 
a recurrent experience and its variant manifestations. As such, a theme captures and unifies the 
nature or basis of the experience into a beautiful whole” (p. 362). Advancing that notion, Braun 
and Clark (2006) noted that a theme is not dependent upon quantifiable measures, but rather on 
whether or not it captures something important related to the overall research question. In other 
words, themes are subjective, yet should be meaningful concepts that connect major portions of 
the data together (DeSantis & Ugarriza, 2000). This subjectivity is one of the benefits of 
thematic analysis, in that it enables researcher judgment. Braun and Clark (2006) cautioned that 
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this latitude should be coupled with consistency in the process of determining themes. Coding 
and theme development were one of the most challenging parts of my analytic process. They 
were messy, confusing, fascinating, frustrating and rewarding all at once. In this phase, I shuffled 
codes around until they began to form into potential themes. This involved thinking about the 
meaning of each code and how the codes related to one another. There were a number of basic 
themes that did not seem to belong, and those were set aside for potential later use into a section 
identified as miscellaneous (Nowell et al., 2017).  
This stage of analysis entailed consideration at two levels. The first required a review of 
the coded extracts for each theme to ensure they formed a consistent pattern (Braun & Clark, 
2006). As I completed this step, I considered the efficacy of the individual themes in relationship 
to the data set, to ensure an accurate reflection of the meaning of the entire data set. Doing this 
required that I reread the data set to ensure fit and to code data that was missed in earlier stages 
of the process. Because coding is an ongoing, organic process, I found myself recoding to reflect 
the codes’ relationships to themes. This was an important step, as data within the themes “should 
cohere together meaningfully” (Nowell, et al., 2017, p. 10). This process helped me refine my 
thematic map. 
Creating a suitable thematic map allowed me to move forward (Braun & Clark, 2006). 
This stage of my analysis was to capture the essence of, define, and name each theme. Following 
the guidance of Braun and Clark, I reviewed the data extracts to ensure they supported the 
themes. This stage brought me closer to finalizing a visual representation of the data in a 
thematic network (Attride-Stirling, 2001). From there I developed a detailed analysis of each 
theme supported by the voices of social workers, a clear, logical, appealing account of the 
findings, and an argument in relation to the research questions. The findings presented in 
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Chapters IV and V are both framed within van Dijk’s general theory of racism (1984, 1987, 
1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011) and racism denial (1992, 2008).  
Trustworthiness of Data  
  Meyer (2001) argued that traditional quantitative concepts of validity and reliability are 
impossible to apply in a qualitative sense without modification. Yet Silverman (1993) posited 
that research be “intellectually challenging and rigorous and critical” (p. 44). In addition to these 
general challenges, CDA scholars present various criteria for assessing research quality. Given 
that my research is heavily informed by van Dijk, I explored his perspective. His work points to 
undermining power abuse for populations under its control, so it is not surprising that he would 
suggest that accessibility should be a major criterion for evaluating quality. He further stated that 
in addition to being accessible, findings should be decipherable by the social groups investigated 
in research (Meyer, 2001). As a researcher, it is my hope that members of the social work 
profession find data from this project intelligible, relevant, and applicable.  
Thematic analysists Nowell et al. (2017) delineated six measures of trustworthiness 
grounded in the work of Lincoln and Guba (1985), and I briefly discuss a few of these here. 
Nowell et al. also offer functional procedures for how these can be achieved. Analogous to the 
classical benchmarks of validity and reliability, trustworthiness is the overarching goal that 
frames criteria for “credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability” (p. 3). 
Following this order, I will start by speaking to measures of credibility.  
 Credibility measures the suitability or fit between participants’ perspectives and how they 
have been represented by the researcher (Tobin & Begley, 2004). The process of data analysis 
required extensive time and engagement with the data. For instance, my frequent mishaps in 
coding the data required considerable time in sitting with it. However, the combination of 
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analyzing multiple interviews and the focus group and memoing, also time consuming, increased 
opportunities for triangulation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Although Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
supported member checking to test findings and interpretations, Jones et al. (2014) considered 
this practice a mainstay because it allows participants an opportunity to validate details of the 
accounts presented by the researcher. In some ways, member checking creates an opportunity for 
participants to determine how they see themselves represented in the data.  
Following a path similar to Foste (2019), I decided not to perform this step because of the 
role theory takes “in contextualizing the words of participants” (p. 113). In some cases, my 
interpretation of theoretical propositions of van Dijk and others would likely seem at variance to 
what participants discussed in interviews, and/or at odds with how they wanted to be presented. 
Rather, I used caution and sought to critique positions rather than individuals, and attempted to 
take ownership of my own positioning and to support my findings with theory. This decision was 
determined through significant reflection and consultation, and was based on several 
considerations. First, the voluntary nature of the project was clearly stated both in informed 
consent discussions and within the informed consent document (Appendix B) itself. Options to 
withdraw partial or full segments or participation at any time and for any reason were also 
discussed with participants during the informed consent process, and were written within the 
consent document. At the end of each interview, participants were offered opportunities to ask 
questions and provide feedback.  
Transferability in qualitative research is akin to the generalizability in quantitative 
inquiry. Further, qualitative transferability concerns only case-to-case transfer (Tobin & Begley, 
2004), a major difference from quantitative research. I attempted to address this variability by 
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not just reporting findings and observation, but also details of context. This allows individuals 
seeking transfer of findings to determine the level of transferability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  
Dependability is another element of trustworthiness. Providing details on the process that 
are logical, traceable, and clearly documented enhances dependability (Tobin & Begley, 2004). 
When individuals are able to investigate details of research processes, they are better able to 
determine its dependability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Confirmability can be considered the 
connecting concept to credibility, transferability, and dependability. Confirmability concerns 
itself with the findings and interpretations of the researcher and whether these are clearly 
grounded in data. Additionally, the researcher must be able to evidence how they reached their 
interpretations and conclusions (Tobin & Begley, 2004). Koch (1994) argued that research 
decisions around theoretical, methodological, and analytical choices be clearly articulated so that 
readers can understand why decisions have been made; I have followed these recommendations 
throughout this dissertation. 
Ethical Considerations  
Throughout the months leading up to the initiation of this thesis, ethical considerations 
were continuously presented around my research topic. Guillemin and Gullam (2004) argue that 
ethical tension is the starting point when research involves human participants and extends 
beyond the procedural ethics of IRB processes. This has proven to be true for this journey. 
One of the primary ethical concerns was how I would represent myself in the study. 
Narratives are constructed between researchers and participants, and are developed into jointly 
produced stories. The sensitivity of the topic, the harms—both real and perceived—and my 
deployment of CDA required me to bring an authentic representation of myself and of my 
experiences into the interviews and focus group. To have remained silent and later appear to 
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critically analyze participant statements outside of their presence may have proven harmful. I 
attempted to avoid directive comments, rather using questions, affirming gestures, and my own 
curiosities to dig deeper into meaning. While emotional harm was addressed in the consent 
process, it was still a concern. 
Non-White participants were perhaps at greater risk of emotional harm due to the nature 
of endemic racism and its 24/7 presence. The voluntary nature of the study was discussed prior 
to and during the interview process. Close attention was paid to participants’ emotional states 
during interviews and the focus group, and participants were provided with local and national 
mental health contact information in the event the support of additional resources became 
necessary. Follow up email communications were sent to participants within seven to ten days 
after interviews to see if they had follow-up questions or concerns. 
Informed Consent—Confidentiality, Anonymity, and Privacy  
The process of informed consent included an invitation for each participant to ask 
questions and provided an opportunity for a verbal walk-through of each section of the informed 
consent form, where emphasis was placed on confidentiality and the voluntary nature of the 
project. The remote manner in which the research was to take place was also described during 
this process. Informed consent discussions took place with each participant prior to individual 
interviews and included an explanation of the efforts I would take to maintain confidentiality. 
Participants were also advised of their options to decline participation and/or revoke 
contributions at any time. My desire to utilize focus groups as a data-gathering method presented 
particular challenges to maintaining confidentiality, anonymity, and privacy, and required 
specific attention to these challenges and their inevitable risks.   
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The synergistic nature of focus group interactions can be considered an advantage, and 
the group itself has the potential to act as a form of social intervention that can have a significant 
positive impact on participants (Hoffmeyer & Scott, 2007). Yet, within focus groups, 
confidentiality or anonymity can not be guaranteed, and the information shared by participants 
can not be controlled by the researcher. Another potential risk and area of concern in focus group 
participation was the common group membership of the initial sample group and the potential for 
preexisting knowledge of others.  
The consent process presented the risks of preexisting relationships between participants 
who carry common membership in social groups or organizations. Risks for participants who 
knew each other included the possibility that attitudes and opinions expressed in the group 
setting might negatively impact participant perceptions of one another, or that participants might 
monitor what they would say in light of their preexisting relationships. Protecting those 
preexisting professional relationships was impossible for me as a researcher.  
My membership in the professional social work organization was also disclosed in the 
IRB forms. To address concerns of confidentiality, participants were asked to agree not to record 
any of the interviews or focus group in any way. While this request was made, there was no way 
to ensure confidentiality or privacy. My dissertation committee had suggested asking an 
individual to join the focus group(s) to record observations; this observer went through a consent 
process similar to that of participants. Particular attention was given to confidentiality related to 
the role of observer, and I also addressed guidance related to her specific role. The observer was 
introduced at the beginning of the focus group. Members were advised of her role and of her 
participation in the informed consent process. During the focus group, the observer turned off her 
camera in order to not be a source of distraction, and returned when the group officially ended. 
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After participants left the Zoom room, we remained together to debrief about the session and 
plan for next steps.   
Protection of Participant Data 
Managing a large, complex project required attention to how raw data were stored. All 
personal information in the study was deidentified so that it could not be connected back to 
participants. Each transcribed interview was identified and stored first by a numerical code 
assigned at the end of each interview, then by an assigned pseudonym linked to each 
participants’ numerical identity, and finally by the date of the interview. A similar process was 
completed for the focus group interview, as well as for all individual coding documents (Nowell, 
et al., 2017). Participants' real names were replaced with pseudonyms in the write-up of this 
project. I am the only person with access to the list connecting participant names to the 
pseudonyms. This list, along with any audio recordings, have been kept in a secure, locked 
location and will be destroyed after completion of the project and in accordance with IRB 
guidelines.  
Summary 
This chapter was intended to provide methodological transparency and guidance for the 
investigation of racial discourse between social workers. I began by locating the research in 
narrative inquiry and critical theory. I then introduced research methods and strategies I 
employed to obtain the 14 participants. I offered a thorough discussion of my data analysis 
process, followed by discussions of trustworthiness and ethical considerations. A reflection on 
my positionality as a researcher was concluded with a presentation of ethical considerations.   
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Chapter IV: Findings—Thematic Analysis 
This chapter presents the findings from data collected for this research project. I first 
return to the research questions that guided this analysis: What are the ways in which social 
worker discourses (re)produce and maintain racism and secure Whiteness in professional 
practice? The secondary questions are: Do social workers talk among each other about race? Do 
either silences or talk reinforce racial injustices? How do racism and Whiteness operate at the 
level of practice? My interest was in examining the ways in which power is reenacted, and I paid 
attention to discourse most associated with the “expression, confirmation, reproduction or 
challenge of social power” (van Dijk, 2008, p. 5).  
Against the background of the historical, evolutionary, and continuing destruction caused 
by racial dominance to the racially marginalized, this analysis opens another perspective on how 
racism and Whiteness function in social work discourse. It challenges social work scholars to 
broaden our research attention to dimensions of racial dominance in which we may find 
ourselves complicit. It also gives a platform to social work practitioners who, in spite of the 
profession’s history, flaws, and our own individual locations within this disjointedness, continue 
to strive for ways to understand racism’s complexity. My findings are presented in two chapters, 
and both are examined through the lens of van Dijk’s (1984, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 
2008, 2009, 2011) general theory of racism and denial (1992, 2008). 
In this chapter, the thematic analysis offers a “horizontal” or “flat” exploration that 
describes social worker experiences and illustrates various manifestations of racism and denial in 
their stories. The explication simultaneously brings attention to forms of counterpower and 
resistance embedded in participant narratives. Second, Chapter V is a critical discourse analysis 
utilizing selected narrative segments from individual interviews. This “vertical” examination 
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weaves and connects themes, and thus illustrates the ways that underlying discourse structures 
hold racism in place. Inferred from the focus group discourse, Chapter V also elucidates the 
interpersonal capacities that support constructive dialogue. Taken together, these analytical 
perspectives complement one another and contribute to a deeper understanding of the ways that 
racism and Whiteness are maintained in social work practice. They also offer one way in which 
racial dominance can be resisted.  
There are three chief aims for this chapter’s presentation of thematic analysis. First, I 
present a very brief overview of the research participants. Second, I present conceptualizations of 
basic and organizing themes authenticated by participant narratives. Third, and most challenging, 
I articulate patterns and relationships between themes that begin to address my research question. 
Rooted in interview data, the themes captured from social work narratives are illustrated in a 
thematic network (Attride-Stirling, 2001) at three levels: basic, organizing, and global (Figure 
4.1). The three organizing themes presented in this chapter arose from the analytical coding 
process and were developed into the scaffolded structure on which this project rests: racial 
dominance, silence and racism denial, and antiracism counterpower. Rendering my findings in 
this way accentuated relationships between themes and to the larger global theme.  
Participants 
Immersing myself in the data revealed the various ways that participants used language to 
describe race as risky, dangerous, and violent. I have also been particularly cautious to exclude 
details that could potentially allow them to be identified. Certain words that reveal specific job 
titles, agencies of employment, cities, and states have been replaced and are indicated by 
brackets. The findings as they are discussed represent an attempt to explore what social worker 
discourse could tell me about the workings of power in the day-to-day duties of social workers. 
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The broad and complex scope of social work across a variety of professional domains 
(Gonzales & Gelman, 2015) was evident in the sample. All social workers had experience in at 
least one practice area, and most had multiple experiences. The various areas they represented 
include hospital hospice, children’s hospital emergency rooms, psychiatric hospitals, community 
mental health, correctional facilities, community development and reentry, substance use 
prevention, homelessness, batterer’s intervention, psychotherapy, private clinical practice, social 
work education, training, and administration.  
Many participants held multiple social work jobs, and their locations were in the Midwest 
and Northeast regions of the United States. All participants were Master’s level, licensed social 
workers, and eleven of the fourteen participants held independent licensure. Two of the 
participants held terminal degrees. Ages of the group ranged from 26 to 60 and the number of 
years licensed varied between one and 24. The participants’ gender and race demographics are 
provided in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1.  
 
Participant Demographics  
 
Pseudonym Gender Race 
Sophia Female African American/Black 
Elyse Female African American/Black 
Rachel Female White 
Lauren Female African American/Black 
Shane Male White 
Avery Female White 
Madison Female White 
Ella Female White 
Heidi Female Biracial 
Dawn Female White 
Jocelyn Female African American/Black 
Lena Female Biracial 
Wyatt Male White 
Amelia Female White 
 
 The literature reviewed in Chapter II drew necessary attention to the 21st century 
contexts that impact the roles and duties of social workers. Demographics, social exclusion, 
immigration, globalization of social problems, and poverty support the constantly shifting social 
context (Asquith et al., 2005). The often bold, unrestrained, and vicious U.S. racial climate and 
accompanying societal angst make their way into all domains of society. Data analysis revealed 
that many White social workers’ increased recognition and commitment to addressing racism 
came out of a new awareness forced upon them by the last two to three years of social and 
political changes and events. The disquiet is felt everywhere and has forcibly gained admission 
into social work practice, erecting numerous barriers to professionals attempting to carry out 
their job duties. 
Interviews with social workers offered general consensus that major obstructions to 
providing socially just practice included productivity requirements, documentation, inflexible 
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normative practices, and the investment of time required to perform these tasks. Free enterprise 
and the ways it regulates the functioning of labor, how labor markets exist, and how social 
workers are reimbursed for services are examples of the wide reach of capitalism that we all 
function within, often times without question. Obligations to meet funder expectations are often 
inflexible. Program and reporting requirements do not lend themselves to maintaining values and 
building relationships. Routine and efficient organizational procedures take precedence over 
client service and social worker self-care, contributing to the marginalization of socially just 
practice. Finally, from external service recipients and from professionals within the field, 
perceptions of what social work is hinders equitable practice. Paradoxical descriptions of baby 
snatchers by clients and of a profession positioned as societal helpers, intertwined in a 
hegemonic history, contribute to confusion about what social workers do. This brief 
description—grounded in interview data—provides a useful backdrop that sets the tone for 
exploring the thematic analysis.  
Thematic Network 
To organize participant data, I created a thematic network (Figure 4.1). A thematic 
network is a hierarchical visual representation that illustrates three levels of themes and their 
interrelatedness (from broadest to most detailed): global, organizing, and basic (Attride-Stirling, 
2001). While there is no limit to how many global themes can be in a network, there is one 
global theme in this project, which is racial discourse in professional social work practice. A 
global theme represents a broad and high-level topic within a network. It connects directly to 
more specific organizing themes, which capture elements that support the high-level topic. 
Moving deeper into the hierarchy, organizing themes link to the next level, basic themes. Basic 
themes offer specific, narrowly focused, and detailed information. 
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Figure 4.1. Thematic network for Chapter IV.  
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The thematic network (Attride-Stirling, 2001) emerging from the analysis represents the 
three organizing themes around power—racial dominance, silence: racism denial, and antiracism 
counterpower—and eight basic themes. Each organizing theme and their corresponding basic 
themes are explored and discussed along with supportive narrative extracts.   
Table 4.2  
Organizing and Basic Discourse Themes 
Organizing Discourse Themes  Basic Discourse Themes  
Racial Dominance    Racism 
      Whiteness 
      24/7 Presence 
 
Silence: Racism Denial   Willful Avoidance 
Comfort/Discomfort 
Risk & Danger  
 
Antiracism Counterpower   Tension 
      Stories of Resistance 
 
 The global theme represents the primary objective of this thesis, that is, the ways that 
social worker discourse serves to not only support, but also to create, circumstances in which 
discriminatory practices and social dominance are enacted and maintained. The first organizing 
theme of racial dominance is presented followed by basic themes of racism, Whiteness, and 24/7 
presence. 
Organizing Theme: Racial Dominance 
Racism and Whiteness are complex concepts, in part because their destructive nature is 
obscured and often consists of what is not said, what is not obvious, or what is imperceptible. 
These factors enable the routine reproduction of dominance. The typologies presented in this 
section grew out of the data analysis from which the routinely invisible presence of dominance—
often unauthorized, with little to no awareness and/or with limited choice—informed participant 
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thinking, discourse, and actions. Racial dominance then, has three primary features that enable 
its (re)production:  
• illegitimate exercise of control; 
• control maintaining the interests of the dominant group at the expense of                    
nondominant groups; and  
• its influence being generally concealed.  
Participant comments that supported the reproduction of racial dominance and represent its three 
primary features, included, for example: 
• “We didn’t talk about race,” which precluded a critique of racism. 
• “It’s different for a White person to get angry about race,” supporting the normativity 
of Whiteness.  
• “Ignoring” and “dismissing” ensured that the racial nature of power and influence 
remained covert.   
Basic theme: racism. Racism is a form of social interaction where power abuse is often 
jointly produced. Particularly true within social work, social norms and professional standards 
forbid outright racial derogation and explicit discrimination based on race. As found in social 
worker narratives, racism was not always brazenly presented; rather it often occurred through the 
normal institutionalized routines buried deep within complex systems. Stories of discriminatory 
practices revealed the ways in which socially shared attitudes and ideologies supported their 
continuation. Narratives also explored the ways in which dominant group interests took priority 
in nearly every aspect of social work, often going unnamed or unnoticed. Forms of domination 
appeared at all levels of discursive interaction within the narratives, and in that sense revealed 
the organized and institutionalized features of racism. The abuse of power was enacted and 
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controlled through the relational practice of discourse. Managed through discourse, control 
governed the freedom to take action, regulated access to valued resources, and influenced 
knowledge, attitudes, or ideologies, all of which are evidenced in the data. Because of its often-
invisible presence and its structural, cultural, and experiential nature, racism was present in 
nearly all stories.    
Basic theme: Whiteness. Whiteness is a function of racism and speaks directly to 
elements that serve to elevate the dominant group. Performing as relational practice, the 
dominant nature of Whiteness and its alliance with and dependency on the Other became clear in 
the narratives. The presence of Whiteness was often invisible, unnamed, and expressed through 
various forms of interaction that exposed its relational interdependence on those who were not 
White. In many cases, embodied Whiteness claimed the authority to define Others, to determine 
their value, and to establish who would be included in or excluded from various practices related 
to social work. Another prominent feature embedded within social worker narratives was access 
to discourse. 
Discourse is at the heart of this study and is the primary mode in which social workers 
perform their roles. When discourse is controlled through various forms of domination, certain 
functions of social work are impacted. Access to and control of discourse or silence around race 
and racism, then, plays a crucial role in carrying out the functions of social work. While many 
forms of domination exist in the narrated experiences, access to discourse was central to how 
racial power abuse was enacted as a form of control. Although defined separately, racism and 
Whiteness are presented together here as collaborative partners in the continuation of racial 
dominance. 
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While all are harmed, what cannot be overstated is that racism and Whiteness carry an 
obvious imbalance of power, harm, and impact on biracial and African American social workers. 
These illustrations offer an analysis of social worker racial dialogue in the profession.   
The exercise of power abuse and its seeming invisibility created systems that perpetually 
set their gaze on the purported problem of African American juveniles. The master narrative of 
racial dominance played out in story after story, in which the maintenance of silence was the 
norm. Racism is a persistent presence in the juvenile detention system in which Ella was 
previously employed. African American teenagers are consistently overrepresented, providing 
for little to no attention to the continual influx of Black and Brown bodies flowing into 
courthouses and detention centers while looking away from the near absence of White bodies. 
Ella reflected on her experiences as a social worker with her all-White team in that environment, 
where she was unable to remember ever having a conversation about race with a supervisor or in 
a group setting. She noted that “I don’t think they would have been comfortable” having a 
conversation around race, and that in juvenile detention, “we didn't acknowledge why is our 
caseload, you know, African American kids. [Name of city] is 60/40 Black, White . . . where are 
the White kids that are getting in trouble? You know nobody, we didn't talk about that stuff, 
either” (Ella—White, female).  
Ella’s interpretation of her team’s avoidance of race was reflected in her lexical choices of 
“ignoring and dismissing” and “not taking the whole person” and the social context into account. 
Within Ella’s story, socially shared attitudes about in-group power determined who necessitated 
surveillance and who did not warrant such monitoring. These types of determinations that Ella 
described served to stabilize larger institutional structures and racialized social arrangements. In 
the next segment, Lena describes her experience of Whiteness as an element of dominance.  
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Working with primarily African American families, Lena and her staff negotiated 
multiple racial barriers as a predominantly African American team of providers who were often 
greeted with contempt from personnel when they entered schools. The humane treatment of 
agency staff was connected to an ability to “sound” White when calling schools, with Lena 
noting that “how we make decisions on who's going to call schools because who sounds White 
enough to deal with a certain person, or who will be listened to versus not listened to” (Lena— 
biracial female). 
The power of Whiteness was expressed with the authority bestowed upon the sound of 
the White voice, which carries a certain type of social capital that, when available, offers the 
opportunity to gain access to resources that would otherwise be unobtainable. At the same time, 
this vocal capital can reflect back a subtle message about the value of those who are not White, 
while supporting a false notion of racial superiority.  
Constant discrimination was a roadblock that required those with limited resources to 
stretch in meeting client needs. Out of necessity, Lena and her staff worked creatively to support 
their clients while negotiating racism in the workforce. Lena, and her work in an agency led by 
African Americans and serving primarily African American families, offered insight into the 
cunning fusion between Whiteness and racism. The combination of the generous historical 
contributions of racial dominance and supportive social structures resulted not only in the 
frequent maltreatment of employees while making school visits, but also in the ways that a range 
of limited resources interfered with efforts to support the work of client service. The deployment 
of a White-sounding voice served as a creative strategy to gain access to limited means. Lena’s 
anecdote of the White-sounding voice is evidence not only of the relationally interdependent 
nature of racism, but of the crafty ways in which the system of racism and Whiteness work 
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collectively to achieve and maintain power. Whiteness also works to prioritize feelings of guilt 
over those living under the thumb of oppression. 
Wyatt shared his observation and interpretation of Whiteness in action. In a conversation 
he had with a social work colleague related to privilege, the latter commented that she “felt bad” 
for her Whiteness. Wyatt inferred that this notion was connected to guilt, which his colleague felt 
could easily be resolved by expanding privilege to all. 
I mean that's what’s at the heart in my colleague’s statement is that the problem was she 
felt bad for her Whiteness. I think that like a lot of quote unquote antiracist White people's 
mentality is like, look, there's enough privilege for anyone. The problem is that I have 
things a lot of people don't, so let's like give them what I already have. (Wyatt—White 
male) 
Wyatt’s reaction took a more radical approach, in that he felt that his “mentality would be more 
like ‘no you need to give up your shit.’” He then made the connection to racial dominance, 
commenting that “it gets back to the very White notion that my feelings matter more than your 
oppression” and that, in his experience, his social work colleague specifically and White 
antiracists generally are “not cool with oppression unless it makes me feel bad to think about 
oppression.”  
Through Wyatt’s description, racial oppression as a result of Whiteness in this sense 
becomes the proxy that allows feeling bad to become the focus, thus centering attention on 
singular needs. While Whiteness played out on an individual level in the conversation, it carried 
larger social implications, as his colleague was employed as a supervisor in their organization. 
Reducing or eliminating oppression was a noble effort as long as it remained distant and 
impersonal. Another consideration raised by this example is the construed relationship of 
superiority that privileges the needs of White people over others, as conceptualized in van Dijk’s 
(2011) ideological square. Using this metastrategy, the solution chosen by Wyatt’s colleague 
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presumed a one-size-fits-all approach in the inference that privilege would lead to equality. 
Racism and Whiteness can be present even within antiracist endeavors, as the next story 
illustrates.  
Ella understood her role to be a White woman speaking about injustices against the 
African American community, and understood the risks in talking about racism. Responding to 
the question of what gets in the way of good practice, Ella shared her story of participating in a 
collaborative project that was attempting to create a public service announcement that connected 
racism to infant mortality in the African American community. 
Anyway, there's a lot of bad laws and bad policy and bad things that get in the way. What 
I tell people a lot is I think we are struggling to believe in the mainstream that racism 
affects birth outcomes . . . we're struggling to understand that. We're not struggling to 
understand that infant mortality is a problem right from [name of State Senator] to [name 
of Governor] to, you know, whatever we can do to get on a platform and say that infant 
mortality is a problem in [State]. And let's give some more money to home visiting to 
solve the problem. Home visiting is great. I am the [leadership position] of the home 
visiting program, so I will take more money. But what we have to do is go upstream and 
actually address the problem. So, if we're not able to acknowledge that racism is the 
problem, then we're not able to do anything about it. (Ella—White female) 
Ella made a commitment to fight racism, and her work brought attention to the dangerous impact 
of racism on African American women and its direct correlation to infant mortality. Funding was 
made available to address symptoms more broadly, yet system structures placed barriers to 
examining root causes, and placed obstacles to addressing racism. Within Ella’s story, access 
determined who could talk to whom about race.  
Watching racism and Whiteness play out while serving as a social work intern created an 
interesting dynamic for another participant, Madison. During the focus group, Madison shared 
her experience of being a direct witness to racism and Whiteness in action. Reflecting on the 
interrelatedness of themes, Madison’s narrative also supports the basic discourse theme of 
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silence. She recalled her experience as a clinical intern for smoking cessation work under the 
supervision of an African American woman who invited her to observe a meeting. 
So we come and she's the only person of color in the room, and they're talking about how 
to split out and use the settlement money. And she (my supervisor) says, well, we know 
that there's a disparate health impact of smoking on people of color. So I think we should 
devote a portion of these funds, you know, the Black community or something along those 
lines. And somebody was like, “well, how much do you think?” And she was like, “50%” 
. . . and there was just like, crickets and incredulity and basically almost like laughter. And 
it was just completely dismissed as unreasonable and ridiculous. And I remember just 
being really struck and in that moment, I was like, I don't think I had as much language as 
I do now to describe what I was seeing, but I knew it wasn't right. And it felt wrong for 
my supervisor to be treated in that way and then also for that to just be dismissed off hand. 
(Madison—White female, Focus Group) 
Madison’s sense of knowing something “wasn’t right” but not knowing what to do is common 
among the stories. She also acknowledged that it “was wrong” for her supervisor to be treated so 
dismissively, yet she did not act in the moment. There are some who believe they would know 
what to do, but the risks are too great. Having the answers doesn’t always mean that the action 
needed to respond will be easy. Moreover, having only one particular answer to a situation is 
impossible because of changing contexts and potential outcomes. Madison’s experience as a 
White observer to racism also reflected a group response of silence to Madison’s supervisor that 
served to maintain dominance and White group solidarity. Racial awareness is highlighted in the 
next segment.  
Racial tension in her city and in the U.S. over the last two years have contributed to 
Dawn’s racial awareness, and she described her own complicity with racism: 
In the last position I had, I was starting a new program in the hospital. And it was one of 
my first director positions, and I kept moving up. Every single one of my staff was Black, 
and I was White. And I was very conscious about that, especially when some of the people 
there who I was promoted over, like, clear as day, they would have been better at it than 
me (Dawn—White female). 
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The presence of new consciousness allowed Dawn to intellectually recognize her complicity in 
discrimination against her colleagues. This higher awareness created a conundrum, noted in her 
remark about upward mobility at the expense of others who were more qualified—and Black. 
While racist practices played a major role in Dawn’s career elevation, increased awareness of her 
privilege did little to deny the benefits she was granted. Systemic racism played a major role in 
her career growth at the expense of her coworkers.  
Dawn’s experience contributed to her racial growth, and caused her to begin to question 
the impact of how and what she was taught about race. 
And I think for White people, especially if they grew up being taught the same things I 
was taught on what it means to not be racist, you know, that's not something that easily 
can get through to people because it is such a charged thing. And if you even like suggest 
you're racist, it gets really defensive because people care and love and they're trying so 
hard not to be. (Dawn—White female). 
The very notion of racism is apt to become unspeakable when it is reduced to a personal character 
trait (racist human being) rather than a quality of practice (what people think or do). Dawn’s 
words reveal the often-occurring assumption related to perceiving racism as a character trait: that 
people who “care and love” cannot be associated with racism because that would make them 
supposedly bad human beings. And they cannot be bad people because they are “trying so hard 
not to be racist.”  
Basic theme: 24/7 presence. Social worker stories contained multiple examples of the 
enduring and unrelenting presence of racism and Whiteness in their professional interactions. 
This basic theme of 24/7 presence reflects the protracted habitation of racial dominance in the 
everyday experiences of social workers. While the previous narratives are indicative of the 24/7 
loitering of racial dominance, the following specific examples are offered to illustrate its varied 
impacts.  
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The basic theme of 24/7 presence captures racism’s wily yet mighty sting, and how Black 
and biracial social workers feel when they are without supportive structures in navigating                 
work-related discrimination. Although concealed and working jointly, racism and Whiteness 
create a dynamic where mentioning race threatens team relationships. Bringing up the topic of 
race for the intention of individual and team improvement is perceived as threatening to 
colleagues and a challenge to team cohesion. Lauren, an African American female, shared her 
experience of how presenting the topic of race eroded trust and diminished relationships among 
White colleagues. She described that a blaming-the-victim response led to perceptions of her as 
“someone who can't be trusted” and made it difficult to perform her job. She was left with the 
burden of carrying racial injury without support.  
Although less common, racism also appeared as explicit acts of derogation in some social 
worker stories. Sophia’s experience with overt racism involved an elderly White female with 
memory and cognitive impairments who called her the “n-word” and went on to denigrate her in 
the presence of her all-White team. Colleagues bearing witness to the experience were speechless 
during the incident. Sophia’s social work manager was left “mortified” and “paralyzed,” not 
knowing how to respond. Sophia was given the option of transferring the client to someone else, 
yet the larger issue of responding to racism, education, and support remained unresolved at the 
time. Outside of her own interpersonal capacities, Sophia reported having little recourse, 
commenting, “the organization has nothing in place for the whole team, there's no place to go, if 
you feel you have been racially harmed by any particular situation.” Sophia did note, however, 
that she had been working with her organization’s diversity and inclusion committee to 
understand how to address similar destructive challenges. In this instance, racism maintained a 
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pervasive and harmful presence that resulted in differential experiences and impacts. Although 
acknowledged, the issue of how to address racism remained unresolved. 
Sharing experiences of racial harm with colleagues frequently ended in continued racial 
injury, and left the primary issue of racism unresolved for Black and biracial social workers; 
Jocelyn’s experience serves as one example. Hoping for support, Jocelyn sought out the White 
owner and social worker of a counseling practice where she was employed, only to be left 
feeling dismissed. The detailed, progressive example she offered to spell out the presence of 
racism was met with a denial by her colleague (and boss), who Jocelyn recalled saying, “I don't 
think that's what that was.” Carrying the weight of indifference and a lifetime lesson, Jocelyn 
reflected that although she didn’t remember exactly how she responded to her colleague’s 
indifference, “I do know that I did not talk about race with her anymore.” In this case, Whiteness 
prevailed in the actions of the White social worker and elevated the value of the White family at 
the center of the racial story at the expense of Jocelyn’s dignity and worth. Evidencing part of the 
long-term impact of racial injury and dominance, Jocelyn determined not to discuss race with 
White social workers after this event. 
Summary of organizing theme: racial dominance. The organizing theme of racial 
dominance captured the basic themes of racism, Whiteness, and 24/7 presence. These were 
explored through social worker chronicles, and unveil the often-invisible presence of racial 
dominance and connect it to the primary governing structure of the thesis. Patterns of various 
forms of dominance include the prioritization of White guilt over acknowledgement of 
oppression, racial dialogue being controlled or silenced, distorted images of African Americans, 
constitution of who is valued and who is not, racial injuries of indifference and derogation, and 
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finally, eroded trust and diminished professional relationships. The stories indicate little to no 
support on how to address injury and damage.  
Organizing Theme: Silence as Racism Denial  
The organizing theme of silence as racism denial captures various ways in which racism 
is disavowed. Silence was the primary manner in which racism was denied in social worker 
stories, and interview data supports three basic themes within silence: willful avoidance or 
turning away, comfort, and risk and danger. At the core of the denial of racism is positive self-
presentation. Individual denials are characterized by their use in everyday conversations, 
whereas the in-group or social dimension of denial is typical of public discourse that reaches a 
wider audience. Positive in-group presentation or face-keeping strongly characterizes the 
discourse of organizations and institutions (van Dijk, 1992) and, in the examples where agencies 
were involved, strategies of positive in-group face-keeping were present. Silence is a subtle form 
of denial, and, for White social workers, the avoidance of racial discourse functions to maintain a 
variety of interests. Silence acts as an impression-management tool and supports White comfort, 
positive self/group presentation, and the avoidance of risk. Additional gains of silence lead to the 
reinscription of White dominance. Silence often implies agreement with other White group 
members, and functions to support common interests and secure White group loyalty. 
Silence performed by African American and biracial participants was deployed primarily 
to project positive self-images, to retain employment, maintain a sense of agency (an ability to 
initiate and direct actions on their own behalf), and to protect mental well-being and dignity—all 
forms of resistance. Countering disparaging, negative racial stereotypes is a practice to recover 
from the impact and influence of long-standing destructive and controlling images. These tropes 
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are especially harmful because of their power to influence and create potential negative 
consequences in the workplace.  
  Basic theme: willful avoidance. Within the legally based concept of willful avoidance is 
both an opportunity and responsibility to know that connects to the ethical mandate of the 
profession. It is accompanied by a state of mind that allows one to “willfully shut his eyes as 
‘connivance’ [or] ‘constructive knowledge’” (Heffernan, 2011, p. 2). Denial in this sense is a 
conscious or deliberate act of turning away from something or someone, and serves to establish 
terms over who or what is worthy of recognition. Narratives were punctuated by avoidance of, 
intentional looking away from, and indifference to what would otherwise be obvious, particularly 
in light of the profession’s stated commitment to justice. For many participants this phenomenon 
could be traced back to inadequacies in education and training in social work classrooms, field 
practicums, and supervision, which impact social workers’ ability to negotiate productive 
conversations around race. As a result, the topic of race was routinely avoided, considered 
irrelevant, and not discussed in interactions with colleagues.  
Ella recounted her experiences in supervision, where she realized that although she was a 
seasoned social worker who frequently worked with racially diverse clients, she and her White 
colleagues did not talk about race. Willful neglect performed racially to establish a range of 
effects and the absence of racial dialogue can be interpreted as indifference that supports the 
reification of White dominance. In this sense, indifference is interpreted as something or 
someone that is unworthy of interest or concern and regarded as insignificant. Indifference, then, 
is antithetical to the values of the profession. Ella captured experiences of indifference in the 
following excerpt: 
I don't know if I've just blocked it out, but I can't think of any conversations about it. I 
cannot think about talking about race in that I mean it certainly has come up with clients, 
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which is a different thing right it's, you know, Ella, you're the first White person that's 
been in our house . . . So, things like that but nothing, I literally did not remember a 
supervisor ever talking about race, ever, not even in supervision or anything or group 
supervision . . . yeah, not that I recall at all. Because I think, my perception in the thinking 
of the supervisors that I had, I don't think that they would have been able. I don't think 
they would have been comfortable. (Ella—White female) 
Avoidance allows the subject to never be broached, to remain elusive and seemingly unnecessary, 
and suggests a presupposition of undervaluing the racialized Other and overvaluing the racially 
dominant group. Organizations are often involved in the denial of racism, which involves multiple 
actors.  
Dawn’s story highlighted avoidance and positive in-group presentation within her 
organization, which came in the form of concern with legal implications. 
So, I think that that's something that administration is really hard to talk about when it 
comes to race. I think they're afraid that if they even mention it, or even acknowledge that 
there's a racial thing that it puts them at risk for liability, litigation, and all of that, and 
nobody wants to touch this issue. And I think that that's dangerous, because you can't 
pretend it's not happening or ignore. (Dawn—White female) 
In her acknowledgement that leadership generally had difficulty with the topic of race, she noted 
how the term quickly escalated into being conflated with liability, legal issues, and risks for 
leadership. Race, now the equivalent to legal encumbrance, dispute, and a topic to be avoided, if 
addressed would naturally involve extended time and effort from members of agency leadership. 
Dawn’s assessment that the mention of race seemed to be equivalent to legal liability fits nicely 
with the definition of the denial strategy of willful avoidance. Dawn described how her agency’s 
denial strategy made race untouchable for discussion and tied it to legal recourse, while also 
having the potential to draw negative public attention.  
Examining silence from the perspective of racially marginalized social workers offers a 
countering perspective of how silence performed. Early in her career, Lena noted that “you 
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wouldn’t talk about race,” leaving it to be a topic discussed only among certain groups. She 
added:  
I would always have conversations like at this place too, because I was on the cultural 
diversity board at this agency. And we would have ongoing conversations, but it was 
always only in certain circles right, it wasn't in your everyday supervision, it wasn't in 
those type of things, until I started working with someone not a social worker. (Lena—
biracial female)  
From the standpoint of access, or who could speak and what could be said, organizational 
structures and group denial strategies limited her to whom she was able to have conversations 
with about diversity. Her status as a member of the diversity committee was not enough to 
penetrate powerful barriers, leaving racial discourse to be erased from supervision and larger 
organizational structures. Lena noted that a non-social work colleague was responsible for pulling 
her “out of the box” of silence. As an outsider, Lena’s associate did not fall into the coded, 
racialized talk social workers employed as a way to silence race.  
Language encrypted with underlying meaning was also part of social workers experiences 
with their colleagues. Sophia shared an experience with racially coded language. In responding to 
queries about the topic of race coming up at work, Sophia stated: 
It comes up when there’s a problem, or, and I shouldn’t say a problem, but a challenge. So 
. . . let’s say there’s a patient who’s having some issues with safety in their neighborhood, 
then it’ll come up and somebody will say for example—because we level our 
community—so level one, high alert safety is really concerned about the neighborhood. 
So they'll say, well, this patient is new to me and now, I'm not, you know, please don't 
take this the wrong way, I'm not saying it's because she's Black you know, so that's how it 
usually comes up. (Sophia—Black female)  
Her example introduced the use of the disclaimer, “don’t take this the wrong way,” which 
suggests an underlying attempt to avoid an anticipated negative perception (van Dijk, 2008). The 
burden of bringing race directly into clinical conversations fell on Sophia and implied some type 
of penalty for those who “misstep” on issues of race. She recounted that “if I don't mention it, if I 
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don't say something, it's this invisible thing, because nobody wants to feel as though they are 
misstepping as it relates to race.” If race were to come up directly, it would need to be raised by 
Sophia.  
Sophia’s comment acknowledged an ever-present tension, which is a frequent companion 
to the topic of race and racial inequality. Having the sole responsibility for addressing race 
impacts not only social workers, but also clients. The burden takes a toll when racial dialogue is 
met by silence or is circumvented by changing the subject. A major crossroads is also presented 
when the choice to discuss race is between either being rendered invisible, ignored, or treated with 
indifference by one’s coworkers, or determining whether one has the emotional stamina to 
withstand those possibilities. Silence, presented as willful neglect, supports racialized hierarchical 
arrangements.  
Three considerations of silence come from Elyse’s narrative, the first of which is positive 
self-representation. In thinking about the challenges, barriers, or fears related to bringing race into 
professional conversations, Elyse reflected on her decision-making process and the image she 
may present in addressing race with colleagues. Elyse was aware that she doesn’t even have to 
speak; rather, an influential, enduring negative image has the power to imply that one is 
aggressive, ill-tempered, overbearing, and hostile: 
But I think it's fair to think about someone who is in a position of power and control over 
you, if you start raising the issue. What does that mean for my livelihood? What does that 
mean for my own survival if I start to raise this as a problem, but you don't view it as one? 
And how and how will I be further judged? Will I be passed up for opportunities because I 
pulled the Black race card, you know? Am I gonna be perceived as the angry Black 
woman? It doesn't have to be stated but sometimes these things become part of the implicit 
communication. And I think it impedes sometimes once again the conversations, because 
the people that maybe need to be part of the discussion, they're not self-identifying that 
they need to be there. And they also have people I think, that show up and they think that 
they are problem solvers, and I'm not racist, and I don't see color, and they have these 
views, that sound benign, but are also dismissive of the depth and the root of the problem. 
(Elyse—Black female) 
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The second silence challenge for Elyse was the recognition of indifference and colorblindness. 
Finally, she was aware that the impact of a decision to speak up could create various responses, 
each of which risks potential harm to her professional relationships, self-agency, and career. 
Silence, in Elyse’s case, was deployed as a survival strategy. Elyse’s experiences warned her of 
the historical and destructive power of the particular racist stereotype of the “angry Black 
woman” that influences decisions about when to talk about race and with whom. Stereotypes like 
this one justify discriminatory and oppressive practices against Black women. The taken-for-
granted reference in her story of the image of the angry Black woman suggests a socially shared 
knowledge that exists in both micro and macro cognitive systems.  
Lauren also shared experiences of being stereotyped and its impact. She expressed fatigue 
with the energy it takes to protect one’s image in a racially hostile environment. She noted that 
this negative image is an ever-present impediment to communicating with colleagues. Recently, 
however, Lauren chose to address some of the racially based issues that she encounters. And that 
has come with a cost. 
One of the barriers has traditionally been that I'll be seen as the angry Black woman. Wow 
. . . I think as a Black woman I've had some really challenging conversations that I've 
initiated. Recently, I gotta tell you, I used to be very timid about this stuff and now I'm 
finally just kind of saying things out loud that concern me and letting people tell me what 
they really think. You know so for me, one of the barriers has traditionally been that I'll be 
seen as the angry Black woman. (Lauren—Black female) 
Much like Elyse, Lauren felt as though she had to be cautious in how she presented herself, as the 
power of representation embedded within the potent imagery stood between her and her 
colleagues. A frequent challenge in addressing racial issues is the authority afforded to people at 
certain levels of power.  
Elyse also looked at silence from the perspective of authority as a contributor to the 
ongoing quiet in her experiences. Here, she considered that people with certain levels of power 
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may decide that “having professional conversations about race and ethnicity and practice” are not 
necessary.  
The truth of the matter is some of the people that you want to be part of those 
conversations, they don't think that they need to be part of those conversations. In fact, 
they may think the conversations don't even need to happen. (Elyse—Black female) 
Dominance—presented through an interpretation of conscious avoidance—often makes its 
appearance by granting the power to determine if or when conversation is needed, and evidence of 
access to discourse is found in Elyse’s comment. This positioning serves the interests of the 
dominant group while reinscribing its power.  
Insufficiencies in social work education echo the silences aroundl race that I found in 
many social worker narratives. Heidi gave a glimpse of these deficiencies in higher education. 
Addressing willful avoidance more broadly, Heidi captured the incongruities between social 
work’s mission and social work practice: 
Oh my gosh, and higher ed . . . it's like we're . . . we like to do everything except justice 
work. We can talk, we will say anything we want about what we think we're doing, but 
when it comes to actually talking about race and racism . . . no. (Heidi—biracial female) 
In Heidi’s comments, willful avoidance supports a positive professional image of fighting for 
justice, a move of organizational positive presentation.  
Basic theme: comfort/discomfort. Stories contained multiple examples in which 
comfort served to prioritize the needs of White social workers at the expense of Black and 
biracial clients, supervisees, and the profession’s ethical mandate. Although comfort in this sense 
could be defined in multiple ways and involve numerous considerations, social workers 
specifically used the terms comfort and discomfort in their stories.  
Discussions of race engendered discomfort primarily among White social workers. 
Stories from White social workers support the notion that talking about race is equivalent to 
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being racist, and their dialogue around race signaled caution and warning. The thought of being 
considered a racist was enough to shut down conversations. Rachel’s concerns were around the 
“elephant in the room,” stepping on someone’s toes, and positive self-presentation. Her response 
to discomfort was to change the subject, which prohibited race from being discussed. In probing 
a bit more, a circular argument emerged in her narrative:   
There's a fear, I think that kind of what I was talking about before, like, there's this 
elephant in the room, but you're scared to like say the wrong thing . . . step on someone's 
toes, be perceived as racist. Oh, you know, like, all those things. If you bring it up, often 
other people get uncomfortable . . . so then they’re uncomfortable, you’re uncomfortable, 
everyone’s uncomfortable so you just change the subject. I don’t want to say the wrong 
thing. (Rachel—White female)  
When I asked, “what is the ‘wrong thing’?” Rachel responded with, “If I knew what the ‘wrong 
thing’ was, I wouldn’t say it.” We both chuckled as we recognized and talked further about our 
own levels of comfort in other areas of identity difference. Rachel went on to express her 
concern with committing microaggressions and hurting someone’s feelings. Sue, Bucceri, Lin, 
Nadal, and Torino (2007) define racial microaggressions as “brief and commonplace daily 
verbal, behavioral and environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that 
communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative racial slights and insults to the target person or 
group” (p. 72). On the topic of microaggressions, I wondered aloud about the microaggressions 
that could be committed on any topic. In response, Rachel openly acknowledged a level of 
comfort in talking about other social identities:  
Like, I talk to women all the time. Like we can commit microaggressions against women. 
I speak to members of different religions and I recognize that on a cognitive level, but I 
think if we were to bring it up—I forgot, if I was to bring it up—like race is just so 
charged . . . I don't really know why. But, you know, it just feels different. (Rachel—
White female)  
Comfort and positive self-presentation were the primary driving force that directed the 
conversation away from the topic of race, and are common occurrences in social work practice. 
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Decisions that are driven by comfort and positive self-presentation interfered with 
communication in both micro and macro settings.  
Dawn’s narrative expressed concerns with discussions of race causing offense. In the 
following excerpt, Dawn is responding to the query: what are fears, challenges, and barriers to 
bringing up race in professional conversations? Her rationale was fear of offending one’s own 
comfort and the comfort of others, which she tied to an ability to tolerate discomfort related to 
racial dialogue within her racially diverse organization. She acknowledged the absence of skills 
and the barriers presented even when dialogue is welcome. In this extract, Dawn refers to the 
informed consent process that occurred before our interview began: 
I think that the fears and challenges from your informed consent and talking about all the 
harms and barriers and fears because it is so emotionally charged in making sure we take 
care of our own as we’re having these conversations as safely as possible with members, 
and processing. So even that takes resources and energy that people may or may not have. 
That fear of offending people's own comfort level, and your ability to sit with difficult 
things or that vulnerability which we all tend to, like want to run from. We may agree that 
we need to have these conversations, but nobody is . . . not in school and other stuff, 
there's not training on actually how to have them. (Dawn—White female)  
Dawn recognized interpersonal resources as relevant to successful dialogue around race and 
racism. Whether harm is intended or not, the discourses of comfort described in this story, 
combined with insufficient knowledge, training, and skills, keep conversations about race at bay 
and thus render them inaccessible. Without access to racial discourse, racism can become an 
untouchable topic. The following narrative segment also concerns the capacity to navigate racial 
dialogue.  
Much like Dawn, Madison acknowledged the need for help in addressing discomfort as 
part of what is necessary for racial dialogue. The above question in the focus group had evolved 
to, what's happening in those silences, what's going on for you? Madison responded to the focus 
group using an analogy of addiction:  
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Humans don't want to be uncomfortable. And that there's this desire—and we've talked 
about this earlier…other people have talked about that—there's this desire to remain in 
comfort, and to do what's comfortable and to our detriment at times right like that's, you 
know, when we have habits and addictions and other types of issues we can stay grounded 
in something that's painful but comfortable because it's what we're familiar with. I think it 
was Avery that was talking about having the tools to handle discomfort has to be a big part 
of our work, because we all have to get more comfortable being uncomfortable. And then 
I'd like to think that would make it easier to have challenging conversations. (Madison—
White female, Focus Group)  
Addressing discomfort, for Madison, was geared toward developing skills to tackle it. Although 
driven by an emphasis on solution, White comfort remained a priority, and potential outcomes 
would be that with appropriate skill development, challenging conversations would become 
easier.  
Difficulty in talking about race was also experienced by supervisors. In discussing race as 
part of good clinical care, Shane spoke of his experiences as a supervisor speaking about race 
with supervisees:  
And I think it was most often successful or most, maybe it's most often comfortable 
bringing it [race] up in individual supervision, where we're able to say hey like you know 
it might just be an issue, how can you get more information or how can you approach this 
with the family in a respectful way. (Shane—White male)  
Note that he perceived success through comfort, rather than client outcomes or supervisee 
support, for example. In the next scenario, Shane recognized foregone supervisee benefits related 
to avoiding conversations of race in group settings. Risks that were out of his control became a 
highlight in his description, particularly as he considered talking about race in a group. He cited 
the potential to alienate people as one of the major risks that could be resolved if everyone were 
willing to talk about race: 
So I think it was something that you just kind of handle it more one on one, or I handled it 
more one on one, is probably more accurate and potentially missed opportunities where 
we could have gained more information had it been a more public or something that we 
were all willing to talk about. But in, you know, there are risks in that, because you don't 
want to alienate people and you don't want to make them feel—an intention is not always 
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easy to figure out—something is not always the way somebody's going to hear it so you 
try and avoid negative situations that way as much as you can. (Shane—White male)  
Shane’s past experiences influenced his preference for talking about race in individual 
supervision. He shared that when race is brought up in group supervision, the expectation to 
respond is shifted to group members having the same racial identity as represented in the case. He 
took offense with the expectation that one person’s experience could represent all the experiences 
of the identified racial group. This made him uncomfortable with the thought of addressing race in 
a group setting: “I don't want all eyes to turn to the person of the same color of that family.”  
Shane also recognized potential lost opportunities with avoiding race in a group setting, 
for example, improving interpersonal relationships and gaining “more information had it been a 
more public or you know something that we were all willing to talk about.” While Shane’s 
behavior was motivated by his own past unpleasant experiences and, at face value, for the benefit 
of racialized speakers, his comfort was prioritized. He said: “I think it was most often successful 
or most, maybe it's most often comfortable” in individual supervision. The comfort described in 
Shane’s story supported racialized social arrangements, and in that sense potentially reinforced 
racial inequality. Based on this account, the determination that racialized Others would be 
negatively impacted if race were discussed in a group setting precluded their voices from being 
heard. In other words, the issue was about supervisor ability or comfort in addressing the situation 
of White social workers turning (only) to Black colleagues when race is mentioned.  
In contrast, this lack of willingness to talk about race was not a concern in biracial and 
African American social worker stories. In the next two stories, Lena spoke about the absence of 
racial conversations while Elyse was concerned with being dismissed. In both stories, racial 
dialogue became elusive as the prioritization of White comfort superseded the women’s needs and 
desires. Lena shared her experiences in talking about race with former colleagues before she 
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began working with a predominantly African American work force in her current agency. Even 
when efforts were made, Lena experienced little contact from leadership, which resulted in 
frequent disconnected relationships:   
And so when patients were having these issues, I'd have race conversations with other 
people I'm working with that we need to take it back [to leadership] but then the White 
leadership are surprised that happened . . . well why don't you open your eyes and listen to 
what happens every day? Why are we so hush hush . . . why don't we have a conversation? 
(Lena—biracial female) 
Lena’s comments reflect the absence of racial discourse and suggest that she was willing to talk 
about race, except that leadership did not seem to express that same desire. The use of the term 
“hush hush” implies silencing in the work environment. She also makes a subtle inference that 
racism was a common experience in her former organization in her comment, “why don't you 
open your eyes and listen to what happens every day?” Lena’s efforts to support client needs were 
traded for comfort, and racial dominance was reproduced. Although her position was to contest 
leadership’s silence, Lena had little to no control over it.  
With discomfort acting as a driving force, Elyse also shared her experiences with 
discomfort in talking about race in group settings. She argued that racial conversations are 
difficult for everyone, however, driving her own discomfort was the possibility of disregard. 
Bringing up race is a risky proposition that may prove harmful to perceptions related to one’s 
ability to carry out job duties. Bringing up race also presents the risk of further marginalization. 
And once again, these conversations are not very comfortable to have, and no one wants to 
be dismissed. No one wants to be minimized. And professionally, you don't want people 
to start thinking, you know, something negative about you, or judging you in terms of 
your clinical view. (Elyse—Black female)  
In this scenario, comfort was self-directed, yet served to maintain a sense of dignity and worth, 
and to manage the risk of depreciation of her clinical performance. Elyse’s articulation of these 
particular risks suggests an awareness of socially shared knowledge around the unspoken rules of 
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racial dialogue for marginalized groups. In this sense, comfort was experienced in the form of 
career survival and the preservation of self-worth, and was presented as part of a decision-
making process for opting to forego racial dialogue. Although many respondents believe that 
leadership has a responsibility for addressing racially discriminatory practices, social worker 
narratives suggest that decision makers maintain a code of silence. 
Amelia was one of a few White social workers in an organization of predominantly 
Latinx and African American employees. She easily recognized the impact of discomfort on 
leadership around challenging topics such as race. Armed with the authority to control most 
levels of discourse, the discomfort of those with administrative power sometimes drives 
decision-making and impacts whether dialogue or work around racism will be addressed. Amelia 
shared her view about a higher-level administrative person in her agency and the potential impact 
her discomfort might have within the organization. “My boss’ immediate boss who comes from 
working at the county is White. And I think she's uncomfortable [talking about race] so if she's 
uncomfortable nobody else is going to talk about it either” (Amelia—White female).  
The resistance Amelia notes was common in social worker stories and complicates efforts to 
address racism in practice. When leadership is averse to talking about race, they curb access to 
discourse, leaving dominance unchallenged. Damaging discourses in this sense draw from 
institutionally shared consensus. The discomfort of one leader has the ability to filter through an 
entire organization. 
Basic theme: risk and danger. At the core of this basic theme is fear. Discourses of risk 
and danger signal impending real and perceived hazards. They represent various levels of caution 
from nearly the entire group and maintained silence. Descriptions captured from social worker 
experiences forewarned of threat and sometimes equated race with violence. Like the other 
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themes, there was considerable variability between presentations of risk and danger for White, 
biracial, and Black social workers. Threats of hazard stood in the way of resolving challenges 
presented by race and expressions from White social workers offer a view of the peril that awaits 
in racial conversations. 
Shane conveyed reluctance in talking about race with colleagues in a group setting. His 
hesitation seemed to signal that talk about race would ignite an inevitable, uncontrollable 
response: 
You just don't know how people are going to react you know, whether they are all now 
staring at somebody or whether you're now touching on something that you didn't know 
with this particular person and you've created a nightmare in interactions between your 
staff . . . so it does become a little bit dangerous. (Shane—White male) 
Comments leading up to these ominous expressions of peril in talking about race included his 
opposition to using one person’s experience and transferring those experiences of one person 
onto an entire group. Anticipated danger resulted in foregoing participation in racial 
conversations. In this sense, racial dominance was (re)produced and racialized social structures 
were maintained.  
During the focus group Rachel described a different perspective on fear. She made a 
fascinating statement about pressures she felt from colleagues when the topic of race is 
introduced. Her words seem to describe the silent messages of maintaining group allegiance:  
But there is that strong kind of you know, social bullying, I’m blanking on the word but 
the push to kind of like stop talking about uncomfortable things, you know, just put focus 
on easier things or more comfortable things. So I think that's really for me that was kind of 
the pressure right. You just want to fit in you know, you don’t want people to roll their 
eyes. (Rachel—White female, Focus Group). 
In her account, social context plays an extraordinary role in how issues are dealt with. Words like 
social “bullying” and “rolling eyes” capture the “pressure” to remain within the White 
boundaries of her social group, signaling a potential threat, which Rachel shared was hard to 
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resist “when you just want to fit in.” Not supporting group membership would place her in a 
precarious position. Access to communicative discourse in this sense was managed by her 
colleagues, forcing a decision as to whether she would submit to the pressure or step out and face 
potential social bullying. This pointed to another way racial dialogue is negated, and job security 
for racially marginalized people presents a potential risk. 
 Connecting to Rachel’s story shared in the focus group conversation, Avery addressed 
safety as a potential issue related to the discomfort that is introduced when the racially 
marginalized are not heard and solutions to problems are not offered: 
One of them is that if you keep talking about the same things over and over again, not only 
do you get an eye roll, but that topic itself can be completely invalidated. And so, again 
depending on your position of power and also depending on your identity or your 
perceived identity by your colleagues . . . the topic as you bring it forward—or I'll use I 
language—the topic as I bring it forward could be like, “that's just Avery and her 
problem,” depending on how many times I bring it up. And so then it becomes like it's 
actually just Avery's problem right and so I've done the inverse . . . instead of like helping 
people to see it as a problem for all of us, I've just helped people see that I'm the one with 
issues. Right. So like, there's that which is real, and then there's also the piece of like, if we 
start... if we don't equip people with the tools to deal with the discomfort, there's a real 
safety issue at hand . . . and people do get fired for bringing stuff like this forward. And so 
if you know that it's an issue but you don't have a solution for it and so instead of saying 
like, jump on board to this potential outcome I have in mind, or this potential outcome this 
potential intervention I have in mind, you're just there to make people feel uncomfortable 
there can be real backlash...many people who exist at the margins or who are experiencing 
the oppression that they're trying to reveal to others are the ones most likely to experience 
the most severe consequences for bringing that forward so like, it can be a real safety issue 
of like, I can lose my job over this. (Avery—White female, Focus Group). 
Avery detailed some of the interpretive challenges related to navigating race dialogue, particularly 
for those oppressed by racism. Repeatedly bringing up racial problems results in “the inverse” 
rather than helping people see it as a “problem for all of us.” Her description captures the danger 
of becoming the identified problem, “the one with issues,” when attempting to expose a problem. 
The risk of losing one’s job can be a fretful thought, particularly if one “exists” on the racial 
“margins” and lacks sufficient financial and supportive resources to sustain one’s lifestyle. Dread 
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can be engendered and may result in presentations of silence related to risks of personal and 
professional loss.  
Adding to Avery’s story in the focus group, Sophia contributed a different perspective. 
Coming from what seemed like a place of experience, Sophia explained that discrimination is not 
always boldly presented, rather practices of dominance often appear gradually and consistently. 
Her description reveals subtle nuances of racism: 
And what happens is it's not because of that, per se, this is where those policies come into 
play. So then you may find yourself coming up for your yearly evaluation and now all of a 
sudden, your ability to do your job gets picked apart in ways that it never was before . . . it 
was an area of growth. You know a place for growth in one evaluation but now that 
you’ve become this pain in the ass around racism now it's another issue . . . I mean those 
policies can be, they're written in ways that are so broad for the application of them . . .  So 
the difference is like what we've heard of in sexism, talk of being assertive versus being 
aggressive. You know guys are assertive, women are aggressive or they’re bitches or this, 
and you know if you've been bitchy versus being assertive, the same thing can happen 
when you bring up issues that make people feel uncomfortable. (Sophia—Black female, 
Focus Group). 
Subtle forms of discrimination are difficult to pinpoint in a way that is visible to others, and social 
dominance can be expressed through ongoing micromanagement. Although a generic example of 
how retaliation happens, fear in this sense contributes to decision-making on when and how the 
topic of racism will be brought forward. Much like Rachel’s experience, this situation can place 
the recipient in a precarious dilemma between nearly two impossible solutions. The choice to stay 
and perform business as usual might maintain employment status, but it also creates additional 
stress.  
Amelia brought a different vantage point to the theme of risk and danger in her experience 
as one of a few White women in her agency. She spoke about a powerful and persistent presence 
of immobilizing tension in her work environment—primarily made up of Latinx and African 
Americans—that had developed over the last two to three years. Here she describes her work 
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setting: “I felt that there was still like a little bit of uneasiness. And I think that everyone's feeling 
that, but no one wants to talk about it. And I want to talk about it but I don't want to be the 
identified person” (Amelia—White female). When I asked her why she decided not to be the 
person to bring up the tension, she said:  
To be like hey everybody like there's something going on here. There's a feeling of there's 
something about race. I mean, even our secretary treats myself different than she treats the 
rest of the people—the African American girls and the Latina who is a Black Latina—
treats them all very different and it's much more time for her to you know get in the 
groove with me and get to know me and it was, it was a lot more standoffish. So yeah, you 
know you can feel it, but, nobody really wants to talk about it. And I'm just hoping that 
nothing explodes. (Amelia—White female) 
Her position as a “majority-minority” placed her in what she described as a difficult situation 
without much recourse. She noted the impact on her professional relationships where she 
experienced exclusionary treatment from her coworkers. This was captured in her comment that 
“even our secretary treats [me] different[ly] than she treats the rest of the people—the African 
American girls and the Latina who is a Black Latina.” She then connected her account to danger 
with the statement, “I just hope that nothing explodes.” Her story implied knowledge of 
racialized discriminatory practices that are typically directed toward people who are not White. 
Also noteworthy was Amelia’s reference to the African American “girls,” which usually presents 
a subtle way to discount their full status as adults. Amelia’s story is instructive in that it sheds 
light on the ways in which power may be limited to one social domain (van Dijk, 2008).  
Fear of violence was also presented by Dawn, and her experience sheds light on how fear 
can present obstacles to job performance. Dawn expressed a longing to increase her relational 
capacity in terms of having discussions about race with colleagues. In thinking about two 
particular colleagues, she stated that she would likely be unable to have conversations with them 
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that would not end violently. In addition to lack of skills, her fear related to the nature of the 
topic of race, which seemed to be interpreted as equivalent to violence:  
I think how to make sure it happens in the way it's intended with constructive 
conversations. There are some very strong personalities where I work that I mean, who 
would facilitate conversations about race and supervision with other people anytime, and 
I'm such a proponent of it, I can think of like two people if we got in the same room, I'd be 
scared to bring it up because it is so emotionally charged to the point of that maybe we 
couldn't have constructive discourse. And then it's like, how do you do that to change 
those things, and nobody ends up with a black eye? (Dawn—White female). 
Dawn’s narrative was woven with fear, risk, and danger, all of which stood in the way of having 
a conversation about race and racism. The circularity of her perception disallowed progress 
without some type of intervention. Stories of White social workers were generally accompanied 
by threats not accounted for in the narratives of biracial and African American participants.  
 Chronicles of threat from White participants were not supported by actual experiences of 
the violence found in their stories, while narratives of African American and biracial social 
workers reflected the impact of various restrictions on talk about race and racism. Their 
experiences of risk and danger pointed more toward issues of personal agency and the threat of 
losing trust as team members in view of how others would react to racial discourse. Lauren, who 
worked with a multiethnic team, shared her story about wanting to be able to talk about race:.  
I want to know that we can have conversations around it. And I want people to know, I 
want to say these things to you because I'm choosing to be a part of this team. So it's not 
me dropping a bomb and leaving. I want us to improve. And I think instead it is often seen 
as oh, she is a challenger. She's someone who can't be trusted or oh, she doesn't really care 
. . . she's about to leave so let's go ahead and treat her how she wants to be treated and 
bring somebody else into this place, so I don't know, I've experienced a little bit of both. 
(Lauren—Black female). 
Lauren used “dropping a bomb” to describe her experience as what she perceived as the response 
of her team when she brought up race. Her interests were related to participating as a team 
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member and for team advancement, yet the presentation of race had the power to shift the 
dynamic and turn her efforts toward improvement into threat.  
Sophia also used the phrase “dropping a bomb,” in a different context though for similar 
reasons. Her story returned attention to the focus group, where there was a discussion on the 
ways that the topic of race came up in their various places of employment. In her work on a 
hospital medical team, Sophia shared efforts to address racism as a part of medical care: 
I just shared an article with my team that just came out of a longitudinal study that looked 
at [medical care] for African Americans and the ways that racism impacts the kinds of 
care they get, how soon they get a [medical] diagnosis . . . all of those things and so I gave 
them the article and I broke it down and they're like, oh, this is really very interesting. 
Well first I was like what is it about what I said, it's about racism and [medical] care. You 
would have thought I threw a bomb in the middle of the room. (Sophia—Black female, 
Focus Group). 
Presenting the topic of race in the context of professional roles and services created risks for both 
Lauren and Sophia, yet they were willing to attempt it. Their stories suggested they introduced 
threats to their respective teams and that the reception of their comments was less than 
welcoming. As narrated in other stories of risk and danger, African Americans and biracial social 
workers faced a risky double bind.  
Finally, a conversation in the focus group came to revolve around the penalties of talking 
about race. For Heidi, risk came into view after giving a “short presentation on 
microaggressions” to her predominantly White colleagues: 
It became a joke to, like, make requests, and then say, “oh, am I being microaggressive?” 
And at the time I didn't know how to respond to that, and I like have pushed that out of my 
memory. So, I wasn't in a place to challenge it. Number one, because I didn't have a great 
understanding of what microaggressions are but I think about the power dynamic and how 
I couldn't, I didn't feel like I could have questioned it because I was in a student position. 
And I think my supervisor would have minimized it and said oh we're just joking.  
(Heidi—biracial female, Focus Group)   
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As a young social worker, Heidi’s experience with her colleagues left her confused and without 
the knowledge or skills to respond.  
Summary of organizing theme: racism denial and willful avoidance. The prominence 
of silence in social worker narratives substantiated the organizing theme of racism denial and the 
basic themes of willful avoidance, comfort/discomfort, and risk and danger. Variations of willful 
avoidance include willful turning away, neglect, and indifference. Willful avoidance acts to reify 
White dominance and prevent access to racial discourse. The basic theme of comfort/discomfort 
reveals a strategic application that also acts to silence racial discourse. Discourses of racially 
marginalized social workers suggest the utilization of survival strategies to respond to denial, 
counter distorting racial images, and promote agency. Discourses of fear and danger stand in the 
way of racial dialogue and reproduce Whiteness. While most social workers reported varying 
levels of concern around risk and danger, there was a tangible difference between experiences of 
those with White identities and those marked as Other. Generally, narratives told by White 
participants were accompanied by menacing threats of danger, while stories shared by Black and 
biracial participants contained tangible experiences of loss that deterred future decisions, where 
fears of harm might become reality. These fears included risk to personal agency and irreparable 
damage to professional relationships. Some of the stories also included the seeds and examples of 
resistance, which will be discussed in the next organizing theme of antiracism and counterpower. 
Organizing Theme: Antiracism and Counterpower 
 Some of the most striking narratives were found in stories of resistance that emerged in 
the face of racial power abuse, that is, illegitimate forms of discrimination within the practice of 
social work. The essence of this organizing theme is the notion that dominance breeds resistance. 
Much like practices of power abuse, resistance is a form of social interaction where power is 
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jointly produced. Yet, counterstories do not always surface to a level where they are widely 
shared, leaving them to go unnoticed and unacknowledged. Suppressing stories of resistance is 
often a function of power abuse, a way of discouraging or extinguishing hope. Situations where 
social workers do not go along with the status quo serve to problematize racism and tend to 
create tension. While rarely explicitly identified as tension, its presence is palpable in social 
worker accounts.   
Basic theme: tension. As noted throughout this chapter, the introduction of race as a 
topic of discussion was a source of tension for many participants. References to race were, in the 
eyes of the dominant group, analogous to danger, bullying, threat, and various forms of 
(imagined) violence. Social worker stories suggested the need for tenacity. Creativity in 
negotiating racial tension offered opportunities for deeper reflection. In some cases, tension 
contributed to maintaining the status quo. as noted in discourses of comfort, and at other times 
tension was one of the sources that launched people to seek change. A necessity borne out of the 
24/7 surveillance of racism was that African American and biracial participants were adept in 
navigating tension.  
Jocelyn spoke openly about her frustration with certain colleagues who in her mind were 
not motivated to learn about the influence of racial identity and difference. Tension moved her to 
refrain from trying to teach people who had little interest in race and racism:  
So you know, after certain conversations like, I'm not going to discuss certain things with 
certain people. So I mean, from my own experience, I'm not going to advocate, like I'm 
not gonna do that work for you, because I feel like you've been in this field longer than 
me.  . . . And I'm just not gonna have conversations about this stuff with people that want 
to be oblivious, right? No, sir (Jocelyn—Black female). 
Tension, coupled with other factors, moved Jocelyn to use her energy in ways that were 
productive for her. As a way to protect herself from experiences of indifference and disregard, 
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she vowed to not discuss race with people who she felt were not interested in having 
conversations that included the topic of race. 
Tension also played into Elyse’s story. An experience with a colleague who had crossed 
relational boundaries left her feeling vulnerable, disrespected, and with little recourse. Tension 
moved her to prioritize her wellbeing by thinking differently about the experience:  
And so, I was able to reframe it for my own mental well-being that they did this as part of 
helping to ensure quality and to trying to help me. I did this reframe because I do believe 
that there are ways to view things. If I hold on to that this was a racist attack, and a means 
of threat, then that causes me additional stress that causes me additional tension, especially 
if I’m to continue to work with that person in the workplace. That's not healthy for me. So 
I have to think about another way to view it. I'm not saying that that view was accurate. 
(Elyse—Black female) 
Acknowledging the threat of ongoing negative thinking on her mental health, Elyse’s reframing 
was a way for her to navigate her experience of racism. Her restructuring allowed her a different 
perspective from which she could steer clear of the racially harmful undertone found in behavior 
of a particular colleague.  
Another response to tension was increased awareness and personal/professional 
development. Lena’s description highlighted tension as part of her journey toward growth, and 
the tension moved her to greater awareness:  
Now, it's been hard because with that awareness and with the growth, I feel like for me, 
personally, it's hard because it hurts sometimes when you become aware, and it doesn't 
feel good and so you go through and what turns out for me to be a painful learning 
process. (Lena—biracial female) 
Lena’s comments are reminders of the discomfort that accompanies personal and professional 
growth.  
Offering a differing yet informative perspective, Wyatt’s story also exposed tension. He 
talked about an experience while facilitating a group of men. He reflects on his interaction with an 
African American group member. As a White male, he seems committed to going beyond           
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antioppression and into antiracist practice. He points to this “itsy bitsy bit of gray area,” where he 
reconsiders:  
Like maybe I'm wrong, you know. So even in the context of my own like ostensibly 
antioppressive emancipatory practice. I am caught up in and redefining these racialized 
relations of power. And like in that moment, I just kind of reiterated my Whiteness and 
kind of reinscribed his Blackness. (Wyatt—White male) 
Moments of tension—when invited—can be useful tools for growth. Tension can be considered 
the middle ground between dominance and resistance, where multiple actions and responses can 
take place. From a dialectical perspective, tension is part of “the dynamic interplay and 
articulation together of opposites” (Mumby, 2005, p. 23). These interactions yield multiple 
responses based on a number of variables, for example, those presented by context. For many 
participants, tension forced the need to adapt their thinking and behavior, particularly in response 
to distressed environments when the topic of race is introduced. Some cases led to experiences of 
resistance. 
Basic theme: stories of resistance. Primarily—but not exclusively—within biracial and 
African American social worker stories are various examples of resistance. Though not the only 
thing that led to change, tension played a necessary and particular role in these stories, some of 
which simultaneously represent strategies for navigating the racially volatile environments 
within which many social workers exist. Lena’s increased awareness resulted in tension that led 
to growth and a refinement of her social work practices:  
I feel like my social work practices have improved. But I also think that it helps me see 
what I may be doing with my clients or workers, or what my staff is doing with clients 
with a different perspective and a different eye as it relates to how we decide to intervene 
with the whole. (Lena—biracial female) 
Elyse described the practice of reframing as a brief on resistance: “For my own sanity and 
openness to assume innocence I had to reframe, I had to get a ‘sister check’ before I responded to 
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the emails. I was able to reframe an experience for my own mental wellbeing” (Elyse—Black 
female). Her “sister check” referred to her system of support that allows her a space for 
vulnerability, one where she can exist outside of the gaze of racism. Support systems are critical 
to negotiating experiences of discrimination and may serve as sounding boards, reality checks, or 
simply a place of safety, among other things.  
Heidi looked through the lens of learning from her clients:  
It's not okay, there's so much injustice and we're part of it. So I came away with that I can't 
unsee all of those things . . . Working with clients taught me things that I can't unknow 
about how the system works . . . because now I can't be quiet anymore, I have to be a part 
of the resistance. (Heidi—biracial female) 
Tension can be felt in Heidi’s words, “there’s so much injustice” that you “can’t unsee.” She also 
noted the rewards of working closely with and learning from clients. Considering the harm of 
indifference that she felt from experiences with her White social worker colleagues, Jocelyn 
committed herself to preparing future African American social workers to successfully maneuver 
systems dominated by racist practices: “I am helping to support new Black social workers that 
come into the field . . . to prepare these other Black social workers for some of the experiences 
they will have” (Jocelyn—Black female). Within Jocelyn’s statement “prepare for” is an 
implication that racism is an inevitable part of life “they will have” and, as such, there are ways 
to equip new practitioners with skills to maneuver its presence.  
Stories of resistance of White social workers also emerged in the data. Ella recognized the 
need to draw attention to the source of African American infant mortality rather than just taking 
notice of this tragedy as an outcome, as is a frequent practice in social work. Ella saw her role and 
responsibility to educate White people about the lasting harm of racism, particularly to infants: “I 
think that my duty and my responsibility as a White woman is to talk to White people about 
racism killing Black babies.” 
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 Wyatt recognized the power of silence in the face of racial domination. He looked to 
challenge the ways people talk about racial systems of domination through education, and went 
on to share this:  
Whiteness and White supremacy are often prevalent or absent right . . . they abide in 
silence. And so, one of the ways to try to challenge people is by talking about these things 
more, you know, either by offering continuing education on them, or just in our clinical 
meetings. (Wyatt—White male). 
Although many times they do not make their way to the surface where they can be heard by 
practitioners, stories of resistance generate hope, exhibit strength and courage, and are essential 
for antiracism work.  
Summary of organizing theme: antiracism and counterpower. The organizing theme 
of antiracism counterpower was evident in social worker narratives. The basic themes of tension 
and stories of resistance allowed me to unearth often-buried and frequently absent sources of 
hope. Each of these stories was illuminating in its own unique way and can be instructive in 
revealing the ways that, even within commitments toward change, the silent presence of 
dominance—in all its forms—is never far from us.  
Conclusion 
There were three primary aspects to this chapter. The first presented a brief overview of 
the research participants. The second proffered conceptualizations of basic and organizing 
themes derived from the research interviews. The third and most detailed part of this thematic 
analysis was a description of relationships between themes that began to answer the research 
question. The next chapter offers a critical analysis of these findings, followed by discussion and 
implications of all findings in Chapter VI.  
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Chapter V: Critical Discourse Analysis 
Utilizing findings from the thematic analysis in Chapter IV, this chapter pursues a deeper 
understanding of the ways in which social worker discourses hold racism in place. In this 
chapter, interviews and focus group conversations are approached as discourse interactions, and 
are presented in two parts. The first section is a critical analysis grounded in van Dijk’s (1984, 
1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011) general theory of racism and denial (1992, 
2008). On the basis of selected samples from the interviews and focus group, this analysis 
examines and interprets meanings found in underlying discourse structures and seeks to 
articulate the ways in which racial dominance is maintained. Expanding the theme of resistance 
and supported by data from the focus group, the second section of this chapter will identify, 
explore, and describe characteristics and interpersonal capacities that contribute to productive 
racial dialogue. I first return to the research question that guided this analysis: what are the ways 
in which social worker discourses (re)produce and maintain racism and secure Whiteness in 
professional practice? Secondary questions of this project are: do social workers talk among each 
other about race? Do either silences or talk reinforce racial injustices? How do racism and 
Whiteness operate at the level of practice? 
There are two primary objectives of this chapter: first, to offer an analysis of three 
specific data segments that illustrate themes from Chapter IV; and, second, to exemplify 
characteristics that support constructive dialogue. A similar network representation of themes 
found in Chapter IV was utilized to structure this chapter (Figure 5.1). Organizing themes 
guiding the findings are CDA and antiracism discourse capacities, and represent a total of seven 
basic themes.
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Figure 5.1. Thematic network for Chapter V. 
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The three data segments and analyses that I discuss represent the voices of Dawn, Avery, 
and Ella—all White social workers. Their respective textual data were derived directly from their 
individual interviews with me, a researcher and fellow social worker. The particular data 
excerpts were selected because they represented racial discourse between social workers, and 
furnished information about how these participants experience and address issues of race and 
racism. This goes beyond the social worker-narrated experiences with racial dialogue presented 
in the thematic analysis found in Chapter IV. The purpose of the following analyses of interview 
fragments is to make visible the underlying discourse structures from which I made inferences 
and interpretations.  
Critical Discourse Analysis of Three Data Segments: Dawn, Avery, and Ella 
The three following data segments follow the same format: each is preceded by a brief 
introduction, the respective textual data is then presented in its entirety, and this is followed by a 
descriptive critical analysis. The first segment rises from the organizing theme of silence: racism 
denial. Textual data in the analysis includes my comments from this portion of the interview and 
are representative of the active, interventionist position maintained throughout the interview 
process (Wetherell & Potter, 1993). The story is a journey through a series of denials and 
challenges. 
Segment One: Dawn 
For a bit more context, this discussion relates to Dawn’s sharing with me her experiences 
where the topic of race had come up at work. Outside of discussing her employment relationship, 
the group of individuals involved in the story were been specifically identified. Throughout her 
interview, Dawn spoke about her growing racial awareness, new understanding of privilege, 
acknowledgement of racism in which she and current and former organizations were complicit, 
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fears that accompany engagement in racial discourse, and a need and desire for her and her 
organization to increase diversity efforts. Early in the segment, Dawn’s concern was with 
advocating for her racially marginalized colleagues who were—according to her account—often 
perceived as having “attitude problems” by members of White leadership. Moments later, Dawn 
seemed struck by the meaning of her comments and qualified more carefully how she interpreted 
her leadership and colleagues: 
Dawn: I could say this, and they would listen, they would hear it one way. And then if my 
Black colleague said it, it would come off as them having an attitude problem. And once I 
kind of noticed that happening. Like I said, I'm not in a position to be able to have the 
conversation within the upper management or anything that's happening, I can't do that 
just yet. But what I can do is, within my own control, make sure that the concerns are 
heard, in a way that is just my style to them, but that they hear it in a way that like 
unfortunately, my other colleagues couldn't have a voice so much. And it makes the way 
I’m listening to this, to me talk about all this makes me sound like I'm saying my 
organization is super racist. It's really not. I’ve worked in a lot more. It's more ignorance, 
blindness. They aren't horrible people or anything like that . . . and there's no active 
discrimination. They aren't even aware, but they are blind. And so how do you make 
people aware of something? How do you bring something to someone's attention when 
they're not even aware of it in the first place, or could even understand? So yeah, there's 
two examples of conversations recently where race has come up. 
Cherie Patrick (CBP): Well, I don't hear that you are making your organization out to be 
you know, this really nasty organization . . . I don't hear that at all. What I do hear is that 
it's a system that here in the United States, is constructed under the same systems that we 
all are constructed under. And so as a result, you know, we have systems that are based I 
mean, our entire country is based on race, right? And so, that is something that is just part 
of how we operate as a country. And so for that reason they are practicing racism as much 
as I am, because we're in this system, right? And the other thing is that, I'm wondering, as 
I hear you say, they're not, they're ignorant of what's happening, the fact that they are able 
to say, don't talk about that, there's some knowledge, right, there's some cognition about 
conversations of race and what, the potential is, right? So it sounds like, there is a 
willingness to overlook things because it's too hard. We don't know how to move forward, 
or we don't want to, whatever it is, we see there's a problem, but we're just going to keep, 
you know, pushing it under the carpet, like most people. 
Dawn: Okay. I think it's even more blind than that. Not we see, but we're afraid it’s that 
they're so blind, it's like afraid of that we aren't that. But if you say it out loud, or suggest 
it, then maybe it'll put it as somebody's idea that we actually are when we're not, and 
instead of even stopping to look like wait, but are we? [CBP Laughter . . . but to 
acknowledge it you have to have some cognition of it.] Right, but they so strongly feel that 
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we're not . . . and that it just happens that, you know, you don't want to set us up for 
liability when someone's thinking, well, we're so not. So yeah, I feel like if there was some 
level of awareness that they were and sweeping it under the rug, I would have far less 
empathy for them. But I really think they're idiots. I really think they believe that no way, 
not for them. I mean, look how diverse our thing is they care about all these values like 
there’s that cognitive dissonance, right? 
CBP: Well, and going back to how we define racism, their definition may be those blatant, 
really obvious bullying, bigoted type of responses. And so if they're not doing that, then 
how could they be? Right? 
Dawn: Exactly. 
CBP: So then it boils down to how you are understanding racism, and, you know, instead 
of seeing it as just this one little thing that is done interpersonally, they're not seeing that 
it's a systemic thing. And yeah . . . I hear you there. 
The descriptive lead-in to Dawn’s narrative account is relevant because discriminatory 
practices against her primarily African American team—that she reported being witness to— 
precede the mitigation of racism by denial of awareness in the higher strata of the organization 
and, by implication, racist intent among her colleagues. Advocating through speaking on behalf 
of Black employees who “couldn’t have a voice” as a result of being perceived as “having an 
attitude” was one way Dawn contributed to ensuring “that the concerns were heard.” Speaking 
for Black team members introduced the in-group/out-group polarization found in the ideological 
square (van Dijk, 2008, 2011). The ideological square is a systematic evaluation of underlying 
discourse structures to reveal ideologies of superiority of the dominant group. The power granted 
to White feminine identity subtly made itself known, and the opposing imagery of attitude 
problems (in this context often a euphemism for angry) allowed for the silencing of Black voices. 
Picca and Feagin (2007) discussed the dimensions of contemporary racial events as they play out 
in the lives of White and Black Americans. Visual images and the “cue of Blackness alone 
triggers a negative stereotype” and contributes to the continuation of a racialized society (p. 1).  
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As if she were thinking out loud, Dawn recognized that she may have described her 
organization as “super racist”—which she immediately denied. Supporting the denial was the 
proposition that “it's really not. I’ve worked in a lot more. It's more ignorance, blindness.” 
Working in more racist organizations served to rationalize possible racist practices by her current 
organization. Properties of ignorance and blindness served to mitigate and tone down the taboo 
label of “super racist.” Dawn’s brief evaluative statement implied that, by having more 
challenging experiences of racism, she necessarily compared her current employer’s 
discriminatory practices to others with which she had been previously employed. Comparing 
with other organizations—"it is not only us”—is a common way of mitigating racism in one’s 
own organization or agency, as if it is less serious if others do the same or worse.  
Denial of racism, then, carries social capital as it emphasizes compliance with norms, 
emphasizes ostensible racial tolerance, and symbolizes social progress (van Dijk, 2008, p. 129). 
Intrigued by Dawn’s response, I attempted to draw attention to the untenable web of racism in 
which we are all ensnared. Responding with the comment “because we're in this system,” my 
intent was to universalize racism as a system that operates without conscious effort. I had hoped 
to mitigate possible negative judgement and/or accusatory feelings that I was singling out her 
organization as consciously and overtly racist. I did, however, feel it critically important to bring 
attention to the consciousness required to deny the existence of racism by “the fact that they are 
able to say, don't talk about that.” At this point, Dawn took an empathic stance for her employer 
and remained committed to an inability to recognize possible collusion with racism in her 
organization. She deployed empathy to gauge her organization’s active awareness of racism, 
which served as another way to mitigate the possibility of agency complicity.   
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Dawn’s interview was replete with examples of emerging racial awareness that she 
reported had progressed over the course of the last two years. Her growing awareness was 
accompanied by examples of courageous efforts made to challenge racism both personally and in 
her organization—all of which seemed to disappear in that moment. Indications of racial 
development in Dawn’s nearly 90-minute narrative account also affirmed examples of individual 
and group complicity in racism. In one short sentence, organizational complicity with racism was 
denied. The ambivalences I inferred from Dawn’s words give rise to the complex, iterative, 
conflicting, and bewildering nature of racial identity development (Hardiman, 1982; Helms, 
1984, 1990, 1994, 1995; Sue, 2015) and antiracism work.  
Van Dijk (2008) argued that racism denials generally come with both individual and 
social dimensions and serve dual purposes, and Dawn’s denial served both. Examining the 
experience through the ideological square—discourse emphasizing the “good Us” versus the 
“bad Them”—I read from Dawn’s response a positive projection of herself and her organization. 
A racially diverse employee pool and commitment to values were proffered as evidence. 
Simultaneous to Dawn’s positive projection was the denial of racism that she had previously 
described, such as the episodes Black colleagues were exposed to. Denials also support positive 
group images.  
On an individual level, most White speakers resent being perceived as racist and their 
denial strategies often defend their social group as a whole (van Dijk, 2008). The first denial of 
racism humanized Dawn’s colleagues with the proposition that “they aren’t horrible people” 
followed by another denial “there’s no active discrimination.” Allegations of racism tend to be 
viewed as more serious social violations than actual racist actions or attitudes themselves, 
because they interfere with orderly in-group encounters and disrupt in-group “solidarity” (van 
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Dijk, 2008, p. 124). Moreover, those who deny that they are racists imply that they generally 
conform to group norms that forbid racism and support beliefs that they are good people and 
decent citizens. Denials also come in a variety of forms, each of which serves their own 
“cognitive, emotional, social, and cultural” functions (van Dijk, 2008, p. 124). At the same time, 
Dawn is not off point in objecting to the racist labeling of personal character. There is a problem 
with the assumption that one or more racist acts make the agents racist people, thus moving the 
attention from the societal or organizational problem of systemic racist ideologies and practices 
to a society that consists of racist individuals (Essed, 1991, 1996). 
 Throughout the segment Dawn seemed to be ambivalent about who to identify with. She 
used pronouns (e.g., I/my or they/them) interchangeably in support of a positive sense of self and 
of the organization, while vacillating between individual and group identity membership. This 
can be noted in her statements, “not we see, but we're afraid it’s that they're so blind” and “but 
they so strongly feel that we're not.” Language movement between membership identity 
suggested navigating different positionings that I traced back to the theme of emerging racial 
awareness in the interview, and to Dawn’s comments of early teaching on “what it means to not 
be racist.” Although she did not describe, nor did I ask her, what a person who is not racist would 
look like, research (Sullivan, 2014) indicates that many people believe racists are verbally and 
physically aggressive individuals or members of “extreme racist groups and organizations” (van 
Dijk, 2008, p. 48). To not be racist then, would require a comparison of what one is to what one 
is not. Sullivan (2014) pointed to White class hierarchies that produce and display “white 
middle-class moral goodness” through creating the “moral badness of poor and lower-class white 
people” who are the real racists (p. 5). Since those bad, poor White people are racists, then good, 
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White middle-class people are not, and this supports their efforts to be recognized as “not Racist” 
(p. 5).  
As Dawn’s story progressed, denials remained stable, unchanged features of the 
conversation, and we went through a series of additional denials and challenges. In one case, 
Dawn linked organizational denial of awareness to her own empathy with the statement, “I feel 
like if there was some level of awareness that they were and sweeping it under the rug, I would 
have far less empathy for them.” Lack of awareness then, is an implicit denial that mitigates 
knowledge and, therefore, responsibility, and is an example of the “lite” racism that manifests 
itself in subtle discourses (van Dijk, 2011, p. 48). Dawn’s denial of awareness presupposes that 
intent is required for racism to occur and leaves her with a desire to empathize with her 
colleagues.   
I followed Dawn’s argumentation to the point where the discussion was terminated by an 
obvious impasse, which included consideration of time constraints and the purpose of the 
conversation. The next denial captured the essence of organizational face-keeping. Dawn stated, 
“I really think they believe that no way, not for them.” Turning attention to the racial diversity in 
her organization, she added, “I mean, look how diverse our thing…is they care about all these 
values.” This focus on how the organization projects itself is characteristic of an image of social 
progress, which is indicated by drawing in diversity and organizational values (van Dijk, 2008).  
Toward the end of the segment, I challenged Dawn to consider that systemic racism has 
us all in a stronghold from which we cannot escape. I explained that the nature of racism even 
made me (a critically reflexive Black social worker) complicit, and then challenged her by 
reintroducing previous comments she made about members of her leadership team telling her not 
to talk about racism as a way to mitigate legal liability (as described in Chapter IV). I reflected 
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that this instruction required some level of cognition for it to be made, with the comment, “but to 
acknowledge it you have to have some cognition of it,” which was met with another denial. By 
connecting it to litigation, the final denial in Dawn’s wording reaffirmed the illusive and 
threatening nature of racism. She stated, “You don't want to set us up for liability when 
someone's thinking, well, we're so not.” The segment ended with me acknowledging that 
insufficient racial knowledge can contribute to limitations in the complexity of racism with the 
comment, “so then it boils down to how you are understanding racism.”   
It occurred to me that I might have been witness to Dawn’s suggestion that her employer 
might be racist—an utterance that I am sure she would view as taboo. After my first challenge 
was presented, I realized that perhaps Dawn’s denials were as much directly related to our own 
in-the-moment social interaction as they were to the larger topic. In the face of multiple denials 
and time constraints demanded by our formal interview, the conversation had to move on.  
It is important to keep in mind that the implication of racism was introduced by Dawn 
and came from the narrative she presented. Dawn’s story allowed a journey into the heart of 
racism denial, captured the ambivalences and the individual and social dimensions of denial, and 
gave insight into the progression of a denial. There are several instructive points to be made from 
this scenario. First, it reiterates the complicated and confusing process of racial identity 
development (Hardiman, 1982; Helms, 1984, 1990, 1994, 1995; Sue, 2015). Second, the pull of 
positive self-presentation, combined with the avoidance of negative self-presentation of being 
labeled a racist or even intolerant, is extremely powerful, and the influences of these processes 
should not be underestimated. Finally, racial dominance is a mighty force and can exist without 
racist intent (van Dijk, 2008, 2011). 
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The next analysis examines Whiteness, access to resources, the relationality of racism, 
and socially shared knowledge, and begins to more clearly reveal the complex, dual social 
system of racism (van Dijk, 1984, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011). 
Segment Two: Avery  
In this fragment I illustrate the invisible presence of White racial dominance that can 
occur even while deploying antiracist discourses. Avery had expressed a strong commitment to 
antioppressive work, which she described as woven into her training and consulting materials, 
and she is especially intentional about talking with White people about racial oppression. 
Avery’s comments below were in response to this particular query: how do you experience 
situations where you feel there needs to be a conversation around race? Because she was not 
constrained in the workplace by the limitations that often accompany the employee/employer 
relationship, Avery benefited from a certain amount of linguistic freedom. Her commitment to 
antioppressive practice, combined with language liberties, compelled Avery to routinely discuss 
race with clients. 
Avery: A requirement of my identity being White, I'm mandated to talk about this stuff 
with other White people, you know, I mean, that's just how I see my role, and not in terms 
of like being the White savior, but in terms of like, White people listen to me, because I'm 
White like them. And that's not always true like White people don't listen to me or don't 
like what I say. But it's also my role to say it in a way that is articulate and lacks or 
involves some emotional distance, right? Like, it's different as a White person to get angry 
about race. And that's not for me to do. I can be angry, like, I am angry about racism. But 
when I talk to other White people, my role is not to be angry about it, right? Like, I get to 
be cool, calm and collected. Like, that's what I have to do. And I think honestly, that's 
where a lot of these conversations breakdown in terms of White people having them 
because a lot of folks who are very passionate about this, reflect that, and do so in a way 
that supersedes what I see is our responsibility to be these calm, collected teachers to our 
fellow White folk, you know. And so anyway, I openly talk about race now.    
 The way in which race-related information is shared matters (Sue, 2015). Avery 
acknowledged this in relation to the degree of emotion allowable when talking about racism in 
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her comment, “my role is to say it in a way that is articulate and lacks or involves some 
emotional distance.” She also explained that a barrier to talking about race with White people is 
in the way it is presented, subtly implying that if the language and demonstration were just right, 
conversations would be more promising. Avery also recognized the privilege afforded to her as a 
White person. The power of Whiteness offered a platform from which Avery could be self-
mandated and bestowed her with the responsibility to talk to White in-group members about 
race. This authority is noted in her comment, “a requirement of my identity being White, I'm 
mandated to talk about this stuff with other White people.”  
Inferenced through the ideological square, Whiteness positioned her with the status to 
represent racially marginalized out-group members made voiceless by racial dominance (van 
Dijk, 2008, p. 54). Voices of antiracism are needed and valued, yet polarized ideological notions 
of superiority/inferiority that suggest the possession of a particular entitlement in decision-
making and certainty present a formidable challenge. For example, superiority and entitlement 
are inferred from statements like “White people listen to me, because I’m White like them.” This 
suggests there is social capital in being White “like them” and that White people are worthy of 
being heard. Superior knowledge is implied with the comment, “my role is to say it in a way that 
is articulate and lacks or involves some emotional distance,” suggesting that coherent racial 
dialogue for White people can only be articulated by a White person and with “emotional 
distance.” 
The root of the ideological square is the symbolic capital found in White skin (van Dijk, 
2011). The first move into the “our/good, their/bad” polarity offered in the metastrategy is the 
proposition, “I’m White like them,” a euphemism for “we’re not Black.” The possessive use of 
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pronouns (I’m/them) marks a clear division in racial identity, positioning Avery within the in-
group and suggesting a sense of superiority and privilege in Avery’s self-schema.  
Racism has constructed Black people as different and other, attaching to it mythologies of 
inferiority, excessive emotionality, and aggression, among other things (Levine-Raskey, 2016; 
Yancy, 2014). Setting these constructions against notions of superiority and the cool, calm, 
collected White person, as suggested by Avery, implies there can be an ostensibly normal 
conversation that is clear and not overly emotional. The proposition that information should be 
presented “in a way that is articulate” presupposes that race-related communication delivered by 
people who are not White is perhaps incoherent and/or irrational. Ideological values and norms 
dictate how information should be presented. As such, affective responses to White silence 
justify and require an emotionally distant conversation in order for racism to be addressed by 
White people. However, the White race of the speaker might be as relevant. There are ample 
situations where a calm, collected Brown or Black presence has done very little to change the 
longstanding, deeply embedded ideologies that secure Whiteness and racism (Levine-Raskey, 
2016; Picca & Feagin, 2007; Sue, 2015).  
While passion can be read as a euphemism for anger or aggression, nonemotion is 
implicitly set up as the normal and valued way to communicate about racism. The absence of 
aggression would allow White people to take action to end racist behavior, dismantle systems of 
racism, and share resources more equitably, among other things. A subtly stated read on anger 
can be found in Avery’s comment, “a lot of folks who are very passionate about this, reflect that, 
and do so in a way that supersedes what I see is our responsibility to be these calm, collected 
teachers to our fellow White folk.” Her comment suggests that passion limits and sometimes 
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excludes Black and Brown people from talking about race with Whites, thus requiring a White 
representative for the marginalized.  
The us-versus-them mentality, framed through the ideological square (van Dijk, 2011), 
creates a psychic distance and permits a “lack of emotional investment—of care” that disregards 
and fails to make problematic the social arrangements that enable social injustices toward 
racially marginalized groups (Levine-Raskey, 2016). Feagin and O’Brien (2003) also 
commented on “a missing emotional component” (p. 188) observed in many Whites. They drew 
attention to the implications of White people choosing to preserve their own comfort and 
stability over challenging racism. “Weighing one person’s modest discomfort against another 
person’s often substantial pain and agony, and finding the former more important, sends a 
troubling message to the latter’s worth as a human being” (p. 188). This supports a false sense of 
aggrandized self-worth to the person choosing self over others. This belief is also antithetical to 
ideological values of dignity and worth of the person in social work (NASW, 2017).   
Authority within Whiteness has the power to define a problem, determine an ostensibly 
appropriate solution, and set the terms and conditions under which a particular solution will be 
tailored to fit the needs of the dominant group. Levine-Raskey (2016) brought clarity to the 
invisibility of dominance that is present even with a positive objective. She argued that one of 
the most “insidious yet powerful forms of exclusion” (p. 16) is the denial of personhood—what it 
means to be human. Membership in a certain race, she noted, will continue to “shape White 
perception, conceptualization, and affect in unconscious and subtle ways,” even within 
seemingly nonracist contexts (p. 16). Levine-Raskey emphasized that this personhood is 
conferred upon Whites who take it for granted and eventually Whiteness becomes normalized.  
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Values, ideologies, and access to valued resources—in this case access to engagement in 
racial discourse and self-representation—are interlaced in the above scenario, and prioritize 
White dominance. Deep within Avery’s narrative are issues of access—who can talk about what, 
with whom, and how. She makes explicit how structures of racism and the power of Whiteness 
offer her a platform to determine that so-called passion is a major barrier to constructive 
conversations for White people. Elements of van Dijk’s (2008) theorization of access to 
discourse come into play and passion is identified as a barrier to productive dialogue about race.  
In the same vein, others (Goldberg, 1990; Levine-Raskey, 2016) have argued that 
Whiteness establishes who has access to opportunity, goods, and services while simultaneously 
prohibiting the same access, goods, and services to others. Avery’s comments suggest that 
removing passion from race-related conversations could allow White people to finally hear the 
historical pain of racially marginalized groups. Almost imperceptibly, the problem—now 
identified through the euphemism “aggression”—can effectively be shifted back to the angry 
Black or another overly emotional racially marginalized person—without racist intent.  
Throughout modern history, the accusation of being “too emotional,” interpreted as weak 
or vulnerable, has been key to the White patriarchal disqualification of (White) women as 
intelligent and or rational (Friedan, 2001; hooks, 2000). In relation to race, emotion does not 
trigger vulnerability in the White imagination, but rather threat. Feminist scholar Patricia Hill 
Collins (2009) examined stereotypical images of Black womanhood. These socially shared 
images have been part of a “generalized ideology of domination” (p. 76) and have maintained 
special meaning that grants permission to continue to exploit “already existing symbols” (p. 76) 
or create new ones. While the focus of Hill Collins is Black women, controlling images serve to 
reinforce durable stereotypes of Blacks in general, and such is the case here. Naming emotion as 
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the culprit subtly implies Black people, allowing the issue of racism to be overshadowed by 
issues of process and the ways information is shared to become the focus. Whiteness is thereby 
positioned to be replicated. One of the ways Levine-Raskey (2016) described Whiteness was as a 
“collective practice [that] substantiates belongingness to the dominant group and hence 
entitlement to domination” (p. 57), suggesting that it operates through narratives produced to 
“affirm White personhood on its own terms” (p. 57). 
Exposure of injury to White people is seen through the reliance of Whiteness on the 
Other for identity and social standing. The relationality of racism and Whiteness is exposed 
through the dependency of Whites on racially marginalized groups. This dependency is seen 
early in the scenario where Avery’s White racial identity was implicitly juxtaposed against Black 
racial identity in her statement, “I'm White like them.” Exploring this perspective, Altman (2014) 
suggested that, although concealed, racial dominance is injurious to Whites, albeit in 
fundamentally different ways from the harm produced for those racialized as Other. Given the 
degree to which a White sense of identity depends on the disavowal of particular negative 
characteristics and qualities assigned to Blacks and other racially marginalized groups, there are 
distortions in the social identities of Whites that are often invisible to them. The disavowal of 
qualities such as sexuality and anger can leave White people devoid of some qualities that are 
enriching to self. For example, the emptying out of sexuality and emotionality can leave a White 
person depleted of many of the psychic resources necessary for fulfilling relationships. These 
particular misconstrued ideologies of renouncing life-enhancing qualities result in a negative 
double impact because they are based in racist stereotypes of the racialized Other, solidifying 
their interdependency and powerful ideologies. These processes of disavowal and displaced 
attribution occur on both the macro social level and the micro level of individual relationships.  
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From a critical perspective, this scenario richly described by Avery offered luminous 
analytic potential. The application of the ideological square was used to explore underlying 
beliefs, attitudes, and ideologies related to racial dominance that appear in discourse structures. 
The analysis also offered detail on how Whiteness functions outside of one’s immediate 
awareness, even with a solidly antiracist intent. Finally, attention was drawn to the relational 
dependency of Whiteness upon the Other for its existence.  
Segment Three: Ella  
This final analysis of a narrative fragment offers a deeper exploration of Whiteness, 
through which socially shared knowledge and ideologies become more clear. It also introduces 
resistance and its positioning within racial dominance. Finally, I draw a connection between the 
individual cognitive micro- and socially shared cognitive macro-subsystems, bridging the 
discourse-cognition-society triangle.  
Ella made a professional commitment to fight racism, and her work involves bringing 
attention to the dangerous impact of racism on African American women and its direct 
correlation to infant mortality. This portion of the interview is Ella’s response to the question of 
what gets in the way of good practice. Ella shared her story of working collaboratively to draw 
attention to infant mortality in the African American community. She talked about the general 
acceptance of funders and state government that infant mortality is a problem; yet she noted a 
sense of apathy and recalcitrance to see the connection between racism and African American 
infant mortality, more specifically. 
Ella: But what we have to do is go upstream and actually address the problem. So, if we're 
not able to acknowledge that racism is the problem, then we're not able to do anything 
about it. So I don't think that’s what you asked, but I think that my duty and my 
responsibility as a White woman is to talk to White people about racism killing Black 
babies, because that's a conversation where I will never be perceived as an angry Black 
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person when I tell that story. So it's, you know, doing it in a way that makes it palatable 
for racist White people to hear that they're killing Black babies.  
For Blacks in the United States in 2016, there were approximately 11.4 deaths per 1,000 live 
births across the nation. This far exceeds the national average of 5.8 deaths per 1,000 (Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention, 2016). White group affiliation allows Ella communicative 
immunity from the constitutive and restricting factors accorded Black women.  
First, Ella seeks to bring attention to the epidemic of infant mortality in the African 
American community. In exploring the operations of power, van Dijk (2008) argued that social 
power relationships are manifested through interaction. He went on to note that in order for the 
exercise of power or its sanctions (in the case of noncompliance) to be carried out, the dominant 
group must have resources that “socially enable the exercise of power” (p. 28). Ella’s 
membership in the dominant group and insider experience as a White woman not only afforded 
her a nuanced understanding of the operations of White dominance, but also granted her the right 
(in this case a resource) to publicly express her frustration with the immovable obstacles that 
maintain structures of dominance. Ella also pointed to the authority embedded in her social 
position as a White woman to represent the needs of the marginalized African American 
community.  
Ella noted resistance to racial dominance and White apathy in her proposition to go 
“upstream” and “address the problem” of racism, further supported by her call to acknowledge 
that “racism is the problem.” One of the aims of antiracism is to resist racial dominance, and this 
is what Ella’s proposition suggests. Norms and values of antiracism feature “justice, equality, 
democracy” (van Dijk, 2009, p. 77) in all domains of social life. Ella then identified herself as a 
White woman, which confers upon her the “duty” and “responsibility” to talk to White people. 
Finally, Ella’s use of the pronoun “they” sets her apart from “racist White people,” some of 
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whom happen to be members of state government. I suggest with prudence that her self-
segregation, combined with her current work addressing infant mortality, could represent an 
emerging antiracist attitude. On one hand, van Dijk (2008) noted that criticizing the in-group 
may be “characteristic of a strategy of antiracists” (p. 124). On the other, Ahmed (2004) 
challenged those working toward antiracism to critically reflect on what naming Whiteness 
actually does. In this sense, admitting or naming one’s own racism does not suffice as evidence 
of a commitment to antiracism. Rather than settling on either as the final answer, I see these 
forces as reflective of the dialectical nature of opposition and resistance. Sitting with and 
stumbling through such contention and complexity are necessary stations on the journey toward 
antiracism.    
Much as in Avery’s story, dominance in this sense denies access for African Americans 
to speak and act on their own behalf; rather, a White proxy is needed. Ella is critical of the 
weight of the imagery that accompanies the stereotype about angry Blacks, and its deployment 
suggests she possesses a socially shared knowledge. In her efforts to draw attention to dying 
babies, Ella recognized the flexibility she had in expressing anger because she will never be 
perceived as an angry Black woman. Never being perceived as an angry Black person suggests 
polarizing underlying ideologies found in the metastrategy of the ideological square (van Dijk, 
2011). Femininity (a trait often denied Black women) as a White woman comes with social 
resources that endow her with certain liberties. Relying on disidentity, the destructive trope of 
the angry Black person is deployed to bring attention to ongoing, well-documented injury to 
babies caused by racism. This is indicative of the power of underlying racist ideologies and the 
constitutive authority to reduce life to terms set by racial dominance. Controlling images of 
Black womanhood and the discriminatory social practices supported by them have been 
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historically advanced by Whites (Hill Collins, 2009, p. 13). The power held within this negative 
trope supports an enduring image that works to “justify Black women’s oppression" (Hill 
Collins, 1990, p. 228). 
This same performative image was invoked in both Dawn’s and Avery’s narratives. It is 
here we can clearly see the socially shared ideology of “the angry Black” woman or person, 
which offers a clear connection between the micro- and macrocognitive subsystems of racism 
(van Dijk, 2011). On a micro level, Dawn, Avery, and Ella deployed the negative image, each as 
part of explanations about how they address or counter racism at work. Nevertheless, in using the 
trope, the history, damage, and performative power to constitute Black women into a single story 
of anger and aggression should not be diminished nor the impact overlooked. That they were 
able to deploy it suggests each speaker has sociocultural knowledge and cognition about it, its 
influence, and when and where to deploy it; further, this suggests a nuanced understanding of the 
workings of racism. Racism is practiced within the micro subsystem in all social domains 
(personal, career, family, community, education, spiritual, etc.). If the micro subsystem can be 
considered an apprenticeship of sorts, the macro social subsystem then—where ideologically 
based prejudices in the form of social cognition are taught, learned, and distributed—can be 
considered the master teacher. The mediator of this apprenticeship is discourse. Finally, the 
negative image referenced by Dawn, Avery, and Ella, travelled through their stories and 
eventually landed in the individual interview through discourse—talk or text.   
Jeyasingham (2011) argued that the performativity of Whiteness comes into being 
“through the repetition of normalising and exclusionary statements and practices that, over time, 
create the sense of pre-existing social structures” (p. 681). In this sense, the normalization of 
devaluation has become an acceptable practice. That racism is killing Black babies is not enough 
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to engender empathy or action. The need to make a presentation “palatable for racist White 
people to hear” points to the power of Whiteness to determine not only the value of life and for 
whom it has relevance, but also the ways in which discourses are prescribed. Ella’s data segment 
concludes the first part of this Chapter, where I have focused on (unintended) underlying 
discourse structures of racial dominance even within conversations about how to challenge 
racism. In the next section I turn to how conversations might look when a critique of racism 
serves solely to examine the impact of counterpower.  
Findings—Counterpower 
Resistance is a form of social interaction that stands in opposition to illegitimate 
operations of power and is expressed and lived out in a variety of ways. As it relates to 
counterpower, the essence of resistance is the notion that dominance breeds opposition, dissent, 
protest, subversion, rebellion, and other forms of resistance. Much as with abuse of power, 
resistance is a form of social interaction, and experiences of resistance develop out of encounters 
with dominance. Each participant story was marked by ongoing tension that led to awareness and 
sometimes to transformation of power abuse into jointly produced power. Some of the most 
striking narratives of resistance developed in the face of various illegitimate practices of power. 
There were a total of six participants in the focus group, consisting of one biracial, two Black, 
and three White women (I joined the group in the role of participant/researcher). Viewing the all-
female focus group through the lens of a collective expression of counterpower, textual data in 
this section explore discourses of resistance among social workers in more detail. Presupposing 
the primacy of communication in every aspect of the profession, ancillary questions that 
supported this inquiry were: what kind of knowledge is necessary to have a conversation about 
race? What are the essential attitudes for participants to undertake dialogue about race and 
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racism? What cognitive and emotional capacities are needed to engage in counter narratives 
about race and racism? While the mission of the profession is aimed at client and societal well-
being, participant stories were replete with examples of silence and avoidance of racial 
discussions. Communication is the primary way in which social work is performed and it is also 
essential to advancing social justice and practices of antiracism.  
Whether in social work programs or classrooms, fieldwork, supervision, and/or practice, 
participants cited the absence of education and training, and minimal knowledge on how to talk 
about race and racism with clients and colleagues. Given these gaps, data from this analysis were 
mined for what they could tell me about how social workers talked about race and racism among 
themselves. Toward that end, I looked at discourses that could illuminate concepts, ideas, and 
experiences that may contribute to successful racial dialogue. The rudimentary analysis is 
supported by textual data that revealed four primary interpersonal capacities of antiracism 
discourse: readiness and willingness; vulnerability; adaptability; and, positive, encouraging, 
liberating dialogic environments.  
Neither time nor space permits analysis of the entire 60-page focus group transcript, so I 
have chosen three extracts to use as textual data for the analysis. Each extract is introduced by a 
brief description of the respective theme and followed up by an analysis.  
Readiness and Willingness  
One of the first characteristics to emerge was a willingness to engage in racial dialogue. 
Challenging racial inequality through everyday education and instructional practice encourages 
and fosters a “willingness to struggle with core tensions related to race—arguably the most 
fraught aspect of difference and inequality in American society (Guiner & Torres, 2002; West, 
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1993). Negotiating struggle has the potential to translate into a willingness to also wrestle with 
other core aspects of diversity and inequality in schooling” (Pollack et al., 2010, p. 222).  
The most significant ingredient of racial dialogue seemed to be that all participants had 
both a readiness and willingness to have racial dialogue and to navigate the accompanying 
landmines of emotion, uncertainty, and discomfort. Many study participants were already 
involved in and had some level of commitment to fighting various forms of oppression, and were 
at varying levels of racial awareness. Willingness was also inferred from participation in the 
study. The following data segment was chosen to represent readiness and willingness primarily 
because it typifies the commitment, purpose, tenacity, and resilience that is necessary to engage 
in antiracist dialogue and practices. Comments from Sophia, an African American, are part of the 
group discussion on what individual members needed to have successful dialogue: 
Sophia: I think that's one thing that I would piggyback on to understand that in the 
conversation . . . it is not a personal thing. I don't know all of you individually . . . I know 
a couple people but, not to take the, the passion, the sometimes rage, the sometimes tired, 
fatigue . . .  all of that that can come out sometimes as not sounding really all neat in a nice 
little package as if I was talking to a six year old, but to not take that personally, I mean I 
guess if I'm just going to be honest, I don't know if you want me just to jump into the deep 
end or not . . .  I need a space if I'm going to talk about race where I'm not dealing with 
White fragility . . .  I mean I know it might be there, but if you feel it and we need to make 
some space to take care of each other then we do that, versus taking it personally as if it's a 
personal attack because it's the structure, it’s the system.  
And some of us deal with it more often than others might and so, just like you said to give 
space to process but also not take it personally. I really cannot take one more space where 
there's conversations about race that end up with me apologizing, which I'm not going to 
do by the way, but people wanting me to apologize for the rage and the tired and the 
fatigue and I’m trying to think of another word . . . the urgency at which I want to address 
some of these issues. Well, and I also am okay, then, if I'm not what you need in the 
conversation at this time.  
[CP brief interruption with “no, no, no” with a back and forth head turn and hand gesture]  
Sophia (continues): I'm just saying that seriously, I'm okay with that. Because I've also 
learned as a mode of my self-care . . . as I move forward doing this work that all of us 
enter at different places and spaces and that's okay and I'm okay with that. And I'm also 
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okay with being invited in and being invited out, if, if there's a different direction that 
you'd like to go because I don't take that personally 
Resistance—in the form of self-care—showed up in a series of warnings that prepare 
participants for what she was about to say. The first alert, “it’s not a personal thing,” forewarned 
participants that she was about to make a declaration that could make some participants 
uncomfortable. These comments implied an experiential knowledge related to interracial 
dialogues and the angst that often accompanies them. This was seen in her statement, “I really 
cannot take one more space where there's conversations about race that end up with me 
apologizing.”  
Sophia’s use of the descriptors, “passion, rage, tired, fatigue,” were used to reflect 
responses to the often-misinterpreted emotions expressed by racially marginalized people—
primarily African Americans—that arise out of interracial dialogue. Her use of “nice little 
package” implied that compliance with dominant social norms of communication should not be 
expected, nor did she presuppose that the group was prepared to navigate the wide range of 
emotions that sometimes ascend during conversations around race. Social norms construct 
expectations of communication: that it should be emotionally distant, rational, and adhere to a 
code of decorum. Racial dialogue violates the “politeness protocol” (Sue, 2015, p. 24) established 
by dominant norms and has constituted talk about race as taboo. By this protocol, rules of race 
talk and other potentially offensive or uncomfortable topics should be avoided, silenced, or 
discussed superficially. Talk about race is discouraged, favoring noncontroversial and friendly 
topics. The expectation for a space where White fragility was presented to the group presupposed 
a socially shared knowledge of the term among group members. Sophia linked her potential rage 
directly to the operations of racism by noting that it may feel like “it’s a personal attack” and 
pointed to “the structure, the system” as the culprit. In making this connection, she depersonalized 
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and distinguished potential strong reactions from perceived personal attacks on individual group 
members. Communication styles between African Americans and White groups contrast one 
another. White in-group status supports communication styles that lack affect, and are detached, 
objective, and reasoned (Irvine & York, 1995). We can infer from Sophia’s discourse that she has 
had a long-term commitment to antiracism and willingness is a by-product of her decision to 
remain in the work. For example, her reference to “the urgency at which I want to address some 
of these issues” supports her commitment. Sophia’s warnings to the group, a clear and 
unapologetic voicing of needs for dialogic space and understanding of potential reactions, served 
as evidence of her experience with and knowledge of racial dialogue.  
Research by Theoharis (2008) identified a “tenacious commitment to justice” (p. 17) as a 
quality that allows one to maintain a steady and persistent focus on equity and justice for their 
staff as well as themselves. Theoharis noted that this commitment prevailed even in the face of 
resistance, sometimes eliciting an even stronger commitment. Sophia also provided empiric 
evidence that she has learned various forms of self-care that contribute to her commitment to 
wellbeing, and thus, to her ability to remain involved in the face of ongoing injury. Sophia sought 
a space where White fragility did not take precedence over her wellbeing. The comment “if you 
feel it and we need to make some space to take care of each other then we do that” connotes 
Sophia’s dedication to compassionate care, which was also reflected in her offer to make space 
for those within the group having difficulty with the conversation if it fell out of the norms of 
rationality, calm, and emotional distance.  
Sophia’s strongest statement of resistance came with her refusal to apologize for 
expressing “the rage and the tired and the fatigue,” and “the urgency” with which she wanted to 
address racism. The priority Sophia voiced can be tied to purpose and commitment to racism 
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evidenced in the larger focus group and individual data analysis. Providing one final gesture of 
resistance, Sophia made clear she was comfortable with being invited into or invited out of the 
focus group and related either decision to self-care. Self-care is critical for the practice of the 
broader work of social justice.  
In looking at social justice leadership, for which communication is primary, Theoharis 
(2007) uncovered the mental and emotional labor that result from resistance to change with actors 
at all levels of internal and external involvement. Consequences to resistance took both a 
“personal toll” and resulted in a “persistent sense of discouragement” (p. 242). Participants in 
Theoharis’s study reported weight loss, mental and emotional fatigue, and jeopardy to health. 
Sophia had an openness to being invited in or out of the conversation that she identified as a part 
of the self-care necessary to sustain the vicissitudes of navigating racism and race-related 
dialogue. Theoharis offered a variety of strategies that leaders use to continue advancing the work 
of social justice. Feeling whole and working to “maintain some semblance of sanity,” as Sophia 
put it, were goals for using these strategies and were reported as essential to social justice efforts. 
A final insight from the work of Theoharis (2008) focused on social justice, which includes 
working against racism, among other oppressive forces. Participants in Theoharis’s (2008) study 
of urban social justice principals spoke to “passion” and “vision” as part of the essence of social 
justice leadership and to the theme of willingness. These qualities may strengthen leaders when 
struggle gives way to discouragement, which can take a toll on furthering justice work.   
 A summary of characteristics of willingness inferred from this data segment include 
commitment, purpose, resilience, and compassion. Needs inferred from Sophia’s story are 
various forms of self-care, support to address racial injury and encourage healing, increased 
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interpersonal capacities, and a liberatory dialogic environment. I turn now to a data segment 
from Rachel that represents vulnerability. 
 Vulnerability 
Comments from a White participant, Rachel, and others clearly reflect the definition that 
comes out of Brené Brown’s (2006) grounded theory work on shame resilience in women. 
Vulnerability in this sense is literally “open to attack” (p. 48) and can be felt in this data segment: 
Rachel: I was going to say that something that kind of struck me from what everyone was 
saying, and Sophia in particular, and again it's so much easier . . . like, if there is an issue 
of racism going on . . . it's so much easier to deal with the after effects of that like the 
crisis management and putting out fires, than it is to go back and deal with the root issue. 
And that is frustrating. I don't really know what to say about that. But it's so much easier 
to deal with those…or it seems easier in the moment to deal with . . . to go back to your 
example Sophia to be like this person doesn't have a home. . . if they don’t have a home as 
opposed to going back to well this really shouldn’t have happened in first place.  
And then that also goes back to Cherie one of your earlier questions of like what gets in 
the way... And I think it's just, I mean, that you do what's easiest because you have limited 
time and resources, and then also kind of like, at least for me I have a fear of if I get into 
this what is that going to entail, it's going to be a lot of work. And also to be perfectly 
honest, how are my coworkers going to look at me if I'm always the one bringing this up, 
and . . . can I take that on myself? I shouldn't be putting it on other people to bring it up . . 
. everyone individually should be doing it, but it's hard and you don't want to be that 
person. And Sophia: it sounds like sometimes you are that person. Thank you for that.  
Rachel reintroduces vulnerability a few moments later in the focus group discussion 
Rachel: I know I mentioned this before kind of that fear of what people might think of you 
and to be honest, I'm not sure what exactly this is that you're afraid of? And I recently 
started working in a newer organization, so I don’t have much of a handle on the culture 
here. But in my old organization, I can say more definitively that it was just like, you don’t 
want to kind of get that eye rolling there’s Rachel talking about racism. And now at the 
end of the day, that's not the end of the, you know, it's not the worst thing to be that person 
but . . .  
Rachel acknowledged the multiple challenges that accompany developing long-term 
interventions to address racism. Dealing with issues of racism through “crisis management and 
putting out fires” are routes of least resistance for Rachel, as noted in her statement, “it's so much 
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easier to deal with the after effects . . . than it is to go back and deal with the root issue.” Various 
applications of the word “easy,” combined with a fear that addressing oppression will “entail . . . 
a lot of work,” suggest two things. First, Rachel’s limited interpersonal, educational, and 
supportive resources are outmatched by the unforgiving demands of social work practice. 
Second, the deployment of “easy” perhaps implied a different and now unmet expectation, where 
glamorized ideologies of the “benevolent treatment of society’s marginalized and unfortunate” 
are met with the reality of near impossibility (Jeffery, 2005, p. 409).  
This impracticality is exacerbated by structures of managed care, productivity, 
demographics, and other 21st century social challenges, and positions “just” social work practice 
outside the realm of possibility. Rachel indicated a fear related to the perceptions of and 
responses from her social identity group, particularly around issues of racism. “Eye rolling” in 
the context of talking about racism creates a risky proposition for Rachel, a yet-to-be-resolved 
dilemma. Picca and Feagin (2007) drew attention to nonverbal mechanisms used by White 
people as part of the unacknowledged “frontstage” or public racial framing. Nonverbal racial 
performances serve to silence and protect explicit discussion of racial matters and accent a 
“valuing of essential sameness, a type of colorblindness” (p. 145) where color is not specifically 
mentioned in public. Nonverbal messaging is sometimes the only explicit communication 
between White people present in multiracial encounters (Picca & Feagin, 2007).  
This dilemma is prominent as Rachel faces the challenge of potential changes to 
professional relationships, identity, and feelings of inadequacy around preparedness to carry out 
antiracism endeavors in the workplace. In speaking about developing an antiracist racial identity, 
Sue (2015) argued that successful racial dialogues allow Whites to apprehend the significance of 
what it means to be White, and to examine the ways in which the invisible norms and standards 
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of Whiteness are entrenched in their daily lives. Moreover, awakening to an antiracist identity is 
linked to racial identity development (Helms, 1990, 1995; Sue, 1995, 2015; Tatum, 1992, 1997), 
which is accompanied by a variety of cognitive and emotional challenges (Sue, 2015; Sue, 
Rivera, Capodilupo, Lin, & Torino, 2010).  
 While Rachel’s comments reflected statements made by others in the group, underlying 
her vulnerability are indications of the need to develop various interpersonal capacities and 
supportive services. To summarize, the characteristics of facing vulnerability and risk include 
ability to trust (in the process, people, or one’s own ability), and ability and willingness to 
articulate fears and internal conflicts. Needs inferred from Rachel’s story are emotional and 
social interpersonal capacities that enhance racial identity development and critical self-
awareness, the ability to navigate fears and build resilience, self-care strategies, dialogic skills, 
and a libertory dialogic environment. An ability to navigate complexity deftly captures the nature 
of adaptability. The next data set drawn from Avery’s narrative supports the capacity of 
adaptability. 
Adaptability 
By exploring both explicit and underlying discourse, Avery’s story clearly articulates the 
divergent and challenging needs of the profession, and through her story (and others’) we can 
begin to understand the concept of adaptability. Broadly speaking, adaptability is the ability to 
adjust to new conditions. To understand adaptive challenges, I first offer the opposite term, 
technical challenges. Heifetz, Grashow, and Linsky (2009) cite the most common cause of 
leadership failure as treating “adaptive challenges” (p. 20) as if they were technical challenges. 
Technical problems are “problems that can be diagnosed and solved, generally within a short 
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time frame, by applying established know-how and procedures. Technical problems are 
amenable to authoritative expertise and management of routine processes” (p. 307). 
In addition to being complicated and crucial, technical problems often already have known and 
functional solutions that can be implemented with current knowledge (Heifetz et al., 2009). 
Problems rarely come with clear and decisive indications that identify them as technical or 
adaptive, and many problems come with a combination of both. The general conundrums 
presented in my study, and more specifically by Avery, a White participant, are candidates for 
examination through the adaptive challenge lens. An adaptive challenge is “the gap between 
values people stand for (that constitute thriving) and the reality that they face in their current lack 
of capacity to realize those values in their environment” (Heifetz et al., 2009, p. 303).  
In the context of antiracism and discourse capacities, the term adaptive challenges, 
offered by Heifetz et al. (2009), seems to be an appropriate lens through which to view the 
challenges that accompany antiracism work.  
Avery: This is like my jam, my bread and butter, in some ways to talk about this stuff, you 
know just hearing you talk reminds me of how little, and going back Cherie to what you 
brought up, just how little education we have on systems and structures. And so if we can't 
put things into the context of individual action, people move into their defense systems so 
quickly. And I want to say that part of it is definitely one of this well intentioned like, I 
don't want to think of the world as being unjust. And I don't want to think of things being 
outside my control like racism is way outside the control of any one person. But it's also, 
you know, I'm stating the obvious for all of us here but it's so challenging for us to work 
with because we can come up with individual actions for all of us to take. It is taking into 
consideration systemic stuff right but at the end of the day, it's not always about like, 
here's the specific action you can take to not be racist.  
And a lot of times it's about [that] we need to be educated about how systems and power 
work and a lot of folks in our profession now, I can obviously speak to it historically, but 
now because we have a clinical track we are just undereducated in this way and are not 
expected based on the education we receive to have a concept, to have an understanding of 
this…and wow is that challenging, because if you're not giving me a specific here's a 
“how to not be racist handbook,” which by the way those do exist and people still don't 
read them, but you know if we're not getting a play by play, there's a lot of bury the head 
in the sand around a lot of these topics.  
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Throughout this data segment, Avery’s comments hovered around social work 
educational limitations and the constraints of clinical work that focus on individual interventions, 
both which leave social workers ill-equipped to navigate issues of systemic racial oppression. 
Her reference to “well-intentioned” social workers in this context suggests that operations of the 
profession function as a process of control and result in “constructed sameness” (Essed, 2005, p. 
229). I interpreted this more broadly to mean that social work attracts and encourages a racially 
homogenous work force, and, in turn, implicates the profession and its ideologic mission, which 
the topic of racism makes problematic. Another explicit description of the well-intentioned social 
worker that Avery offered is one that sees the world as “just” and thus is committed to 
colorblindness. Avery articulated that the disjuncture created by the focus on individual 
interventions, found in much clinical social work education, has left many practitioners with 
inadequate knowledge, skills, and capacity to efficiently identify, talk about, and address 
systemic challenges.  
These barriers are exacerbated by ongoing policy, ideology, and demographic changes in 
the social context (Asquith et al., 2005). The impact of inadequate preparedness, as presented in 
Avery’s argument, was that social workers expect an intervention-based, easy, “how not to be 
racist handbook.” Avery closed out her statement with the metaphor of “bury(ing) the head in the 
sand”—sociocultural common ground knowledge—implying the profession has willfully 
avoided issues presented by racism (van Dijk, 2011, p. 45). Avery’s comments about the 
“systemic stuff,” the common belief that there is “specific action you can take to not be racist,” 
and the need for social workers to be “educated about how systems and power work,” all support 
the notion that social justice work requires vision and imagination, as put forth by Theoharis and 
Causton-Theoharis (2008).  
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The work of antiracism should be considered a long-term endeavor. Complementing an 
adaptive approach is the need to possess a “bold, imaginative vision,” one of three critical 
dispositions identified by Theoharis and Causton-Theoharis (2008, p. 239). Their study on 
critical dispositions for preparing inclusive school leaders has resonance for the social work 
profession. A dual, bold, and imaginative vision was identified by leadership preparation experts 
as having a social justice orientation while maintaining a focus on local context, a “thinking 
globally and acting locally” perspective (p. 238). Embedded within a bold, imaginative vision is 
a core belief in what leaders are doing, for example having the “creativity to build a bold vision” 
and “the resourcefulness to make it happen” (p. 238).  
In focusing on deficits, this data segment draws attention to the primary issues that 
support adaptability. A reference to the broader issue of social work education and recruitment is 
beyond the scope of this study, yet is relevant as it speaks to the domino effect of insufficient 
preparation and racism denial that Avery addressed, and which impacts every area of social 
work. Avery’s comments specifically suggest education around how systems and power work 
jointly.  
Avery’s comments not only reflect statements made in the group; underlying them are 
indications of the need to develop various interpersonal capacities and supportive services. A 
summary of the characteristics of adaptability comprises flexibility, endurance, stamina, and a 
change/transformation mindset. Interpersonal capacities from Avery’s narrative include: 
• critical self-reflection, 
• praxis, 
• an ability to live in a state of uncertainty or disorder in a way that does not 
overwhelm but allows for movement out of one’s comfort zone, 
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• a shift in priorities, beliefs, habits, and loyalties, and  
• engaging emotions—including one’s whole self, body, mind, and spirit. 
Positive, Encouraging, Liberating Dialogic Environment  
The dialogic environment is both a mental and physical space, where dyads and larger 
groups can engage in racial discourse. Whether a classroom, office space, or coffee shop, the 
environment can be liberating when grounded in dignity, and the humanity of all is recognized 
and honored. During introductions at the beginning of the focus group, participants discussed the 
potential for the conversation to engender varied emotional responses. Individually and as a 
collective, members were encouraged to do what was necessary “to take care of yourself.” Even 
with the possibility of discomfort, all members remained and participated in the group. Emotions 
were invited while dignity and humanity were positioned as nonnegotiable by my comments:  
We can be angry, we can be frustrated, we can be whatever . . . but, at the end of the day, 
when we leave this Zoom room, we should all have our dignity and humanity intact and 
recognize that shared humanity. 
 The liberating dialogic environment is a space where tension, conflict, and challenge are 
invited and used for information and transformation. For example, Sophia’s request to create a 
space where White fragility could be worked through as a group introduced tension and 
challenge. While the conversation did not seem to indicate explicit incidents of White fragility, 
the coconstructed dialogic environment allowed for a level of vulnerability among participants. 
The dialogic space is one where disagreement is needed and must be expected, and strong 
emotions are seen as expression rather than personal attacks.  
Although the one-time focus group yielded general agreement, feminist scholar and 
social activist bell hooks (2000) supports the need for disagreement. She argued that work 
around revolutionary feminist consciousness-raising could occur “only through discussion and 
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disagreement,” from which participants could begin to gain a “realistic standpoint on gender 
exploitation and oppression” (p. 8). The work of antiracism requires a similar stance. The 
dialogic space is free of physical and emotional violence. Laughter is critical to this work and the 
environment should allow for levity. Moments of levity and laughter were frequent in the focus 
group and lightened the intensity of the conversation. For example, about 90 minutes into the 
focus group, Avery shared an experience that she summarized with, “what was learned was 
‘don't talk about this shit in front of Avery,’” after which she frantically responded, “Am I 
allowed to swear?” I offered a quick retort that “this wouldn’t be a focus group if you didn't!” 
That moment temporarily distracted the group from the gravity of the topic and allowed for a 
space of laughter.  
Because we are always learning with and from one another, this environment is 
supportive and a place for modeling antiracist behavior. In their work on intergroup dialogue, 
Zuniga, Lopez, and Ford (2012) supported the need for an environment that allows for “genuine 
dialogue . . .  [although it is often] imperfect and unfinished” (p. 9). The environment should be 
“dynamic and co-constructed” (p. 9), and created for participants to take risks that force them to 
stretch beyond their comfort zones and thrive from the challenges presented by risk-taking.  
This closes out the section on antiracist discourse capacities. In sum, four interpersonal 
capacities that support constructive racial dialogue were developed from social worker 
discourses. These capacities were introduced, interpreted, and described as follows: 
• readiness and willingness,  
• vulnerability,  
• adaptability, and  
• positive, encouraging, and liberating dialogic environment. 
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While the capacities discussed in this segment remain undeveloped, they may contribute to the 
larger topic of social justice and antiracism leadership professional development.  
Conclusion 
This chapter addressed two primary goals. First, I presented an analysis of three specific 
data segments that illustrate themes from Chapter IV. Second I highlighted characteristics that 
support constructive dialogue. A discussion and implications of all findings will be presented in 
Chapter VI.  
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Chapter VI:  Discussion and Implications 
The purpose of this critical, exploratory research was to investigate how social worker 
discourses (re)produce and maintain racism and secure Whiteness in professional practice. 
Chapters IV and V were both framed within van Dijk’s general theory of racism (1984, 1987, 
1991, 1993, 1998, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2011) and racism denial (1992, 2008). Chapter IV was a 
thematic analysis that supported the development of three primary organizing themes: racial 
dominance, silence/racism denial, and antiracism counterpower, along with their accompanying 
basic themes. Chapter V used interview and focus group samples that were analyzed as discourse 
between research participants and the researcher. The first section of Chapter V provided a 
detailed critical discourse analysis of textual data that examined the unfolding of denial, 
problematized the complicatedness of racism and Whiteness, and interpreted meanings 
embedded in discourse structures. The second part of Chapter V presented findings from the 
focus group that expanded on the theme of resistance by describing and delineating 
characteristics and interpersonal capacities necessary for productive racial dialogue.  
In this chapter, I offer a discussion of these findings as they relate to the research 
questions. I first provide an interpretive discussion of two organizing themes, racial dominance 
and silence: racism denial, from Chapter IV, followed by a discussion of the critical analysis 
from Chapter V. The two analyses paint a collective picture of the operations of racism and 
Whiteness in social work practice. Figure 6.1 integrates my diagrams of both sets of analyses.  
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Figure 6.1. Integrated thematic network from Chapters IV and V.  
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My discussion then turns to the concept of everyday resistance, its dialectical nature in 
which both dominance and resistance are enmeshed in a symbiotic relationship, and how the two 
concepts play out in social worker discourses. This consideration of everyday resistance is 
followed by an introductory discussion of social justice leadership capacities and everyday 
antiracism. I then shift attention to the implications of this study for both leadership and change 
and social work practice, followed by commentary on the limitations of the research project and 
recommendations for future study.     
First, I return again to the research questions to set the stage for unfolding this chapter. 
The primary research question was, what are the ways in which social worker discourses 
(re)produce and maintain racism and secure Whiteness? The profession’s absolute reliance on 
spoken and written communication in nearly every aspect of practice makes it the most valuable, 
significant, and distinguishing feature, and led to my secondary questions: do social workers talk 
to each other about race? Do silences or talk reinforce racial injustices? How do racism and 
Whiteness operate at the level of professional practice? I have explored the ways in which power 
is enacted between social workers, and give attention to discourse most associated with the 
“expression, confirmation, reproduction or challenge of social power” (van Dijk, 2008, p. 5). The 
following discussion begins at the thematic level, where participants shared their work-related 
experiences of racism. 
Thematic Analysis—Discussion of Chapter IV 
First, I briefly revisit van Dijk’s general theory of racism (1984, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1998, 
2005, 2008, 2009, 2011) and racism denial (1992, 2008). This complex social system consists of 
two major subsystems, both mediated by discourse. The local (micro) subsystem can be viewed 
as the realm of the student, an apprenticeship of sorts where discrimination is practiced in all 
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domains of social life. These social domains include personal, career, education, religion, work, 
and so on.  
The macro subsystem is the second part of the larger social system, which can be 
considered the principal teacher and mentor of racial dominance. It is within this subsystem that 
underlying ideologically based prejudices in the form of cognitions are socially shared and 
distributed. Cognitively based discriminatory practices are built on and sanctioned by shared 
social “attitudes, ideologies, norms and values,” interpreted to bend toward the interest of the 
dominant group (van Dijk, 2011, p. 44). Ideological representations often emphasize the 
superiority or priority of the dominant group while emphasizing the inferiority of the 
nondominant group.  
My thematic analysis provided a general, broad-level snapshot of experiences around 
racial discourse as described by social workers. These stories represented various manifestations 
of racism and denial in social worker experiences, which I interpret here. Prominent in the theme 
of racial dominance was the inconspicuous and injurious existence of Whiteness, a dimension of 
racism that serves to elevate White people over non-White people (DiAngelo, 2004). The 
discussion starts with discourses of racial dominance—one of the ways in which social workers 
(re)produce and maintain racism and secure Whiteness.  
Discourses of Racial Dominance  
Within discourses of racial dominance is the silent consensus to minimize or overlook the 
presence and impact of racism while favoring the norms and values of the dominant White 
group. In Chapter II, Whiteness was positioned as a relational practice that is accompanied by an 
invisible and unnamed presence and is manifested through various forms of interaction. 
Throughout the stories, much of the practice of Whiteness functioned in seemingly opposing 
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forces conspiring with absences and silences. For example, Ella (a White female) stated that she 
and her White colleagues did not notice the racial disparities in their caseloads of primarily 
African American kids in the juvenile detention system. She wondered aloud during the 
interview—“where are the White kids that are getting in trouble?”—bringing into her awareness 
to the ways in which a focus on “helping the Other” (Levine-Raskey, 2016, p. 15) presupposed 
an active inattention to White kids who may have been “getting in trouble.” Zerubavel’s (2006) 
“rules of irrelevance” paints an unexpected picture where potential criminality by White youth is 
overlooked while maintaining a hyperfocus on Black youth (p. 23). While Whiteness was 
granted the power to establish the “terms of fundamental difference,” Black youth were 
constructed as deviant and therefore deserving of legal surveillance (Levine-Raskey, 2016, p. 
16). Differences that defined the peculiar, strange, and abhorrent of the Other were attended to, 
while countering forces were unable to detect the normality of Whiteness that operated in 
seeming silence and absentia. Ella’s statement that followed her comment, “we didn’t talk about 
that stuff,” spoke to the ways in which Whiteness operated to normalize or “make to conform” 
(Epstein, 1999, p. 9) to a standard of indifference toward issues of racial inequity. Levine-Raskey 
(2016) argues that Whiteness makes an investment in constructing and maintaining the 
attribution of race, which plays a major role in the facilitation of racism, where meaning is 
“made through differentiation of others” (p. 194). While Whiteness presumes normality, it relies 
on the abnormality of the Other for its survival (Badwall, 2013; Dyer, 1997; Levine-Raskey, 
2016; Morristown, 1992). Racially discriminatory practices also reveal the relational aspect of 
racism and were prominent in the theme of racial dominance.  
Dawn (a White female) noted that her career advancements were coupled with an 
increased racial awareness that had come about within the last two-and-a-half to three years. An 
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openness to racial realities supported Dawn’s recognition of her own complicity in practices of 
racism, where she was promoted over her Black colleagues on multiple occasions. Through 
Dawn’s recounting of her promotion, the dual operations of Whiteness became evident. 
Although Dawn had accepted the promotions, she “was very conscious” that several of her 
African American colleagues “would have been better at it than me.” Here I underscore the 
interdependent relational nature of Whiteness and its dual impact (Birt, 2004). Operating through 
the “privilege of exclusive transcendence” (Birt, 2004, p. 58), the opposing nature of Whiteness 
within the context of its relationality can only function through the denial of a similar 
preeminence of an Other that reduces the Other to “an object, to pure facticity” (Birt, 2004,             
p. 58). Dawn’s professional transcendence came through multiple promotions and required the 
exclusion of her purportedly more qualified colleagues. This was expressed in her comments, “I 
kept moving up,” and “when some of the people there who I was promoted over, like, clear as 
day, they would have been better at it than me.”  
From this perspective, Dawn’s experience supports Levine-Raskey’s (2016) notion of 
“advantage/inclusion” (p. 14) to White groups and “disadvantage/exclusion” to non-White 
groups. Dawn’s career advancement necessitated the denial of promotion for qualified Black 
employees and is in alignment with Birt’s (2004) assessment of Whiteness. Referring to racism 
in the United States, Birt (2004) argued that Whiteness “cannot exist without the Other” (p. 58). 
In Chapter II, I supported looking beyond a one-sided view of the privileges available through 
Whiteness that grants only positive gains to Whites. Seeing only gains and benefits for Whites 
conceals the universal injuries caused by racial power abuse, leaving room for maligned 
translations of benefit/loss to go undisputed. For example, Dawn’s comments suggest the 
presence of racial tension within her workplace, and the mere mention of racism “gets really 
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defensive because people care and love and they’re trying so hard not to be.” Her desires to 
become nonracist carry the constant weight and companionship of dissonance between professed 
values and lived experience.   
Reports of racism from African American and biracial participants consistently supported 
the basic theme of 24/7 presence. Both Lauren and Jocelyn (African American women) noted the 
injuries for bringing race into conversations. Mentioning race to her team turned Lauren into 
“someone who can’t be trusted,” and Jocelyn’s experience of indifference from a social work 
colleague moved her to “not talk about race with her anymore.” Participant experiences aligned 
with the White, middle-class normative cultures reported in Gosine and Pon’s (2011) study with 
non-White social workers. Social workers in the research project reported microaggressions, 
silencing, and “workplace practices and policies that constrained their individual practices” (p. 
154). While racism was constantly present, the availability of formal support systems was almost 
nonexistent. For example, Sophia (African American female) noted that outside of her own 
personal network, “there’s no place to go, if you feel you have been racially harmed by any 
particular situation.” Bringing attention to the invisibility of racial dominance necessarily 
emphasizes the ways that racism and Whiteness are everyday occurrences in the lives of social 
workers. Discourses of silence: racism denial is the next area where social worker discourses 
(re)produced and maintained racism and secured Whiteness in professional social work practice. 
Discourses of Silence: Racism Denial 
Silence was the primary means through which racism was denied, and my data supported 
three discourses of silence: willful avoidance or turning away, comfort/discomfort, and risk and 
danger. At the core of racism denial is the desire for positive self-presentation (van Dijk, 1992, 
2008). The inclination to face-keeping can also characterize the discourses of organizations and 
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institutions, and a public image of tolerance, for instance, may be seen as symbolic of social 
progress (van Dijk, 1992). Efforts toward positive in-group presentation appeared in Dawn’s 
account of her organization, where discourses of silence were presented through concern with 
legal consequences. Fear of potential legal action determined that to “even mention it, or even 
acknowledge that there’s a racial thing that it puts them at risk for liability, litigation.” The 
agency denial strategy described by Dawn controlled access to racial discourse by linking it to 
litigation, which, if experienced, could be time consuming and costly both financially and in 
terms of agency image. Analysis through van Dijk’s ideological square (1998, 2008, 2011) 
underscores superiority and/or the prioritization of the needs and wants of the dominant group, 
and was positioned as a strategy that maintained, in this case, silence accompanied by a willful 
refusal to acknowledge the topic of race.  
Deploying avoidance as an organizational denial strategy does not challenge the willful 
avoidance of race. Agency group norms—particularly those of a helping organization—are often 
supported by public mission and policy statements that prohibit racial discrimination, thus 
supporting an image of benevolence. Operations of organizational group-based denials seem to 
serve sociopolitical and cultural functions. For example, they promote the image and comfort of 
agency leadership, while maintaining control of access to the topic of racism (van Dijk, 2008). 
The decision of her leadership team to ignore race privileged itself by allaying fears of race talk 
with what they have determined will inevitably lead to litigation. In addition to willful 
avoidance, issues of access to what can be discussed and who can participate in said discussions 
are embedded within this narrative. The ostensible needs of White leadership were prioritized 
and maintained through socially shared knowledge and ideologies, and dominant group 
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membership was maintained through willfully turning away from the needs of employees and 
clients. 
For this discussion and as noted in Chapter II, I have replaced Heffernan’s (2011) term 
“blindness” with ignorance, avoidance, and indifference, using these interchangeably. Early 
constructions of willful avoidance are grounded in a legal construct and a state of mind that 
allows one to “willfully shut his eyes to constructive knowledge” (Heffernan, 2011, p. 2). 
Moreover, within Heffernan’s definition of willful avoidance is an intentional turning away from 
both the opportunity for knowledge and the responsibility to be informed. The definition also 
includes an ethical dimension that links responsibility and opportunity with no amnesty for why 
one maintains a position of deliberate indifference (Heffernan, 2011). While deploying 
avoidance can seem like an effective management tool, doing so can proffer a false sense of 
accomplishment (Heffernan, 2011). Inattention to important issues is problematic, as Ella’s 
account makes clear. 
Ella shared her experience of indifference, where she could not recall ever talking about 
race with her White supervisor: “I literally did not remember a supervisor ever talking about 
race, ever, not even in supervision or anything or group supervision.” Race did not factor as 
relevant to social work practice in most social worker stories, and both Dawn and Ella’s accounts 
suggest a willful turning away that is similar to willful blindness reported in the findings of 
Khalifa and Briscoe (2015). 
Khalifa and Briscoe (2015) critically examined the discourses of a variety of stakeholders 
in relation to closing a predominantly Black high school located in a large urban city. 
Administrators in the study remained silent to complaints of racialized oppression from the local 
community. Willful turning away from expressed concerns of racialized oppression operated 
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tacitly to support the operations of Whiteness, and resemble the occurrences presented in Dawn’s 
scenario. Critical race discourse analysis supports the notion that the absence of an emancipatory 
lens contributes to discourses of silence. Unlike van Dijk (1992, 2008), Khalifa and Briscoe did 
not link indifference and silence to efforts of positive face-keeping, a strategy of positive self-
defense. Favorable show of self can serve as a double strategy of positive self-presentation and 
negative other-presentation that, in this case, appears almost imperceptibly. Van Dijk’s 
ideological square (2011), where an “Us vs. Them” value polarization of superiority gives 
preference to those endowed with social power, triggers an automatic countering response of 
inferiority and denial of access to various social resources to those without it. A similar stance is 
taken by Levine-Raskey (2016), who notes an immediate position of exclusionary advantage for 
the dominant group and a corresponding disadvantage to those with less power. Willful 
avoidance was one strategy in which racism was (re)produced and was a prominent feature in 
social worker narratives. Another way that racism was maintained was through discourses of 
comfort/discomfort. 
Discourses of Comfort/Discomfort 
Social worker experiences brought attention to the ways in which the mere mention of the 
word race generated various forms of discomfort that interfered with engagement in race-related 
dialogue. A pattern that emerged primarily among White social workers was that discussing race 
was analogous to being perceived as racist, positioning any dialogue around race as likely to be 
dangerous and thus cause discomfort. Being considered racist or even intolerant are judgements 
that suggest an enduring characteristic that can be particularly threatening to positive     
individual or group images (van Dijk, 2008).  
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In her study with non-White social workers, Badwall (2013) argued that mentioning race 
introduces discomfort for agencies and “transgresses the established professional norms of the 
organization that work to silence race” (p. 75). One such example of trespass came from Shane 
(White male). As a supervisor, Shane determined that group conversations about race were too 
risky and avoiding them was worth forgoing the possibilities of diverse perspectives found in 
group supervision. His determination that racial dialogue in supervision “was most often 
successful . . . or most often comfortable” in “individual supervision,” thus eliminating potential 
opportunities for race-related discussions that could enhance client care or team interpersonal 
relationships. Shane’s reported previous experiences with talking about race in a group setting 
created a dynamic for the non-White person to be automatically designated to speak on behalf of 
their racial group; Shane determined not to repeat that. While there may have been noble intent 
in this approach, a decision made in isolation does not advance change. Rather, while Shane 
advocated for the racial Other, his desire for comfort was prioritized and positioned him as the 
benefactor (van Dijk, 2009). For Shane, defining success with racial dialogue in supervision 
came through discourses of comfort.  
Comments from Rachel (a White female) also offered insight into discourses of 
comfort/discomfort. Rachel expressed discomfort with conversations about race. She 
acknowledged the “elephant in the room,” “stepping on someone’s toes,” and a fear of being 
“perceived as racist” as barriers to engaging in race related communication. Changing the subject 
was one of her strategies to avoid the inevitable domino effect of discomfort that she described 
as: “if you bring it up, other people get uncomfortable . . . so then they’re uncomfortable, you’re 
uncomfortable, everyone’s uncomfortable.” Rachel’s comments suggested a commitment to one 
concomitant aspect of having racial dialogue: discomfort. Desire for comfort was commonly 
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reported by participants. Data from social worker interviews uncovered discourses of 
comfort/discomfort that served to deny the presence of racism. Discourses of comfort/discomfort 
identified in Shane’s and Rachel’s narratives subtly serve the dual purpose of emphasizing the 
priority of Whites while initiating the systematic response of devaluation of the needs of the non-
dominant group (van Dijk, 2008, 2011), all while avowing progressiveness. 
At the other end of the spectrum, African American social workers like Lena sought to 
have conversations about race with leadership, yet avoidance was common to her experience. 
She presented a rhetorical question directed at the ways in which organizational leadership 
tended to avoid issues of race by asking, “why don’t we have a conversation?” Discomfort 
described by Elyse (an African American female) related to the maintenance of her self-agency 
and dignity, and is captured in her comments, “these conversations are not very comfortable to 
have, and no one wants to be dismissed . . . no one wants to be minimized.” Her remarks suggest 
an understanding of the practices of discrimination that arise when race is introduced and 
presents a threat by its conflation with being racist. The decision to address race in the 
professional setting is risky. 
Sophia’s comment captures the precarious position of non-Whites as it relates to when 
and where to talk about race: “if I don’t mention it, if I don’t say something, it’s this invisible 
thing.” Alcoff (2002) argued that when non-Whites transgress into the White world and White 
subjects feel threatened, non-White members are left with two choices: “to resist or to return to 
the category of non-threatening other” (p. 280). A decision to behave as a “non-threatening 
Other” is diluted by the constitutive power granted Whiteness, where determination of one’s 
level of threat is left in the hands of the White, decision-making agent. For Sophia and other non-
White social workers, the decision to introduce race into dialogue is often made with care and 
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calculation, as seen in her assertion that “nobody wants to feel as though they are misstepping as 
it relates to race.” Race disrupts dominant “ingroup solidarity and smooth ingroup encounters” 
(van Dijk, 2008, p. 124) while launching a countering destructive chain of events for 
nondominant groups.   
Discourses of Fear and Danger 
Discourses of fear and danger were pronounced in social worker narratives and mediated 
whether or not race would be brought up. Despite racism’s disproportionately negative and   
long-term impact on non-White people and its origins rooted in histories of White racial 
dominance, fear and anxiety are common reactions reported by Whites upon entering discourses 
on race (Sue, Lin, Torino, Capodilupo, & Rivera, 2009; Sue et al., 2010; Tatum, 1992; Todd & 
Abrams, 2011). White participants in this research project reported similar reactions. The term 
race was correlated with aggression and violence for White social workers and these beliefs 
became signals of caution. Equating race with danger—for us at the expense of them—keeps 
conversations at bay. For Shane, talk about race would inevitably result in aggression between 
staff that creates a volatile dynamic, “[because] you’re now touching on something that you 
didn’t know with this particular person and you’ve created a nightmare in interactions between 
your staff.” Shane seemed to draw on his own negative experiences with conversations around 
race and connected them to peril in his comment, “so it does become a little bit dangerous.” 
Dawn’s fear made violence an inevitable outcome for race-related conversations. Her angst 
concerned deficits in how to talk about race without inciting physical aggression. She proposed a 
question about how to make change and create an environment so “nobody ends up with a black 
eye.” Perceived or real, Shane and Dawn’s fears served as barriers to racial discourse.  
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For non-White social workers, attention was drawn to the risks of career and financial 
loss for bringing up issues of race. The issue of employment risks raised by Sophia mirrored 
workplace challenges reported by participants in Gosine and Pon’s (2011) research with 
racialized child welfare workers in their workplaces. Their study participants reported instances 
of everyday racism (Essed, 1991) that included being silenced by peers and supervisors, and a 
fear of being labeled as troublemakers for advocating for themselves. Sophia’s comments 
paralleled those study participant experiences when bringing up race. She noted, “your ability to 
do your job gets picked apart in ways that it never was before,” and added, “now that you’ve 
become this pain in the ass around racism now it’s another issue.” While most participants 
reported varying levels of concern with both perceived and real dangers of having racial 
discourse, there was a tangible difference in the qualities of those expressed dangers between 
participants who occupied racially marginalized spaces and White participants. A very different 
type of threat accompanied White social worker stories than were expressed in the narrative 
accounts of biracial and Black social workers.  
The thematic analysis presented a broad-level introduction to the variety of ways that 
racism and Whiteness collude with one another to maintain their powerfully abusive social 
position. The prioritization of dominant group desires, values, and ideologies was a prevalent 
theme, and is a practice that is exercised at the expense of non-White social workers. Most 
obvious to this practice is the normalization of Whiteness that wields powerful influence while 
“[maintaining] a psychic distance from its effects” (Levine-Raskey, 2016, p. 43). Distance from 
impact is manifested in the ways that White social workers were positioned as automatic 
benefactors with access to “valued social resources” (van Dijk, 2008, p. 66) such as promotions, 
status, and control of discourse. Unlike the racially marginalized, dominant group membership 
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supports expectations of comfort and agency, among other things, which I inferred from 
participant comments. Social worker discourses act to prioritize the needs and desires of Whites 
while ignoring or denying the same needs and desires in the racial other, with little verbalized 
awareness. 
The stories presented in the thematic analysis serve as an entry point to the investigation 
of racial discourse between social workers and offer insight into the operations of racism and 
Whiteness. Exploration of the two organizing themes highlights the various ways in which racial 
dominance is present in the day-to-day communicative experiences of social workers. Social 
worker experiences illustrate that discourses of silence operate to maintain an invisible yet 
destructive presence.  
Critical Discourse Analysis—Discussion of Chapter V 
Utilizing van Dijk’s (1998, 2008, 2011) ideological square as my analytical tool, Chapter 
V drew attention to the ways in which the preferencing of the needs and desires of Whites is 
practiced consistently. It also featured the relationality of Whiteness and how it functions outside 
of social worker awareness, even with nonracist intent (van Dijk, 2011). Language nuances are 
found in various forms of “new,” “aversive,” and other forms of “lite” racism embedded in 
discourses, practices of inferiorization, and exclusion (van Dijk, 2011, p. 48). The more subtle 
rather than blatant expressions of racism are consistent with the way everyday racial dominance 
works in contexts with a strong formal commitment to racial equality in social work (Essed, 
1991). For example, as seen in the discourse analysis in Chapter V, Avery made a strong 
commitment to antiracism by talking to other White people about racism. In adhering to 
racialized norms of superior knowledge and language while intervening on behalf of African 
Americans, her proposition suggesting that expressions of frustration with racism be presented 
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“in a way that is articulate” subtly reaffirm dominant norms of communication, potentially 
creating barriers to discourse access. Hegemonic practices are performed routinely and 
habitually, and require a degree of tolerance, acquiescence, or acceptance in order for them to be 
successfully carried out in the workplace.  
The commonalities of racial experiences reported by social workers paint a larger portrait 
of socially shared and racially based narratives, where a view of the complex, dual social system 
of racism becomes visible. In exploring the operations of power, van Dijk (2008) argued that 
social power relationships are manifested through interaction. He went on to note that in order 
for the exercise of power or its sanctions (in the case of noncompliance) to be carried out, the 
dominant group must have resources that “socially enable the exercise of power” (p. 28).  
Taking a perspective from the general theory of racism, these practices of subtle racism 
are discursively generated in the social subsystem. Research shows that racial prejudices are 
acquired and shared through everyday and institutional conversations among the dominant group 
(van Dijk, 2008). We share our common and abstract knowledge of the world with other members 
of society, and members of unique social groups may share ideologies or attitudes. For example, 
in order for the dominant group to exercise or maintain power and prioritization, as we have seen 
in the stories, both dominant and nondominant groups must operate from knowledge informed by 
past individual and group experiences and beliefs. This knowledge can often be inferred from 
cultural beliefs, norms, or values through a shared (or contested) consensus. For instance, Elyse 
and Lauren (both Black social workers) knew, as they exhibited in their stories, that speaking 
against racism meant risking professional damage to their careers, relationships, and personal 
agency. Van Dijk (2008) drew attention to the prevalence of negative or derogatory racial or 
ethnic images of non-Whites by the preferred focus on drugs, crime, violence, and cultural 
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deviance in television and other media sources. Knowledge about racially nondominant group 
members is frequently presented through the media and has direct impact on individual and 
group perceptions. In order for the image of the angry Black person to be successfully deployed 
by Dawn, Avery, and Ella (White women), each of them required a common understanding, that 
is, sociocultural knowledge of the term (van Dijk, 2011). General knowledge about the angry 
Black person is likely to have been discursively influenced, for example through the media. The 
reverse is also true of how ideologies and attitudes of superiority are (re)produced and 
maintained in the cognitive social system.  
Socially shared images present an ideology of superiority for Whites while 
simultaneously projecting an ideology of inferiority of non-White people in all domains of 
functioning (van Dijk, 1998, 2008, 2011). Exploration through van Dijk’s systematized 
metastrategy (2011) draws attention to the ideologies that are often organized by a positive self-
schema (van Dijk, 2009). However, with the influence of in-group-out-group polarization, there 
is likelihood for greater emphasis on positive self-descriptions within the dominant group and a 
de-emphasis or even total disregard of their negative self-descriptions. Positive self-descriptions 
will include activities of ideological groups, norms, and values (where ideologies are built on 
“norms of (good) conduct, or values” that one must strive for), and the interests (basic and 
symbolic resources) of the dominant group (van Dijk, 2009, p. 73). Negative descriptions of the 
Other emphasize the ostensibly bad characteristics of the nondominant group and downplay good 
portrayals of them. Particular segments from Avery’s and Ella’s analyses are illustrative of these 
value polarizations presented through the ideological square (van Dijk, 1998, 2008, 2011).  
In exploring positive in-group ideological descriptions, both Avery and Ella appointed 
themselves to teach other White people about the harm of racism to African Americans. Serving 
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as champions for those deemed different and thus, less fortunate, is considered a noble endeavor 
that promotes a positive social image. Benevolence, offered through a proxy, can serve multiple 
purposes. For example, it can offer a positive social image, legitimacy, and respectability 
(Jeffery, 2005). On the other hand, acts of charity can undermine the agency of African 
Americans while silencing their voices (Levine-Rasky, 2016). 
Jeffery (2005), along with other scholars (Hage, 1998; Harris, 1993; Roediger, 1994), 
argued that Whiteness arises as “an organizing principal in social and cultural relations, whether 
in the form of fantasy, desire, [or] aspiration” (p. 412). Avery and Ella each saw this need and, 
with power established by Whiteness, appointed themselves to become spokespersons on behalf 
of voiceless African Americans. Failure to recognize how this was constructed in relation to the 
Other, they were able to perform as helpers and advocates while their tethered reliance remained 
concealed. Their experiences betray the obscured relational entanglement and interdependency 
on the Other that permits the survival of Whiteness. Both Avery and Ella took ownership of their 
actions with certainty. Problematizing an already intellectually entangled notion is the idea that 
one’s location can be transcended (Alcoff, 1991).  
In her discussion of The Problem in Speaking for Others, Alcoff (1991) argued for the 
epistemological salience of a speaker’s social location (or social identity). On the one hand, she 
stressed that often at the core of speaking on behalf of others is “a desire for mastery, to privilege 
oneself as the one who more correctly understands the truth about another's situation” or as a 
“champion of a just cause,” thus obtaining “glory and praise” (p. 29). Central to her argument are 
the effects of speaking for others that frequently (not always) result in “erasure and a 
reinscription of sexual, national, and other kinds of hierarchies,” thus restricting the opportunity 
and ability “to speak and be heard.” This result aligns with van Dijk’s (2008) notion of access. 
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On the other hand, this is not always the case, as there are times that groups have not been 
harmed by an outside voice, or where a representative to advocate on behalf of the racially 
marginalized may actually be needed. Finally, questioning whether or not an external voice will 
enable the empowerment of oppressed peoples is critical to detangling the conundrum.  
Whiteness in the larger context of structural racism interferes with White people’s “ability to 
judge or interpret the racial dynamics of a situation” (Lebens, 2015, p. 82). 
Avery conceded her position by noting that she is “mandated to talk about this stuff with 
other White people.” Ella self-designated the work as “my duty and my responsibility as a White 
woman to talk to White people about racism killing Black babies.” Notions of superior 
knowledge expressed by Avery were inferred through her construction of a “cool, calm, 
collected White person” to lead a normal, clearly articulated, and emotionally balanced 
conversation. For Ella, advancing superiority was first presented through her social position as a 
White woman and dominant group member. Superiority for Ella was also promoted through 
disidentification with African Americans in her declaration that she will “never be perceived as 
an angry Black person.” Ella’s self-concept aligns with Levine-Rasky’s (2016) notion that, “in 
its exclusion of otherness, Whiteness accomplishes a relative ‘superiority,’ a legitimacy in its 
distance from the difficult, an immunity from its power, a pleasure in itself, a positive personal 
identity” (p. 22). Another perspective comes with the consideration of empathy, a core element 
of social work practice that suggests identification with the experiences of others. In her 
deliberation on the epistemology of ignorance, Levine-Rasky considered expressions of empathy 
by White people, in this case social workers, unlikely because one must first believe a similar 
racial situation is possible for them. Ella’s exposition made clear the impossibility of her 
identification with an angry Black woman.  
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Levine-Raskey (2016) argued that “the collective practice of Whiteness substantiates 
belongingness to the dominant group” and thus entitlement to domination (p. 57). Membership to 
the dominant group positioned both Avery and Ella to determine how they would engage with 
other White people on the topic of racism and its impact on African Americans. Their 
positioning is in line with Levine-Raskey’s notion that Whiteness operates to control the ways in 
which difference is structured and given meaning, and “does so without self-consciousness 
through moves that feel innocent as though they simply arise from given social arrangements” 
(Levine-Raskey, 2016, p. 57). She argued the absence of a “cognitive connection” between such 
practices and their consequences, adding that they are performed at a “psychic distance from the 
groups constructed as different” (p. 57). 
Through the lens of negative in-group ideological descriptions, Avery recognized that she 
does not represent the voices of all White people in her comment, “that's not always true like 
White people don't listen to me or don't like what I say.” Avery subtly inferred that “passion” 
limits and sometimes excludes non-Whites from talking about race with Whites (in a way that is 
deemed “appropriate” to them)—hence the need for her self-appointed role as a spokesperson. 
The image of a passionate or socially constructed aggressive, out-of-control Black person 
presupposed an incoherent or irrational communication style. Inferences made from her 
comments suggested that communication from non-White people deviates from the designated 
norms of communicative data transfer that meet a particular standard of presentation and do so 
with an emotional distance (Sue, 2015). Furthering the idea that the topic of racial oppression 
must be delivered a particular way, Ella determined that she had to make her case about killing 
Black babies carefully, “doing it in a way that makes it palatable for racist White people.” 
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Avery and Ella’s experiences are viewed through van Dijk’s (2008, 2011) general theory 
of racism, where discriminatory practices occur in the social system. Values, ideologies, and 
access to valued resources—in this case, access to engagement in racial discourse and self-
representation—are interlaced in the scenarios and prioritize White dominance. Dominance in 
this sense denies access for African Americans to speak and act on their own behalf; rather, a 
White proxy is needed. Racism is practiced within the micro social system in all social domains 
(personal, career, family, community, education, spiritual, etc.). The social system is considered 
an apprenticeship of sorts, while the macro social subsystem, where ideologically based 
prejudices in the form of social cognition are taught, learned, and distributed, is considered the 
“master teacher.” The mediator of this apprenticeship is discourse.  
The analyses from Chapters IV and V bring visibility to the complex social system of 
racial dominance to see how racism is discursively taught, learned, shared, and practiced among 
both dominant and nondominant groups. Even with antiracist intent, discourse unwittingly serves 
to (re)produce racism in professional social work practice. Through the examination of social 
worker discourses, I have also shown that resistance is a natural response to dominance 
(Foucault, 1977; van Dijk, 2008). My discussion now shifts to everyday resistance. 
Everyday Resistance  
The theme of resistance emerged early in the data analysis process, and each experience 
was marked by ongoing tension that sometimes maintained the status quo and other times led to 
awareness and sometimes to transformation. Although not acknowledged as such by social 
workers, strategies for navigating racially volatile environments simultaneously operate as 
resistance. One such example comes from similar practices of both Sophia and Elyse, who had 
learned to prioritize their wellbeing as a way to navigate the vicissitudes of racial dominance in 
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their workplaces. Constant racial tension required them to explicitly practice resistance, although 
neither defined it as such. Sophia’s reference to well-being was that she has “learned as a mode 
of my self-care” to prioritize physical and mental needs. Elyse used cognitive shifts to survive in 
the system of racism by reframing challenges as “for my own mental well-being.” Both 
examples are illustrative of their negotiations with racism. These practices of opposition are 
indicative of the resilience born out of struggle and are relevant to the discussion of everyday 
resistance. 
In his pioneering work on everyday resistance, Scott (1985) suggested a broad 
classification of resistance built on two forms: public and disguised, from which he posited six 
subtypes of resistance. Publicly declared resistance, Scott argued, consisted of open revolts, 
demonstrations, land invasions against material domination, assertion of worth or desecration of 
status symbols against status domination, and counterideologies against ideological domination. 
Scott defined everyday resistance as low-profile, undisclosed actions, such as desertion, evasion, 
and foot-dragging. Categories of these subtle forms of resistance include disguised direct 
resistance against material domination, hidden transcripts of anger or disguised discourse of 
dignity against domination, and dissident subcultures against ideological domination.  
Furthering Scott’s notion of everyday resistance is that it is defined as “quiet, dispersed, 
disguised or otherwise seemingly invisible” (Vinthagen & Johansson, 2013, p. 4). Vinthagen and 
Johansson (2013) advanced Scott’s description of everyday resistance and proposed a three-part 
definition that conceptualized it as: 
1) habitual, semiconscious, and done in a regular way, occasionally intended politically;  
2) a nondramatic, nonconfrontational, or nonrecognized way with the potential to 
undermine some form of power without revealing itself (disguising or concealing either 
the actor or the act), or by being defined by hegemonic discourse as ‘nonpolitical or 
otherwise not relevant to resistance; and, 
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 3) done by individuals or small groups without formal leadership or organization, yet 
typically fostered by a hidden transcript. (p. 37) 
Dominance and resistance together produce dynamic and contradicting discourses, and Mumby 
(2005) conceptualized the tensions that can arise in the workplace in his dialectical approach to 
examining resistance.   
In his theorization of resistance in the context of organization studies, Mumby (2005) 
defined dialectics as “dynamic interplay and articulation together of opposites” (p. 23). A key 
factor in dialectics is that one must resist the temptation to arrive at some final explanation and 
resolution; rather, dialectic analysis seeks and explores the possibilities that keep contradictions 
and tensions in play (Mumby, 2005). Like van Dijk (2008, 2011), Vinthagen and Johansson 
(2013) recognize the critical role that discourse and context play in both control and resistance. 
They purport that “it is through particular power discourses situated in certain contexts that 
resistance and power is framed and understood,” contributing to the ways in which “actors 
understand themselves and their identities” (pp. 18–19). Complicating the discussion of everyday 
resistance is the matter of racism and its taboo nature, more broadly and specifically within the 
social work profession. On the one hand, the social work mission and code of ethics calls 
specifically for members of the profession to “end discrimination, oppression, poverty, and other 
forms of social injustice” (NASW, 2017, p. 1). On the other hand, the work of the mission has 
been deployed in a way that ultimately (re)produces racism. 
As is the case with all acts, resistance is positioned within time, space, and relations, and 
involves a variety of actors, methods, and discourses, as argued by Vinthagen and Johansson 
(2013). They first contend that a core element of everyday resistance is that it is a practice that 
does not require a “certain consciousness, intent, recognition or outcome” (p. 1). Second, rather 
than being understood as separate, independent, or dichotomous, resistance is “historically 
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entangled” (p. 1) with power. Third, everyday resistance should be understood as being 
commingled and intersectionally joined with multiple power relations. Finally, there is a 
heterogenic and contingent nature to everyday resistance that is primarily due to its intersectional 
and entangled relations to power, “discursively articulated by actors, targets and observers” (p. 
1). As a result, a unitary or universal action or definition is impossible.  
The remainder of my discussion here will utilize the concept of everyday resistance and 
give attention to the discursive conditions under which the dynamics of racial dominance and 
resistance unfold within social worker stories (Mumby, 2005). The discussion takes a dialectical 
approach to resistance, tracing the routes of resistance that are “mutually implicative and 
coproductive” (Mumby, 2005, p. 21). Using the data segments presented in Chapter V, I discuss 
how social workers engage with, resist, accommodate, reproduce, and transform dominance and 
resistance into interpretive possibilities in their discourses (Mumby, 2005). I first return to Ella 
and her commitment to, and practice of, bringing attention to the ways in which racism is 
directly linked to the deaths of Black babies and the issue of intent, a contentious issue that 
garners much variability within resistance scholarship.  
Through her comments about going upstream to understand the problem as racism, Ella’s 
work can readily be seen as an intentional practice of critical everyday resistance in alignment 
with the mission of social work. Considering the various ways in which racism is silenced and 
denied would support some level of conscious intent on behalf of the resistor. While I would 
argue that intent need not be part of a definition of everyday resistance, intention would be 
significant to the practice of everyday resistance to acts of racism. I have taken this position 
precisely because proving, verifying, and measuring intent would be nearly impossible on a 
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consistent basis. Intent would require direct access to the internal mental state of the actor, which 
is not always available, and even when available, the practice of resistance is not guaranteed. 
In their work on conceptualizing resistance, Hollander and Einwohner (2005) note that 
intent falls behind recognition as one of the most contentious concepts in resistance studies 
because of the issue of consciousness, questioning whether or not the actor must be aware of acts 
of resistance to have them be recognized as such. The argument relates primarily to smaller-scale 
everyday acts of resistance as opposed to mass movements where intent becomes certain. 
Vinthagen and Johansson (2013) argue that neither a particular intention nor recognition of the 
actor is required by the targets of resistance. Their thinking is in alignment with de Certeau 
(1984), who argued that it is the resistance act, the agency, or the “way of acting” that is relevant 
(Vinthagen & Johansson, 2013). Scott (1985) and LeBlanc (1999) support the perspective that 
intent is necessary to classify behavior as resistance, and argue that the intent to perform rather 
than outcome qualifies resistance. Scott also argues that intent is a more useful indicator than 
outcome, because acts of resistance do not always accomplish the desired effect.  
Discourse and context are relevant to exploring resistance (van Dijk, 2008, 2011; 
Vinthagen & Johansson, 2013) and an examination of discourse in the context of racism may 
contribute to the intention argument because of inferences that can be drawn from it. Intent can 
be inferred from Ella’s position to make addressing racism central to her social work practice, 
and without it, such positioning is not likely given the dynamics that surround racism. Going 
back to the thinking of Vinthagen and Johansson (2013), contextually speaking, the more 
relevant factor is the act of resistance performed by Ella (White female) in her work to bring 
attention to infant mortality, although her intent should not be discarded. While my argument to 
this point has been for the importance of intent as it relates to the everyday practice of resistance, 
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a complicating matter is the unintended practices of racism and Whiteness within Ella’s story, as 
presented in Chapter V. Using a dialectical lens highlights the complexity when dominance and 
resistance collide (Mumby, 2005). As presented in Vinthagen and Johansson’s conceptualization 
of everyday resistance, historical enmeshment and intersections with power are also 
considerations.  
While Ella’s commitment to this work as a White woman is commendable and necessary, 
it simultaneously draws from and becomes entangled with history. In examining the story 
through the van Dijk’s (2009, 2011) ideological square, through her self-positioning as a 
spokesperson on harms to the African American community, Ella publicly takes on a dominant, 
patronizing role that simultaneously subordinates African Americans. The declaration that she 
will never be perceived as an angry Black person is obvious, yet her disavowal is escorted by an 
imperceptible sting and a historical venom. By evoking the destructive, constitutive, and highly 
influential image, an entire race of women is reduced to a singular adjective. There may be 
alternative interpretations which must also account for power, history, and context, and none 
should be considered benign. 
While they have evolved, negative images have served to oppress Black women for 
centuries. Whether it is the Black mammy constrained to first serve White families before her 
own, the lewd and lascivious (Giddings, 2007) harlot, or the angry Black woman, these images 
wield great power and have informed society about Black women’s lives. In addition to the 
underlying polarizing ideology of superiority that the statement suggests, it simultaneously casts 
Black women in a similarly polarizing ideology of inferiority, thereby justifying the                     
self-appointed duty and responsibility of speaking on behalf of Black people. This juxtaposition 
entangles dominance and resistance in a jointly produced and irresolvable contradiction 
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(Mumby, 2005). The needs of Black mothers and babies are advanced and made visible where 
access to much needed resources becomes a possibility because of the authority conferred to the 
White surrogate. This move does nothing to establish Black women and babies as human and, 
therefore, valuable to society; rather, they remain a dependent burden in need of benevolent 
charity (Levine-Raskey, 2016). The polarized ideology of both groups are concretized and the 
real culprits—the system of racism and its colluding partner Whiteness—continue on as the 
status quo. Much as Lilja (2008) claimed, and as further advanced by Vinthagen and Johansson 
(2013), “agents of resistance often simultaneously promote power-loaded discourses, being the 
bearers of hierarchies and stereotypes as well as of change” (p. 13). Not only is this statement 
reflected in Ella’s experiences, it also captures the oppositional nature of dominance and 
resistance.  
I now take a dialectical approach to look at everyday resistance through the lens of 
Sophia, the African American social worker presented in Chapter V. This story plays out in the 
context of the focus group where Sophia was one of two Black women among four White 
women in the six-person group (I was the other Black woman).  
Sophia’s request for a space absent from White fragility makes visible the historical 
power struggle between White racial dominance and the unspoken yet understood subordinate 
roles of those who are not White. The contemporary battle between White dominance and Black 
and Brown inferiority in group settings is revealed by whose emotions get attended to and who is 
held responsible for pain and hurt feelings. Sophia offered to take time and care for those who 
might need it, yet she remained resolute in her position of resistance, which she inserted 
throughout this data segment. Phrases like “it’s not a personal thing” and “not sounding really all 
neat in a nice little package as if you know I was talking to a six-year-old” can be viewed as 
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resistance. Occasions where conversations about race are accompanied by an expectation for 
apology draw in both a general, longer-term and a specific, more recent personal history for 
Sophia. That there would be an apology for her “rage and fatigue” comes from a historical U.S. 
context in which rebelling against racism is risky and could, at one point, end in death (Scott, 
1985). The assertion that “I really cannot take one more space where there's conversations about 
race that end up with me apologizing” suggests an accumulation of personal experiences and an          
in-the-moment decision that she was “not going to do by the way.” Sophia’s statement garnered 
visible nonverbal support (affirmative head nodding by all participants); yet, outside of my 
facilitation, there were no responsive comments made by other participants. 
Returning to the definition of everyday resistance, I consider whether these stories fit and 
who makes that determination. Scott (1985, 1989, 1990) argued that one of the elements of 
everyday racism is that it is “quiet, dispersed, disguised or seemingly invisible” (Vinthagen & 
Johansson, 2013, p. 4). While one could argue that these stories meet the definition of resistance 
or were quiet or seemingly invisible, neither Ella nor Sophia defined their work as resistance. 
Moreover, Ella positioned herself as responsible for bringing racism to the attention of White 
people, while Sophia framed her behavior in the context of self-care rather than resistance. Does 
her definition of self-care disqualify or exclude it from being resistance, although it may not be 
described explicitly as such? Vinthagen and Johansson (2013) also call attention to the potential 
risks of marginalization, exclusion, and silencing when variable articulations of resistance are 
made. This too was my concern, and became part of the dialectical focus group conversation that 
uncovered the discontinuities of resistance and dominance, and requires continual investigation.  
This discussion has highlighted the intersecting, moment-to-moment production of the 
complex and often contradictory dynamics of domination and resistance found in social worker 
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discourses, and aligns with the notion that a reasonable analysis of power abuse is accompanied 
by an analysis of resistance (Mumby, 2005; van Dijk, 2009; Vinthagen & Johansson, 2013). 
These complicated and conflicting dynamics produce a sense of irresolution, imploring the 
question of how does one “sell” the notion of everyday resistance through dialectics as a worthy 
and necessary endeavor, given the uncertainty it all but guarantees? Taking a dialectical 
approach seems risky in that it creates new tensions and contradictions, and opens old wounds as 
much as it highlights progress; yet it can also unlock new windows of opportunity.  
A dialectical approach, then, does not allow for a position on the sidelines; rather, it 
requires one to enter the arena, take a position, and play a game with thousands of options and 
seemingly no rules. Vinthagen and Johansson (2013) supported the concept of negative dialectics 
(Adorno, 1973), “a refusal to engage in transcendence or grand synthesis” or “identity thinking” 
(pp. 22–23), where all phenomena are reduced to a singular, monolithic form of explanation. 
Instead, a commitment is made to remain on the path of friction and contradiction. This 
perspective is also in line with Mumby’s (2005) dialectical approach to resistance, and by 
remaining in the tension offers possibilities for change and transformation.  
A dialectical lens on racism resistance necessarily requires that one develop an ability not 
only to tolerate tension, but also to see it as a part of the developmental work of social and racial 
justice and of transformation. In this sense, resistance serves as a precursor to more complex 
efforts of antiracism. Also preceding the successful work of antiracism is a thorough examination 
of racism; this study offered an analysis of the role of discourse in the maintenance and 
(re)production of racial domination. The description in the previous section demonstrates the 
antagonistic role of resistance (Foucault, 1977; van Dijk, 2008). This particular type of 
opposition is foundational to antiracism and is just one small, but important, element of the many 
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ways in which antiracist practice can be deployed. I will now discuss resistance through the lens 
of social justice leadership and everyday antiracism.  
Social Justice Leadership and Everyday Antiracism 
Development of social justice leadership (Furman, 2012; Theoharis, 2001, 2008; 
Theoharis & Causton-Theoharis, 2008) and antiracism capacities have received increased 
attention (Hartzell, 2017; Pollock, 2006; Pollock, Deckman, Mira, & Shalaby, 2010). Pollock et 
al. (2010) supported the notion of complexity in matters of race and argued that resolving 
tensions from an either/or stance usurps the complicated processes of social justice that often 
necessitate holding tension. As noted in Chapter II, social workers are ethically bound by the 
NASW Code of Ethics (2017) to “promote social justice” (Preamble, para. 2)—despite the fact 
that the term social justice remains undefined in the code. The preeminence to the mission, 
uncertainty around a professional definition, and increased attention to social justice leadership 
development (Furman, 2012; Theoharis, 2007, 2008; Theoharis & Causton-Theoharis, 2008) fit 
nicely with findings of this research project. Among other things, dissimilarities in social justice 
definitions, education, and practice often result in the limitations and/or absence of attention to 
both racism and antiracism. The combined perspectives of social justice leadership and 
antiracism as praxis offer a relevant starting point for a brief discussion. Furman’s (2012) social 
justice leadership concept introduces a framework for praxis that is supplemented by the 
concepts of “antiracism praxis” and “antiracism consciousness,” introduced by Hartzell (2017). 
Bringing attention to the normalized, taken-for-granted presence of racism, Pollock’s notion of 
“everyday antiracism” (2006) will augment the discussion. 
Furman (2012) focused on social justice leadership preparation for teachers and her 
discussion is here adapted for social work practice, for which education is always relevant. Her  
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primary arguments were, first, that social justice leadership “is conceived as praxis,” a notion 
that takes on a Freireian perspective that is both reflective and grounded in action; second, that 
social justice leadership extends over five critical dimensions (personal, interpersonal, 
communal, systemic, ecological); and, third, that there are specific capacities on the part of the 
leader that must be developed. Furman's social justice leadership as praxis underscores the 
essentiality of both reflection and action as central to development. As seen in social worker 
stories here, the contention that accompanies racial issues often obstructs efforts toward racial 
dialogue, and thus the work of antiracism. Given these obstacles, an intentional focus on 
antiracism is crucial to social justice leadership development.   
From a similar reflexive perspective, Hartzell (2017) put forth two fundamental and 
interrelated elements of antiracism, “anti-racist praxis and anti-racist consciousness” (p. 211), 
which she argued are often neglected in discussions of antiracism. Relying on the work of Perry 
and Shotwell (2009), Hartzell saw antiracist praxis as “conscious thought and action to dismantle 
racism and end racial inequities” (p. 211). Conscious practice in this regard is “implicitly 
premised on the formation of critical consciousness” (pp. 211–212). Another element of 
antiracist praxis is that it is a dual-functioning practice of "direct action” (e.g., attending protests 
for racial justice; p. 211) and participating in “everyday engagements” (e.g., informal 
conversations about racial justice with friends and family; p. 211). Antiracism consciousness can 
be conceptualized as a “deep, critical understanding of the ways in which race has been 
constructed and made real for the purpose of dividing humans and constructing a racialized 
hierarchy” (p. 212). 
Also contributing to the understanding of antiracism is a definition offered by Hartzell 
(2017), which states that it must be understood from a historic perspective of systemic racism. 
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She defined antiracism as “conscious efforts to disrupt beliefs and practices that implicitly or 
explicitly perpetuate an ideology of White superiority, in the process, contribute to the 
oppression and marginalization of people of color” (p. 211). Hartzell strongly supports the 
examination of Whiteness and its ideological construction and privileged positioning as superior 
against the opposite constructions and positioning of inferiority of non-Whites. I see these as 
crucial elements of antiracism work that align with van Dijk’s (1993, 2008, 2009, 2011) theory 
and analyses of racism.  
Drawing attention to opposing the ordinary and routine presence of racism, Pollock 
(2008) uses the “phrase ‘everyday antiracism’ to refer to everyday actions that “counteract racial 
inequality and racism in schools and society” (p. xvii). The discussion that follows includes my 
adapted conceptualization of everyday antiracism that considers the historical aspect of systemic 
racism. I see everyday antiracism as conscious, everyday actions taken to disrupt and change 
beliefs and practices that implicitly or explicitly perpetuate an ideology of White superiority and 
that contribute to the oppression of racially marginalized people. Pollock (2008) challenged 
teachers to extend themselves beyond the willful harm of racially marginalized people by White 
people, a definition she puts forth as legally framed. I argue that, like educators, social workers 
and other professions share in “need(ing) tools for thinking and talking far more complexly about 
racialized difference and racial inequality” (p. 1).  
Connecting to the antiracism discourse capacities offered in Chapter V can strengthen 
practices that encourage readiness, explore vulnerability, and frame adaptability. These practices 
can be explored through Pollock’s (2006) notion of “race wrestling” (p. 1) and ethnography, a 
methodological tool borrowed from anthropology. I interpret the use of ethnography to be one 
that, in addition to working with people in their own environments, is in physically close 
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proximity with individuals and groups. Physical approximation can allow for various types of 
social interactions where people can be seen and heard through repeated contact. The concept of 
race wrestling requires advancing beyond uncomplicated notions of racial difference and 
oversimplified explanations of racial inequity. Pollock (2006) called for individuals to focus on 
“everyday struggles over race categories and racial inequality,” where people can consciously 
“wrestle” with “normalized ideas about racial difference and about how racial inequality is 
produced” (p. 1). Pollock (2006) also offered four “lessons for antiracist practice” (p. 2), which 
can be adapted to a social work practice context, as follows: 
1. Everyday antiracism involves rejecting false notions of human difference. This would 
require “actively treating people as equally human, worthy, intelligent and 
potentialed” (p. 2).  
2. Engagement in acts of everyday antiracism requires acknowledgement of and 
engagement with the lived experiences of individuals along racial lines, “even if the 
categories themselves have been built upon genetically insignificant differences” (p. 
3). 
3. Everyday antiracism involves capitalizing, building upon, and celebrating diversities 
that have developed over time.  
4. Equipping oneself and others to challenge racial inequality is a component of 
everyday antiracism, and “particularly involves actively challenging the widespread 
tendency to see racial disparities in opportunity and outcome as normal” (p. 3). 
I now present several examples of race wrestling and lessons for social justice leadership, 
antiracist practice, praxis, and consciousness using focus group comments. This discussion 
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highlights the operations of these components with the intent to contribute to a deeper knowledge 
of advancing the work of antiracism.  
Race Wrestling: Lessons for Social Justice Leadership and Antiracist Practice, Praxis, and 
Consciousness  
Readiness and willingness. Sophia invited group members to wrestle with race through 
her request for a space that would be absent of White fragility (DiAngelo, 2004), and, if not 
absent, an agreement to address its impact together. She implored group members “not to take 
the passion, the sometimes rage, the sometimes tired, fatigue” personally—especially if it didn’t 
come in a “neat nice little package” of controlled emotion. She followed the statement up with a 
challenge to group members to grapple with her in the racialized space. In this scenario, Sophia 
leveled racial differences in the group by calling out and contesting White fragility. Pollock 
(2006) challenged educators—and Sophia extended this to social workers—to make                    
self-conscious, strategic moves that counter ingrained racialized tendencies that are often 
normalized and responded to automatically. By requesting the dialogic space to be free of White 
fragility, Sophia challenged the possibility that the space would become one for “White tears,” a 
frequent emotional response by White people experiencing White fragility (DiAngelo, 2004)—
which would have undoubtedly shut the conversation down. Recognizing that White tears could 
occur, Sophia then presented an opportunity for the group to practice working through the 
emotional landmines that accompany discussions around race.  
The expression of emotion is required for successful race talk (Sue, 2015; Sue et al., 
2009; Sue et al., 2010). Sue (2015) noted that “as long as emotions are left untouched, 
unacknowledged, and unexplored, they will serve as emotional roadblocks to successful race 
talk” (p. 145). He went on to argue that research suggests that successful race talk requires 
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several actions. One of them is the ability to express “nested and impacted feelings” (p. 145). 
The expression of feelings requires acknowledgment of their legitimacy and importance in 
dialogues. To make meanings clear, the deconstruction of feelings is also a necessary part of 
successful racial dialogue (Sue, 2015). Given Sophia’s request for a space without White 
fragility, a perspective from an antiracist consciousness and a reflective stance would consider 
and explore the ways in which Whiteness—both historically and currently—has impacted 
relationships and racial discourse between social workers, and that reflection could perhaps 
benefit clients. Praxis, from this perspective, might consider a historical perspective to reflect on 
the ways in which White fragility shapes spaces that silence racially marginalized voices through 
the expression of White discomfort. Praxis could also focus on developing and increasing 
emotional capacity to challenge racism while sitting in the discomfort of opposition to 
dominance. Positioned from the definition of antiracism, Sophia’s petition for a space free of 
White fragility can be viewed as an attempt to disrupt the frequent practice of prioritizing White 
emotions above the harm of racism. I will next examine vulnerability through the data segment 
with Rachel.  
Vulnerability. Wrestling with race could include examining racial identity and 
developing skills that increase risk taking, courage, and self-awareness. Rachel’s comment, “you 
don't want to be that person,” suggested concerns with how she might be perceived by colleagues 
if she were to be persistent in talking about race. Grappling with conflicting values and 
perceptions, particularly how she might be perceived by peers, could support capacity 
development. In the context of Rachel’s experience, a primary antiracist lesson seems to warrant 
participation in training and education, and the development of various linguistic skills to 
challenge racial discrimination. Rachel’s comments suggest an expectation that antiracism work 
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should be less complex than the reality that is wrought with iterations of confusion, 
complicatedness, and irresolution. The work of antiracist praxis could be to increase the stamina 
necessary to journey from a perspective of long-term, repetitive, sometimes never-ending work. 
This could also include identifying ways to practice socially just social work in a nonstop 21st 
century world. A view through the lens of antiracist praxis could reflect on, examine, and 
challenge existing values, thus offering an exploration of and education in the histories of race 
(Hartzell, 2017).  
Adaptability. Avery’s comments captured the impact of insufficient training and 
education in social work. Avery’s focus group reflection walked through the various challenges 
presented by social work more broadly. She spoke to the common, but unrealistic, expectation 
that antiracist practice should be clear cut, simple, and with ready-made interventions to apply. 
Race wrestling would require sitting amidst the uncertainty and discomfort that often accompany 
racial discourse. Grappling with race in this sense would challenge the notion that there is one 
specific action you can take to “not be racist.” Practices of everyday antiracism could “involve 
challenging oversimplified notions of human diversity and asserting that complex people do not 
always fit easily into single, simple boxes of “racial” (or “ethnic”) identity or behavior” (Pollock, 
2006, p. 3). Praxis would call for deep, personal reflection, including examination of the shadow 
side of oneself, particularly around identity development. Praxis could also engage exercises that 
increase understanding of how systems and power work, coupled with engagement to discuss 
these phenomena with others. Praxis could also focus on engagement with others, particularly 
around racial identity and its intersectional nature. Environment plays a crucial role in the 
development of these skills and antiracism practices. 
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Liberating dialogic environment. Data supporting this capacity included a collection of 
participant comments and responses within the focus group discussion. Sophia invited tension 
and conflict through her request for a specific space. Comments that exposed Rachel’s 
vulnerability were made possible through creating a space that opened individuals to attack 
(Brown, 2006) while maintaining the dignity of everyone. Avery’s poignant comments that were 
critical of the deficits in social work education and training not only offered opportunities for 
exchange of experiences, but also opened the door to possibilities for how to address educational 
and training gaps. While seemingly unimportant, creating a dialogic space is critical to 
successful racial discourse and the development of antiracist practices. 
The combined definitions of Furman’s (2012) social justice leadership, Hartzell’s (2017) 
antiracism, antiracist praxis, and consciousness, and Pollock’s (2006) concept of everyday 
antiracism could produce a foundation from which to develop and build capacities to address the 
endless ways in which racism and Whiteness ally to reformulate dominance. Antiracism praxis 
entails challenging norms and practices of racism and Whiteness, and acknowledging false 
notions of racial “inferiority” for racially marginalized groups and ideologies of superiority for 
White groups. For example, grappling with race (Pollock, 2006) in each of the scenarios could 
include wrestling with the dynamics of Whiteness and drawing attention to its frequently 
invisible presence (Hartzell, 2017). However, we would do well to heed Ahmed’s (2004) 
caution, captured in her question: what does naming Whiteness actually do? She presented a 
challenge to antiracists in centering Whiteness, thus allowing its acknowledgment to be evidence 
of antiracist commitment. Declaring Whiteness, or even admitting to one’s own racism, is not 
evidence of an antiracist commitment (p. 4).  
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Pollock (2006) offered a query that could engender additional reflection, arguing that the 
crucial question was not “whether people should be treated or not treated as race group 
members” (p. 2), particularly in schools and workplaces where there is a typical U.S. debate 
about race consciousness versus colorblindness, “but rather concretely when and how it helps in 
real life in specific places to treat people as race group members, and when and how it harms” (p. 
2). 
Implications for Social Work Practice and Leadership and Change 
Discourse plays an essential intermediary role in the production of racism. A focus on 
discourse then, offers an alternative to the ways that racism is currently (mis)understood and 
reduced to simple, yet insufficient terms. This analysis of power widens the lens to see the many 
ways in which racial dominance quietly makes its way into each of our lives. Findings of this 
research underscore how frequently and broadly discussions on racism are silenced and denied, 
resulting in its (re)production and maintenance. The analysis also offers a glimpse into the 
always present, yet often unacknowledged, presence of resistance, stressing the need for further 
examination. Social justice leadership and everyday antiracism extend the discussion on 
resistance and shed light on the possibilities to transform ourselves and our world.  
Not only does this study offer a number of implications for social work administrators, 
professors, and educators, it also has potential implications for leadership and change more 
generally in the helping professions and beyond. Much like the participants in this study, 
individual social workers and the profession are impacted by the barrage of seemingly never-
ending changing circumstances that require us all to “live in a less predictable, more ambiguous 
competitive environment” (Heifetz et al., 2009, p. 11). These societal ebbs and flows have direct 
impact on ideologies, policies, and organizations, and influence social work service provision. 
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In the wake of constantly changing demographics, increasing poverty, and a widening 
wealth gap, chasing an illusion of justice seems to have taken precedence, leaving clients, 
employees, and communities to carry the real burden of injustice. Social worker narratives 
revealed a number of important experiences that were not at the center of this research project, 
yet their interrelationship to the topic are worth drawing attention to. These experiences broaden 
the landscape to inform readers of the ripple effect of racism that impacts not only social 
workers, but clients, organizations, and, ultimately, society. Social workers in this study 
contributed their difficulty in talking about and addressing race-related issues to deficits in 
education, and consistently called for ongoing support.  
Participants frequently spoke of inadequate or unavailable formal social work education 
and training services. While the number of social workers proficient in working with 
nonmainstream clients was limited, the disparity did not diminish the number of clients requiring 
the range of skillsets to meet their diverse needs. In the absence of education and training and the 
continuing the growth of clients with differential needs increasing, a cultural expert needs to be 
created.  
Social workers who fit into categories of racially and ethnically different (from the 
presumed-White worker at the heart of so much of social work education and writing) often 
become the identified experts for their agencies. African American and biracial social workers 
chose to or were identified to serve as uncompensated and formally unacknowledged cultural 
informants and support systems for their colleagues, so they in turn could serve clients. Stories 
from nearly all-White social workers indicate that the on-the-job racial and cultural mentoring 
and support they have received in the absence of formal training has been provided by African 
Americans. 
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Another topic that came up in the data was the various forms of injury encountered by 
social workers related to issues of racism. Experiences of being dismissed, betrayed, and 
rendered invisible were forms of injury commonly reported, many of which had lasting 
emotional impact. While often leaving indelible marks, these injuries frequently went unnoticed 
by others. The term emotional labor represented the accrued efforts and mental and physical 
energy required to navigate working within their respective environments while carrying out 
day-to-day job responsibilities. Repeated experiences can have long-term impact not only on the 
practitioner, but also on interpersonal relationships and job performance.  
As with many U.S. systems and professions, social work was created for a particular type 
of client and practitioner (Andrews, 1994; Badwall, 2013). The values underlying this intention 
remain applicable and increasingly relevant, yet must apply to all. Social work can be a 
champion by courageously stepping out and embodying those ideas into every aspect of our  
work, thus making them accessible to all. Our work extends beyond the clients often considered 
when one thinks of social work. Our mission calls us to work for the wellbeing of the individual 
and of society. Social work, in spite of its flaws and its imbalance of racial representation, still 
has a great call to answer in bridging opportunities for healing and growth for the world, as we 
are limited by our fears, imaginations, and will for a transformed society. There are multiple 
opportunities to expand into the world with a new and deeper understanding of dominance, 
resistance, and transformation. This idea is not far from Essed’s (2001) notion of how the rich 
body of critical analysis represented by antiracism schools can be used to reach beyond 
antiracism and to explore “visionary images of human relations in non-racist societies” (p. 493).  
Although limited in their scope, findings from the focus group analysis exemplify not 
only interpersonal capacities that may contribute to racial dialogue, but the always-present nature 
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of resistance. The need for increased attention to social justice leadership and antiracist practices 
also provides developmental opportunities. These capacities may have value in informing 
educational and practice needs that can be combined with adaptive strategies. The application of 
adaptive and relational leadership theories and practice has been instrumental in several of my 
professional projects. Distinguishing between technical problems and adaptive problems (Heifetz 
et al., 2009) is useful in conceptualizing the challenges presented with this work. Notions of 
living in the disequilibrium, cautions against taking the journey alone, living life as a leadership 
laboratory, and discovering the joy of making hard choices have made and can make powerful 
contributions to social work education and practice.    
Implications for Research 
Findings of this research can be instructive in drawing additional attention to the 
operations of racial dominance and various forms of counterpower. Citing the work of van Dijk 
(1993), Jeffery (2002) calls attention to the power held by “social scientists in the domain of 
ethnic relations” (p. 74), who are involved with efforts to organize “decision making in virtually 
all social domains, including immigration, refugee policies, housing, employment, education, 
and culture” (p. 158). Van Dijk (1993) draws on Aronowitz (1988) and Bourdieu (1984, 1989) to 
emphasize the prominence of scholars as the “producers, managers, or brokers of knowledge,” 
and argues that scholars are among the “most prominent symbolic elites of contemporary 
society” (p. 158). As social members granted such power, I encourage critical social work 
researchers to move beyond traditional methods of research to explore major social issues. The 
study of discourse offers a range of opportunities.  
The centrality of language in carrying out the activities of social work—in education, 
practice, and administration—cannot be overstated. The exploration of discourse can shed light 
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on the variety of ways these activities are carried out. There are several implications for further 
research. First, I encourage scholars of racism and racial discourse to be explicit about naming 
Whiteness in their scholarship. Second, and along with Whiteness, the complex nature of racism 
requires it to be problematized. Practices to simplify racism for easy consumption create 
tremendous challenges, particularly for those under the thumb of racial oppression and for others 
who continue to seek ways to support antiracist endeavors. Third, concepts of everyday 
resistance, interpersonal capacity development, social justice leadership, and everyday antiracism 
offer multiple research opportunities for social work education and practice. Exploring the work 
of nonmainstream scholars and resistors can offer limitless opportunities to understand various 
forms of resistance.   
Limitations 
This study is not without its limitations. From each of the following limitations comes 
opportunities for future research on examining racism within social work practice. The broad and 
deep reach of racism and Whiteness made it impossible for this thesis to capture everything 
about its interactions with social work and discourse. The breadth in which the profession exists 
supports the confusion over how social work is defined, theorized, and practiced. This breadth is 
evident in the multiple social work theories that exist, and the options that schools of social work 
have in terms of how implicit and explicit curricula are deployed to students (CSWE, 2008b; 
Bhuyan et al., 2017). Race, racism, and Whiteness remain highly contested topics with many 
variations on definitions, theories, and interpretations. Within the study itself, the small sample 
size creates challenges to its transferability. Social worker participants held varying leadership, 
administrative, and practitioner roles that were dispersed across several regions. The variance in 
roles made tracking experiences difficult, although not impossible. In addition to holding 
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multiple social work jobs, social workers tended to have multiple social work experiences; the 
demographics in those experiences varied and they too were difficult to track. Perhaps a study 
that focuses on clear, distinct, and diverse practice or professional roles (e.g., field work, a social 
work organization, social work professors, academic social work administrators, or leadership 
teams) would yield different results. 
The language to discuss race is challenging because it categorizes and creates an 
unavoidable us-versus-them mentality. Beyond that, the terms “people of color” and “racialized” 
became more problematic as my understanding of them deepened. Using the term “people of 
color” implies that White is not considered a race, and, in my view, subtly sends that message to 
those deploying it. Similarly, racialization is a process that we all have gone through; using the 
term “racialized” to only describe non-White people contributes to confusion about who is 
racialized and who is not.   
Finally, using semistructured interviews created an experiential distance that could be 
resolved by observing practitioners in their natural settings or utilizing only focus groups or other 
group settings. Doing this has the potential to produce different results and offer alternative 
interpretive opportunities.  
Recommendations 
 Social work research that examines discourse as a means of the production and 
maintenance of dominance in society is limited. The primacy of language in the profession 
makes discourse an area rich with data, and supports Masocha’s (2016) argument for social work 
to “return to language” (p. 171) as a site for enhancing antiracist practice. Research that 
privileges the voices of non-White social workers is limited, and as it relates to this project, 
further examination of the discursive reproduction of racism and Whiteness is needed. Most 
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social workers in the study attributed their difficulty in talking about and addressing race-related 
issues to deficits in education. Critical attention is needed to go beyond theorizing and into 
various ways to engage critically with this challenging topic. The interventions popular in social 
work are ineffective for such a misunderstood and complex topic. Social workers must be willing 
to engage in complexity and uncertainty. The critical analyses of racial dominance and 
resistance, along with the characteristics of racial dialogue, can serve to promote the 
development of interpersonal capacities.  
Another topic that came up was the various forms of injury encountered by social 
workers related to issues of race. Additional support and scholarship are needed to understand 
the discursive, material, and psychosocial effects of racism on social workers and their 
professional relationships.  
Finally, I recommend juxtaposing the analysis of dominance and resistance, combined 
with CDA, to increase our understanding of their dynamics as a tool for education and practice, 
and to learn to creatively use these for transformation.   
Closing Comments 
 This multiyear research process was one of personal transformation. During this time, life 
did not pause; rather, it forced upon me a number of unwelcome life-changing events, for which 
I was blessed with the opportunity to develop a stronger spiritual practice. Prayer, reading, 
music, hiking, and meditation practices I had been engaged with for the past three decades 
finally made their way to my core, leaving me with a sense of peace that goes beyond my own 
understanding. My grounding has made it possible for me to withstand the missteps, wrong 
turns, and dead-ends I encountered primarily during the data analysis and writing phases of this 
research.  
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As a scholar, doing research, and all that comes with it, has been all-consuming—
somewhat of an obsession. And as a practitioner, I have become more confident, courageous, and 
expressive. My research topic required that I remain balanced and resist taking too much too 
personally. My spiritual foundation has been a major part of my being able to accomplish that. 
While these practices were engrained in my personal and professional life, I experienced 
moments of frustration with the tendency for people who are committed to liberation from 
racism and Whiteness, to remain in hegemonic patterns of thinking and behavior. The challenges 
that were a major part of my journey have taught me to listen to my body and take care of my 
mind and soul. Finally, as a leader committed to positive social change, my courage, confidence, 
and knowledge, along with adaptive and relational leadership, provide the platform for me to 
professionally support several major change processes.  
Attention to racism and dilemmas in practice invites a new perspective to current 
scholarship for critical social work practice. The narratives shared by the participants in this 
study create a space for critical examination and practice. My desire is that their stories stimulate 
attention to the ways in which dominance does not sleep nor does it vacation, rather it feeds off 
of fears and ignites the propensity to look away from its reality. Simultaneous to this is the silent 
presence of resistance that must also receive attention. My hope is that this research moves 
beyond constraining boundaries to ask complex and challenging questions, to give attention and 
voice to that which social workers and others have largely remained silent about—and willfully 
turned away from—and to demand more of individuals and the profession.  
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Appendix A: Invitation to Participate 
Invitation to Participate in a Study Titled 
“Navigating the Silences: Social Worker Discourses Around Race” 
My name is Cherie Bridges Patrick. I am a doctoral candidate in the Antioch University 
Graduate School of Leadership and Change. I have been a practicing clinical social worker for 
over thirteen years and my research concerns social worker stories around race and racialized 
experiences within the profession. I recognize these are sensitive issues for many of us, yet I also 
believe that sharing or stories may not only help to reduce discomfort but may also be useful in 
offering opportunities to talk about and begin to understand its impact. Through a series of 
questions, dialogue and reflections my research hopes to:   
  
Explore social worker discourse around issues of race and racism while carrying out 
professional responsibilities. Learn how practitioners respond to racism when it 
emerges institutionally and within professional interpersonal experiences. Get a sense 
of challenges experienced in racial dialogue with peers, supervisors and administrators. 
Finally, I hope to learn if there are there positive gains in addressing these issues.  
 
I would also like to know how the exploration of racial discourse in our profession may inform 
future social work education and practice and support the social justice mission of the profession. 
Ideally, this project could also be a basis for enhancing coaching as a method for social change. 
  
For the purposes of this study, I am seeking social workers with Bachelor’s level (or higher 
licensed (as mandated by respective State licensure requirements) social workers who are 
currently practicing or have practiced in the areas of: 
 
 community mental health, child or adult welfare, human services, substance abuse, 
clinical, hospital, foster care, school social work, domestic violence, justice and 
corrections, and advocacy and community organizing 
 
AND have completed: at least one college-level course OR at least one 6-hour/CEU workshop 
OR are actively receiving or offering supervision that employs the following models/theories of 
practice: 
 
 anti-oppressive, anti-racist, anti-discriminatory, critical race, critical feminist, social 
justice, and other model/theories/frameworks that examine power and oppression or 
apply an intersectional lens 
 
This project will involve your participation in one individual 60- to 80-minute semi-structured 
interview Each interviewee will be offered an opportunity to participate in one 120- to 180-
minute focus group. 
 
I hope you would like to make a contribution to enhancing knowledge about how we manage to 
communicate (or not) about race and social justice issues in our profession by participating in 
this research project.   
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All information within the research related your identity, your practice and practice sites, and any 
discussions related to your work with clients will be kept confidential. The consent process will 
begin once I receive confirmation of your interest in participating in this project.    
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form 
This informed consent form is for social workers who are invited to  
participate in a research project titled:  
“Navigating the Silences: Social Worker Discourses Around Race” 
Name of Principle Investigator: Cherie Bridges Patrick, MA, MSSW, LISW-S 
Name of Organization: Antioch University Graduate School of Leadership and Change 
Name of Project: “Navigating the Silences: Social Worker Discourse Around Race”  
 
Introduction  
I am Cherie Bridges Patrick, a PhD candidate enrolled in the Leadership and Change program at 
Antioch University.  As part of the requirements for my Doctor of Philosophy degree, I am 
completing a research project designed to examine racial discourse between social workers. I am 
going to give you information about the project and invite you to participate. You may talk to anyone 
you feel comfortable talking with about the pilot project and take time to reflect on whether you want 
to participate or not. You may ask questions at any time. 
 
Purpose of the research  
The purpose of this project is to examine discourse between social workers around race and racism.  I 
am particularly interested in exploring how racialized and White social workers talk to peers, 
colleagues, supervisors and administrators about race and racism while carrying out their professional 
responsibilities. I intend to investigate challenges of racial dialogue to bring attention to how this 
phenomena emerges institutionally and within professional interpersonal experiences and how social 
workers respond to it. I am curious to know how racial discourse between social workers can inform 
future social work practice and education to support the social justice mission of the profession. I am 
also interested in understanding how this data might contribute to my future research agenda for the 
development of coaching as a method for social change. 
    
Project Activities 
This project will involve your participation in one individual 60- to 80-minute semi-structured 
interview Each interviewee will be offered an opportunity to participate in one 120- to 180-minute 
focus group. The interviews and focus group will utilize Zoom, a web-based video conferencing tool 
that will video- and audio-record each of the sessions remotely. Data from interviews and the focus 
group will be transcribed solely for this research purposes. Your participation may require follow up 
communication with the principal investigator. 
 
Participant Selection  
I am seeking to interview social workers with varying racial identities. You are being invited to take 
part in this project because I believe your experiences as a social worker with education/knowledge 
in model/theories/frameworks that examine power and oppression can contribute to understanding 
various elements of this topic.  
 
Voluntary Participation  
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary.  You may decline participation, or you may 
choose to participate and decline to answer specific questions. You may also withdraw from this 
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project at any time. If an interview has already taken place and you decide you no longer wish to 
share your information, you may request in writing that the information you provided not be used in 
this research. You will not be penalized for your decision to decline full or partial participation or for 
revoking any of your contributions during the project.   
 
Risks  
Focus group interviews ask participants to discuss their beliefs, opinions, and ideas with others in the 
group. It is possible that participants will reveal information about themselves that is not known to 
others. Therefore, focus group interviews can involve a degree of risk when conducted in 
organizations with participants who may know each other through organizational or group 
membership. As the researcher, I cannot guarantee that preexisting relationships will not be 
influenced during the course of the focus group interview, such as when a participant might disagree 
or raise issues that have previously been sanctioned in the group. Although will I ask that all 
participants to agree to keep the information shared in the focus group confidential, it is not possible 
to prevent new impressions and opinions developing between participants. Because the preexisting 
relationships may have embedded power dimensions and differences, there is a risk that the new 
impressions could negatively influence interactions between individuals in the future.  
 
While participating in this study you may experience strong emotions and discomfort when 
responding to questions and when sharing stories around race and racism. You may stop participating 
in the research project at any time if your discomfort exceeds what you are able to manage. Such 
reactions for some are often short-lived in nature and typically have no long-term consequences.  
However, for some, reactions may be more intense and longer-lived.  In the event you experience a 
life-threatening emergency after your involvement, dial 911 or go to your nearest emergency room.  
Should you experience ongoing, intense emotions you may wish to seek services from your own 
mental health practitioner. You may also wish to call a local crisis hotline such as NetCare Access at 
614-276-2273, a national crisis hotline such as Mental Health America (MHA) at 800-273-8255 or 
text MHA to 741741 for their Crisis Text Line. 
 
Benefits  
There will be no direct benefit to you, but your participation may help me to learn more about how 
social workers talk about racism and to begin to understand the utility of coaching toward social 
change.     
 
Reimbursements 
You will not be provided any monetary incentive to take part in this research project. 
 
Confidentiality  
Efforts will be made to ensure privacy and confidentiality in both the interviews and focus group. All 
participants will be asked to refrain from sharing information that is exchanged within and during the 
focus group at any time outside of the research group activities. Even with this request and primarily 
because focus groups are a group activity, I am unable to assure your privacy, confidentiality or 
anonymity. All data gathered will be de-identified so that it cannot be connected back to you. Your 
real name will be replaced with a pseudonym in the write-up of this project, and only the primary 
researcher will have access to the list connecting your name to the pseudonym. This list, along with 
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tape recordings of the discussion sessions, will be kept in a secure, locked location. Your real name 
will not be included in this document.  
 
Generally speaking, I can assure you that I will keep everything you tell me or do for the study 
private. Yet there are times where I cannot keep things private (confidential). I cannot keep things 
private (confidential) when:  
 
 The researcher finds out that a child or vulnerable adult has been abused  
 The researcher finds out that that a person plans to hurt him or herself, such as commit 
suicide   
 The researcher finds out that a person plans to hurt someone else 
 
There are laws that require many professionals to take action if they think a person is at risk for self-
harm or are self-harming, harming another or if a child or adult is being abused. In addition, there are 
guidelines that researchers must follow to make sure all people are treated with respect and kept safe. 
In most states, there is a government agency that must be told if someone is being abused or plans to 
self-harm or harm another person. Please ask any questions you may have about this issue before 
agreeing to be in the study. It is important that you do not feel betrayed if it turns out that the 
researcher cannot keep some things private. 
 
Future Publication 
The primary researcher, Cherie Bridges Patrick, reserves the right to include any results of this study 
in future scholarly presentations and/or publications. All information will be de-identified prior to 
publication. 
 
Right to Refuse or Withdraw  
You do not have to take part in this research if you do not wish to do so, and you may withdraw from 
the study at any time without your job being affected. 
 
Who to Contact 
If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later. If you have questions later, you may 
contact Cherie Bridges Patrick.  If you have any ethical concerns about this study, contact the Chair 
of the Institutional Review Board, Antioch University Ph.D. in Leadership and Change.   
 
You will be given a copy of the full Informed Consent Form  
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CONSENT FORM SIGNATURES 
“Navigating the Silences: Social Worker Discourses Around Race”  
 
Name of Principle Investigator: Cherie Bridges Patrick, MA, MSSW, LISW-S 
Name of Organization: Antioch University Graduate School of Leadership and Change 
Name of Project: “Navigating the Silences: Social Worker Discourse Around Race”  
 
DO YOU WISH TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROJECT? 
I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask 
questions about it and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.  I consent 
to voluntarily participate in this project as follows: 
 
☐ I consent to a 60- to 80-minute 1:1 interview      ☐ I consent to a 120- to 180-minute focus group 
 
Print Name of Participant____________________________________________________________  
Signature of Participant _____________________________________________________________ 
Date ____________________________________________________ 
   Day/month/year    
 
DO YOU GIVE PERMISSION TO VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORD THE INTERVIEW AND 
FOCUS GROUP AS PART OF THIS PROJECT? 
I voluntarily agree to allow the interview to be video- and audio-recorded. I agree to allow the use of 
the recordings as described in this form: 
 
☐ I consent to video-record the interview        ☐ I consent to video-record the focus group 
☐ I DO NOT consent to video-record the 1:1 interview 
 
Print Name of Participant____________________________________________________________  
Signature of Participant _____________________________________________________________ 
Date ____________________________________________________ 
   Day/month/year    
 
To be filled out by the researcher or the person taking consent: 
I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the project and all the 
questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of my ability. I 
confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the consent has been given 
freely and voluntarily.  
 
A copy of this Informed Consent Form has been provided to the participant. 
Print Name of Researcher/person taking the consent_______________________________________  
Signature of Researcher /person taking the consent________________________________________ 
Date ____________________________________  
         Day/month/year 
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Appendix C: Semi-Structured Interview Guide 
For A Study Titled 
Navigating the Silences: Social Worker Discourses Around Race 
 
1. Tell me the story of your becoming a social worker (tune in on how and why). What 
interested you in becoming a social worker? (listen for values)  
 
2. In your own words, what are the foundational values of our profession?  
 
3. Tell me about your team. Can you describe your colleagues? Who do you feel close to, who 
is easy or less pleasant to work with? (If demographics do not come up, then I ask: What are 
the demographics of your team in your practice setting?)  
 
4. What services are provided in your work setting? 
 
5. Please describe your own practice. Tell me about a typical day at work. For instance, you got 
up yesterday, got to work, and then . . . Was yesterday a typical day? (Then I will follow up 
with what practices look like.) 
 
6. How would you describe good social work practice? What gets in the way of providing good 
practice? 
 
7. What are the questions people are afraid to ask and issues (topics) people are afraid to 
address in your practice setting? 
 
8. People mean different things when they say race and racism. How do you (understand) 
define social justice, racism and Whiteness? How did you come to this understanding? 
 
9. If you imagine racial and social justice in our work, what would they mean to you, what 
would they look like? 
 
10. If you were to think about bringing race into professional conversations—say about client 
care, foster care placement, etc. What are the fears, challenges, and barriers to bringing it up? 
 
11. How have you tried to incorporate issues of race and racism into your practices? Can you 
provide an example? What are the benefits? What are the challenges? Where do you go to get 
support and new ideas? Or, if they report not trying), have you considered trying, how you 
would you do it? What do you think the challenges would be? Where would you go for 
support and new ideas?  
 
12. Does race come up with colleagues, supervisors or administrators? Tell me a story of a 
professional interaction (think individual or group supervision, field practicum, case 
conferences, child welfare assessments, i.e., semi-annual review-SAR, etc., school-based, 
i.e., individual education plan) with a colleague where race came up in the conversation. 
Who brought it up? What was their role, the setting and context? What cross-racial 
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interactions come to mind? Were any of the interactions you just recalled accompanied by 
feelings of discomfort, left you confused, or left you feeling good (accomplished)? 
 
13. How do you experience situations where you feel there needs to be a conversation around 
race (racism, Whiteness) with peers, supervisors and administrators? 
 
14. Do you ever encounter racism at work? Describe. How have you responded to such 
encounters? 
 
15. What supports have been offered by colleagues, supervisors and/or agency when racism 
emerges in your practice?  
 
16. How have these experiences impacted your social work practices and relationships? 
 
17. What concerns, if any, do you have about having ‘more public’ conversations around this 
topic? 
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Appendix D: Focus Group Interview Guide 
For the Study Titled 
Navigating the Silences: Social Worker Discourses Around Race 
 
These questions are intended to open the conversation and offer opportunities to find 
commonalities between group members 
 
1. In your own words, what are the foundational values of our profession? 
2. What does good and just social work practice look like?  
3. In your experience, what gets in the way of wanting to do more justice on behalf of the client 
than you feel you can or have the time for? (I will probe whether this gets more difficult 
when race issues are involved in practicing racially and socially just social work). 
4. When does the topic of race come up at work? Please describe.  
 
These questions are intended to deepen the conversation about experiences with race 
 
5. From a broader perspective, what are the perceived and real social penalties you have 
experienced around race?  
6. Within your professional practices what are the perceived and social penalties for initiating 
or supporting conversations around race? What is at stake? What are the threats? What are 
the rewards? 
7. Silence around race is a primary theme in the research. When you go silent, what is going on 
for you, what is at stake? What are the threats? What are the rewards? 
8. If you were to think about bringing race into your own professional conversations (i.e., 
supervision), what are the fears, challenges and/or barriers to bringing it up? 
 
These questions are intended to further explore racism  
 
9. How do you experience situations where you feel there needs to be a conversation about race 
issues with peers, supervisors, administrators? (I will probe more about challenges and what 
helps.)   
10. Have you encountered racism from coworkers or observed colleagues encountering racism? 
Please describe. How have you responded to such encounters?  
11. In what ways has racism impacted your professional relationships? 
12. In what ways has racism and Whiteness impacted your social work practices? 
13. How do we reconcile our social justice mission with what we know about how race has been 
addressed by our profession? 
14. What keeps you in the profession of social work? 
 
 
 
 
 
